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Abstract 
The non-volcanic continental passive margin of southeast Newfoundland offers an ideal 
place to study rifting, because of the modest amount of sediment cover through whkh 
basement structure can be determined. Another advantage is that the Iberia margin has a 
wide range of data collected over it and offers an intensively studied conjugate margin 
that can be compared with the Newfoundland margin. 
This doctoral thesis is a detailed study of the structures on the southeast Newfoundland 
margin. It focuses on multi-channel seismic reflection (MCS) data collected during the 
summer of 2000 with SCREECH (Study of Continental Rifting and Extension on the 
Eastern Canadian sHelf). The reflection data is processed using standard methods such 
as filte1·ing, deconvolution, stacking and migration. This data set is supplemented by 
multi-channel seismic data provided by WestemGeco and GSI, and other industry data 
that has been released to the Canada Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum 
Board (CNLOPB). Gravity, magnetic and wide angle data were used to enhance and 
constrain interpretations. 
The thesis examines the structural variation and degree of segmentation in the upper crust 
along the slope area of the margin. The two shelf edge basins (Carson and Bonnition) 
exhibit a change in half graben polarity and three transfer faults are shown to segment the 
margin. A major basement ridge extending - 170 km near the present day shelf break 
separates the shelf basins from the Salar slope basin. The Moho is found to be relatively 
II 
flat along the continental shelf and shallows towards the shelf break. Extension values 
extracted from normal fault restoration and crustal th ickness are ditierent, with values 
based on crustal thickness appearing much larger. It is hypothesized that the unextended 
crustal thickness was less than the estimated 35 km to account for the discrepancies. To 
account for the differences in features observed on the Newfoundland and Iberia margins, 
a wide rift stretching model is favoured with break up occurring at the Ibe1ia end of the 
rift. The petroleum potential of the area is assessed and the Bonnition and Salar basins 
are found to be the most prospective, while the Carson Basin is the least prospective. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 
The Earth's tectonic p lates split apatt through continental rifting, which may eventually 
lead to seafloor spreading and the creation of new ocean basins. During rifting, thinning 
and extension of continental crust occurs along with volcanic activity to create many of 
the features that arc found on present day rifted continental margins. A consequence of 
the rifting process is the formation of sedirnentary basins, which in some cases may 
contain hydrocarbons. Hence rifted margins are studied to understand the tectonic 
processes that fonn them, and also for the petroleum resources that they may contain. 
Once seafloor spreading is initiated, continental margins form on either side of the new 
ocean basin. Such margins are described as conjugate to one another. The 
Newfoundland and Iberian conjugate margins of the North Atlantic shown in Figure 1. 1, 
are an excellent natural Laboratory for the study of continental rifting. Both margins are 
'non-volcanic,' - formed w ith little or no associated volcanic activity taking p lace, which 
is important because syn- or post -ri ft volcanism can interfere with and/or destroy crustal 
structures and extensional fabrics that relate to processes of continental rifting (Louden 
and Chiao, 1999). Non-volcanic margins tend to preserve clearer evidence of crustal 
thinning, faulting, and uplift, than volcanic margins, though they do tend to be buried 
under considerably more sediment, which poses problems for imaging the crust. The 
Newfoundland and Iberian conjugate margins offer a non-volcanic setting with only a 
modest amount of sediment cover, making them an ideal place to study rifting (Louden 
and Chian, 1999). 
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NS - Nova Scotia margin GS - Goban Spur 
FC- Flemish Cap GB - Galicia Bank 
20°W 0° 
lAP- Iberia Abyssal Plain 
TAG - Tagus Abyssal Plain 
Figure 1.1. Newfoundland and Iberia conjugate margins (mod{fiedfrom: Louden and 
Chian, 1999). 
The Iberia margin is one of the most extensively studied non-volcanic margins in the 
world. having detailed seismic reflection and refraction profiles, gravity and magnetic 
data and drill samples available across it (Whitmarsh et at. 200 I). The extensive data 
coverage has a llowed many lithospheric extension models for the lberia margin to be 
proposed. Data sets recently collected on the Newfoundland margin can be compared to 
data thaL is a lready available on the Iberian margin. The Newfoundland margin has 
reflection seismic. wide angle seismic, gravity and magnetic data sets and drilJ samples 
that allow for detailed studies and comparisons across the marg in conjugates. 
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1.1 Passi\'e Continental Margins 
"Passive" continental margins are formed by the separation of tectonic plates, and are 
distinct from "active" margins, which are fonned by the collision or subduction of 
tectonic plates. and are associated with earthquakes, volcanoes and other mountain 
buildmg processes. A passive margin is fmmed through continental rifting, which thins 
the lithosphere and allows continental break up to occur. Seafloor spreading is then able 
to commence, creating new ocean basins (Boillot and Froitzheim, 2001). Once seafloor 
spreading hns opened up a substantial ocean basin, plate separation occurs at the mid-
ocean ndge with minimal tectonic activity on the now passive continental margins. 
Weathering. erosional and depositional processes tend to dominate these margins in their 
later history. 
1.2 Diagnostic Char·acteristics of Passive Continental Margins 
Passive continental margins have characteristic geophysical signatures that allow them to 
be eastly identified. Geophysical data from magnetics, bathymetry, gravity and 
seismology (both normal incidence and wide angle) can be used to understand how these 
margins formed. Linear strip magnetic anomalies are a common featw·e found on many 
pass1ve margms. As seafloor spreading occurs, basaltic material rises to the seafloor and 
preserves a record of the local direction of the Earth's magnetic field as it solidifies. 
Magnetic reversals tend to occur every 500 000 years, and so give rise to alternating 
magneti7.ation patterns in the basaltic crust. Figure 1.2 illustrates the magnetic stripe 
anomalies on the seafloor of the North Atlantic. 
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Figure 1.2. Magnetic stripe anomalies on the sea floor of the North Atlantic; most of the 
map is over continental crust, wi tb sea floor spreading anomalies most obv ious in the 
upper right comer (mod{fiedfi,·om: Oakey and Dehler, 2004). 
Gravity anomahes also occur on passive margins, A free air gravity anomaly will be 
positive on the continental side and negative on the oceanic s ide, produced by the "edge 
effect" ofth1ck continental crust abutting deepwater and thin oceanic crust (Keen et al. 
1990). Oceanic crust is slightly denser than continental crust. and older oceanic crust is 
usually slightly thicker than younger oceanic crust. Figure I .3 shows the free a ir gravity 
anomaly effect. 
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Figure 1.3 . Free Air gravity anomaly over passive continental margins (modified from: 
Keen and Dehler, 1997). 
1.3 Typical Morphology and Structure 
The structure and morphology of continenta l margins can vary considerably from one 
margin to another and from one section of a margin to the next. The large variety of 
passrvc continental margins can be explained by the amount of sediment present on the 
margin, the amount of magmatic material that is present and the nature of the rifting 
structures. Some margins contain relatively thin sediment cover such as on the Goban 
Spur marg in (Peddy et al. 1989) and the Bay of Biscay, whereas others may contain a 
vast amount of sediment as found on the Nova Scotia margin in the Scotian Basin (Keen 
and Potter, 1995). Some passive margins may exhibit seaward dipping reflector 
sequences (SDRS) and/or high P-wave velocities (>7 .3 km/s), which provide evidence 
for mafic extrusive and intrusive rocks (Ruppel, 1995). 
Features present on typical passive continental margins can been found in Figure 1.4. 
The continental shelf is a gently sloping submerged surface that includes continental crust 
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often wiLh a cover of sedimentary rock. The w idth of the continental shelf can range from 
a few t~ns of kJlometres to hundreds, and its usual water depth range is from 0 m to 300 
m. The continental slope occurs beyond the edge of the continental shelf and is relatively 
steep (3-5°) The continental rise is located seaward of the continental slope and is 
differentiated from the continental slope by its much gentler dip. T he abyssal plains of 
the ocean basins are found in water up to - 5 km deep, but are transected by mid-ocean 
ridges risir1g one to three kilometres above the surro unding ocean fl oor. 
The Newfoundland margin in general has a wide continental shelf (- 300 km), and 
contains a large amount of sediment in numerous rift basins, such as the Jeanne d 'Arc, 
Horseshoe and Carson basins. These basins formed at the same time as the shelf-edge 
basin, but for them rifting did not continue to seafloor spreading. 
Continental Continental Ocean Basin margin margin 
(~------~-----~ ----------------~---------------- ~----A~--~ y-- --...r \ 
nental shelf 
Oceanic 
ntinental rise Ridge 
Asthenosphere 
Sediment 
Figure 1.4. Dragram of features found on passive continental margins. 
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1.4 Models 
Models describing the genesis of passive margins by lithospheric extension can be 
divided into categories based on the style of extension and the resulting geometry and 
composition of the margin. Conjugate margin pairs may look very similar - symmetrical 
about the ocean basin, or may exhibit vastly different characteristics - asymmetrical. 
Many models have been proposed to account for the differences, and listed below is a 
brief differentiation among some of the more prominent models. 
1.4.1 Volcanic and Non Volcanic Margins 
"Volcanic" margins show evidence of magmatic activity which can be in the fonn of 
extrusive basalts that form seaward dipping reflector sequences (SDRS) (Ruppel, L 995), 
high velocity underplated layers beneath stretched crust, radially oriented dykes, 
continental flood basalts, or serpentinite layers in the lower crust. The presence of 
extruded basalts forming seaward dipping reflectors (SDRS) and underplating Lead to 
volcanic passive margins having a higher elevation than non-volcanic margins because of 
crustal thickening caused by the addition of high density basalt (Ruppel, 1995). 
"Non-volcanic'' margins may show some evidence of magmatic activity, but the amount 
of magmatism is relatively small when compared to volcanic margins. Figure 1.5 
illustrates the volcanic and non-volcanic segments of the North Atlantic margin. 
The East Greenland passive margin is a good example of a volcanic passive margin. The 
margin contains seaward dipping reflectors and high velocity underplated layers (Ruppel, 
1995). An example of a non-volcanic pass ive margin would be the North em Nova Scotia 
margin. This margin shows li ttle evidence of volcanic processes or SDRS. 
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Figure 1.5. Map of the North Atlantic showing volcanic and non-volcanic margins 
(fi·om: Louden and Chian, 1999). 
1.4. 2 Pure Shear - McKenzie Model 
The McKenzie ( 1978) stretching model incorporates instantaneous pure shear 
lithosphenc extension, which produces a symmetdc pattern of thinning between 
conjugate margin pairs. Ln its simplest form, the model assumes that the lithosphere 
responds by defonning as a ductile continuum (Ruppel, 1995). The model assumes that 
homogeneous thinning of an entire block instantly occurs by a stretching factor of~- ~ is 
the ratio of the initial thickness to the final th ickness (for extensional thinning~> 1) 
(Ruppel. 1995) ln this model it is assumed that the extending lithosphere is isostatically 
compensated before and after stretching (McKenzie, 1978). This concept produces initial 
subsidence (Si) and high heat flow values for various values of~ (Neugebauer, 1987), 
which allow predictions of heat flow as a function of time to be made. 
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The pure shear model is relatively s imple to implement in modelling; but it does have its 
dra\vbacks. The model oversimplifies the extension process and does not account for the 
heterogeneous rheological nature of the Lithosphere, which resul ts in faulting as one 
example of the localization of rifting in narrow zones (Ruppel, 1995). The pure shear 
model predicts that the li thosphere should thin unifonnly and symmetrically. However 
on many passive margins relatively unextended and highly extended zones of lithosphere 
are often located adj acent to one another (Ruppel, 1995). 
1.4.2.1 Variants - Pure Shear 
Variations on the pure shear model proposed by McKenzie have been made by various 
authors. Jarvts and McKenzie (1980) modified the pure shear model to incorporate fmite 
rifting (Collier and Watts, 1997). From their work they concluded that the previous 
assumption of instantaneous stretching gives reasonable results when stretching periods 
are les!:i than 20 My. Royden and Keen, (1980) and Sclater and Christie (1980) proposed 
a non-untfonn pure shear model, where the lithosphere is stretched by different stretching 
factors above(~) and below (8) a detachment boundary (Dehler and Keen, 1993), which 
in most cases is laken to be the base of the crust- the Moho (Ruppel, 1995). The 
introduction of lithospheric stretching (8) helps account for the observed variations in 
syn- and postrift subs idence ratios. In non-unifonn stretching models the upper crustal 
layer shows brittle deformation and extension in the fonn of faults but may still 
approximate pure shear on the megascale, while the lower crustal layer exhibits ductile 
dcfonnation. 
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Figure 1.6 from Einsele (2000) depicts the predicted structures associated with the pure 
shear model. The pure shear model with its modifications is able to explain many of the 
features associated with continental margins, the most common being rotated fault blocks 
that show a series of symmetric seaward dipping reflectors (Louden and Chian, J 999). 
The width of the rift zone can be accounted for in pure shear models, as well as the 
subsidence and uplift history of the margin. The free air gravity edge effect anomaly that 
is observed at margins can also be explained through pure shear models (Collier and 
Watts, 1997). 
PURE SHEAR 
BRITTLE 
;=::::::~2------~-CRUST 
-----1MOHO 
Figure 1.6. Pure shear stretching model (modified from: Einsele, 2000). 
As noted above the pure shear model does however have its drawbacks. The asymmetry 
in conjugate margin pairs cannot be readily explained; neither can some basement highs 
that have been found beneath shelf breaks (Lister et aJ. 1986). Pure shear models faiJ to 
explain the observed differences in the amount of post and syn-rift sediments that are 
noticed across many margins (Ruppel, 1995), unless there are lateral variations in f3 and 0 
in two layer stretching models (Keen and Dehler, 1997). To explain some of these 
features, other authors prefer to use a simple shear model for extension. 
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1.4.3 Simple Shear - Wernicke Model 
In the simple shear model (Wernicke, 1985), extension occurs along low angle 
detachment faults that penetrate the cmst and possibly the whole lithosphere (Wernicke 
and Burchfiel, 1982). Extension along the detachment fault results in the thinning 
between the upper and lower layers to be offset from each other, which produces 
asymmetric margins (Louden and Chian, 1999). In simple shear models the upper plate 
is generally composed of rocks that were oiiginaJ ly above the detachment while the lower 
plate is composed of deeper crystall ine rocks (Lister et al. 1991 ). The basement of lower 
plate margins is generally highly structured with rotational nom1al faults, ti lted blocks 
and half grabens. The upper plate margin is characterized by nom1al faulting and is 
generally only weakly rotational (Lister et al. 1986) and tends to be structurally simple 
(Manatschal and BemouJli, 1998). As with the pure shear model proposed by McKenzie, 
there have been many variants proposed for the simple shear model. 
1.4.3. I Variants - Simple Shear 
Lister et al. ( 199 1) have proposed numerous variations on the Wernicke model. These 
variations are used to explain the formation of structures such as continental ribbons, 
marginal plateaus, submerged continental fragments and outer highs. Figure J .7 shows 
the predicted structures for a simple shear model. The distinguishing feature of simple 
shear extension would be landward dipping or flat Lying reflectors delineating the major 
detachment fau lt (Louden and Chian~ 1999). There are many seismic profiles covering 
rifted margins and few show evidence of detachment faults. The ''S" reflector on the 
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Galicia Bank and the ''H" reflector on Lhe Iberian margin are presently the best candidates 
for detachment fau lts (Collier and Watts, 1997). 
iii 
2 
t.> 
Lovueri)late margin Upperi)late margin 
Continental drainage civtde 
Figure 1.7. Simple shear stretching model and features (modified from: Louden and 
Chiao, 1999). 
Both pure shear and simple shear models alone are unable to predict and describe all 
features that are present on passive continental margins. Other models have combined 
both pure and simple shear ideas to create hybrid models (Ruppel, 1995). Seismic and 
structural data tend LO indicate lhat a combination of pure shear (ductile stretching) and 
simple shear (brittle faulting) is the most accurate way to describe rifling on passive 
~ 
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margins (Ruppel, 1995). ln hybrid models, low angle detachment faults or listric faults 
dominantly occur in the brittle crust (Ruppel, 1995), with pure shear stretching occurring 
in the deeper lithosphere (Keen and Dehler, 1993). 
Work on the Iberian margin has produced many rifting models, attempting to explain the 
tectonic evolution of passive margins. Holker et al. 2003 have shown that top basement 
detachment faults (TBDF) may be an important feature on non-volcanic passive margins 
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during the later stages of rifting, just before seafloor spreading. These faults initially 
develop as ljstric downward convex detachment faults exhibiting a small amount of 
extension, which change to downward concave fau lts accommodating a high amount of 
extension. This higher amount of extension can lead to exhumation of crustal and mantle 
rocks (Holker et al. 2003), which is a characteristic of the Iberian margin. 
1.5 Newfoundland and Iberian Conjugate Margin Pairs 
TI1c opening of the North Atlantic took place in discrete stages with the commencement 
of opening occurring in the Jurassic strata off the east coast of the United States and 
continuing northward. Major transfer faults segment the margin into discrete sections 
and separate zones which show different geometries and amounts of extension (Tankard 
et a l. 1989). Figure L.8 shows the major segments of the Newfoundland Atlantic margin 
and the major transforms that separate each segment. 
Figure 1.8. Transforms separating 
segments of the Atlantic margin 
(modifiedfrom: Tankard et al. 
1989). 
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1.5.1 North Atlantic Spreading/rectonic History 
Rifting and plate tectonic motion resulted in continental break up between Africa and 
North America in the Triassic to Jurassic periods (de Voogd et al. 1990). Rifting then 
progressed northward to the Grand Banks and Iberia which broke up during the Early to 
Middle Cretaceous. The northeast continental margin of Newfoundland (Orphan Basin 
and Flemish Cap) and Europe then separated during the mid-Cretaceous (Keen et al. 
1987b). Labrador and GreenJand later broke up in the Late Cretaceous. Figure 1.9 
summarizes the major events that occurred on the northeast Atlantic margin. 
Time US/ Nova Scotia SE Orphan Labrador Ma Scale NW Africa Newfoundland Basin Sea 
2Q_ !CP Regtonal Substdenc:e 
40_ ij IJ::~t:;(IH, 
ea... ~z Post Rift Rapid Eocene Second Riff Phase 
Phase SubSidence ,h..,rtnr C:o" """'"' 
80_ C-80Ma) L 
en 
Post Rift Start of seanoor First Rift Phase 10Q. ~ spreading (-84Ma) § Post Rift Phase 
"' 
Phase l=:AAflnnr Faulting (11§100 Ma) 
12Q. e - ·- (NW trending ~sins (.) BNekvp.of lberia>MII 
14Q E Newfoundland (127-i12 Ma) Period or Rifting 
160 L S,,nnri Rift PhA<:R 
-
·~ Epeirogenic 180 M Breakup of Africa 
-
Breakup of Africa Subsidence 
=> and N AmeriC?,_-~ and Nova Scotia 
..., Stilt 01 iiiiiOcJi (-175Ma) 200 
-
E spreedlng (-195M&) First Rift Phase 
220 l \Jotc:'!n•c;rr Period of Rifting (Formation of NE 
- f;l 
205-190 Me. I trending grabens) 
Period of Rifting en 
240 "' M 
- .= E 
Paleozoic 
· Unconformity 0 Uplift D Subsidence D Rifting 
Figure 1.9. Major tectonic events on the west Atlantic margin (compiled from: Driscoll 
et al. 1995, Enachescu, 1 988, Grant et al. 1988, Keen et al. l987a, Sinclair, 1995a and 
Tucholke et al. 1989). 
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In the Mesozoic, rifting between the Grand Banks and Ibe1ia took place during two main 
phases. During rifting, extension of the continental basement occuned, which produced 
numerous faults and major subsidence across the margin. 
This first stage of rifting between the Grand Banks and Iberia lasted for approximately 20 
My in the Late Triassic (Tucholke et al. 1989). Others have proposed that rifting may 
have only lasted 5-l 0 My based on the lack of syn-rift sequences on reflection profiles 
(Louden and Chian, 1999). This episode of rifting is associated with the break-up 
between the African and North American plates (Tucholke et al. 1989) and created a 
system of Mesozoic rift basins on both the Grand Banks and Iberian platfomlS, which 
trend mainly north-east (Tucholke et al. 1989). After this rifting phase that ended during 
the late Early Jurassic (Grant et aL 1988), a period of widespread subsidence occurred 
across the margin (TuchoJke et al. 1989). 
Subsidence was interrupted by a second rifting phase that commenced in Late Jurassic. 
Grant et al. (1988) interpreted the onset of rifting to begin in Tithonian time (154 Ma) 
while Tankard and Welsink ( 1987) have interpreted the rifting onset to be in Callovian 
time ( 164 Ma). Faulting around the rift basins and uplift and erosion of highs deposited 
sandstone and mudstones across many of the bas ins. Continental break up is interpreted 
to occur in the mid-Cretaceous no later than Barremian to Aptian time ( 127- 1 12 Ma) 
(Driscoll et al. 1995) and is generally thought to have produced widespread local and 
regional unconformities (Tucholke et al. 1989). 
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From plate reconstruction models, the spreading of the Atlantic from Newfoundland -
Iberia northward took place from approximately 130 Ma (Louden and Chian, 1999) and 
generally propagated from the south to the north, which is shown by the magnetic 
anomaly pattern on the seafloor. Figure l.lO (after Srivastava and Verhoef, 1992) 
illustrates the position of the Newfoundland and Iberia margins when reconstructed back 
to MO ( 118 Ma, Early Aptian). Detennining the onset of seafloor spreading is difficult 
due to Limited sampling (dri lling) and the Cretaceous magnetic quiet zone (Driscoll et al. 
L 995). The magnetic quiet zone ranged rrom L2 L to 84 Ma and is interpreted to be the 
resu lt of no reversa ls being produced for 37 My. The large amplitude J anomaly is 
present west of the ocean continent transistion (OCT) on the Iberia Abyssal Plain, and is 
located southwest of theSE Newfoundland ridge on the Newfoundland margin. This 
anomaly is thought by Louden and Chi an ( 1999) to be the first unequivocal indication of 
seafloor spreading. The 1 anomaly lies between chron MO and M2, which would indicate 
that seafloor spreading commenced at 121 Ma (Louden and Chiao. 1999). North of the 
Newfoundland seamounts Anomaly MO is not well developed (Driscoll et al. 1995). 
Along the Iberian margin MO is not observed no rib of the Figueiro fracture zone (Dtiscoll 
et al. 1995). This suggests that north of the seamounts seafloor spreading occurred after 
Early Aptian. Seafloor spreading benveen the Flemish Cap and Goban Spur is thought to 
have initiated in the Late Albian (110 Ma) (Louden and Chiao, 1999). 
A third period of rifting occurred during Late Cretaceous time. This period of rifting 
opened the Labrador Sea and separated the Orphan Knoll and Flemish Cap from 
Northwest Europe around Santonian rime (Tucholke et al. 1989). 
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Figure 1.10. Newfoundland Iberia Margins reconstructed back to MO time approximately 
118 Ma, Early Aptian time (from: Srivastava and Verhoef, 1992). 
1.5.2 Contrasts bef\,veen Newfoundland and iberian margins 
The Newfoundland and Iberian margins exhibit many differences both structurally and 
compositionally, which leads to this conjugate margin pair being classified as 
asymmetric, by many authors (Tankard and Welsink, 1987, Sibuet, 1992 and Enachescu, 
1992b ). The Iberian margin has a narrow continental shelf as opposed to the very broad 
platfonn exhibited on the Newfoundland margin. Iberia has Limited rift basin 
development with the Lusitanian Basin being in shallow water and the Galicia Interior 
Basin in the deep water to the north. In contrast, the Newfoundland margin has extensive 
rift basin development in its thick continental crust, with the creation oftbe Jeanne d'Arc, 
Flemish Pass, Whale, Carson, Bonnition and Horseshoe basins being most notable 
(Tankard and Welsink, 1987). The deep basement structure is also quite different below 
the two margins. In the transition zone between continental and oceanic crust the depth 
to basement is generally 1 to 2 seconds (two way travel time) longer on the Iberia side 
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than on the Newfoundland margin (Lau et at. 2005 in press). The basement roughness is 
also different below the two margins in the transition zone. The Newfoundland margin 
generally bas basement with low relief whereas on the fberia margin relief is much higher 
(Shipboard Scientific Party, 2004a). 
The Newfoundland margin is quite different from most of the North American 
continental margins. The narrow elongate basins present on the Newfoundland margin 
are in stark contrast to the wide and broad Orphan Basin to the north and the Scotian 
Basin (combining the Mohica~ Abenaki, and Sable basins) to the south. These two 
basins are shown in Figure l.ll and occupy most of their respective continental margins. 
According to Keen et al. ( 1987a), it is thought that these regions were subject to greater 
crustal extension than in the Grand Banks area which resulted in the formation of larger 
and broader basins as opposed to the narrow ones found offshore Newfoundland. 
r Water depth 
r;> Mesozoic Basins Km 
200 
Ftgure 1.1 1. Position of basins along the Newfoundland margin (modified from: 
Enachescu, 2000). 
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On the Iberian margin Galicia Bank is located north of the rberia Abyssal Plain, while the 
Tagus Abyssal Plain is located to the south (see Figure 1.12 for locations). 
The Iberian margin is generally composed of wide continental blocks which are separated 
by submarine canyons that relate to major fault lineaments (Alves et al. 2003a). The 
Porto margin contains a nan·ow continental shelf ( 15 -30km) and a naiTow, steep (- 5°) 
continental slope. The Lisbon margin located south of the Porto margin has a wider 
continental shelf (~30 krn) and a thick sequence of sediments. In this area the continental 
slope is also steep ( 4.5°). The Alentejo margin, further to the south has a gentle 
continental slope (--.{).5°) which is difficult to distinguish from the continental shelf 
(Alves et al. 2003a). 
Figure 1.12. Iberian Margin and associated 
features (modified from: Alves et at. 2003a). 
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1.5.3 S.E. Newfoundland Margin and related basins 
The Newfoundland margin contains numerous rift related basins that have developed in 
thick continental crust. The thickness of continental crust adjacent to the Newfoundland 
margin is generally between 27 and 35 k.m, and much of the platfonn is in shallow water 
with depths less than 1OOm. Many of the basins, such as the Jeanne d'Arc, Whale, 
Horseshoe Bonnition and Carson, fonned in the Late Triassic during the first significant 
episode of rifting. lt was also during this time that the Lusitauian Basin on the Iberian 
margin formed (Alves et al. 2002). These natTow basins were formed by extension and 
were accommodated by major faults that extend into the deep crust and flatten along or 
just above the Moho (Keen et al. 1987a) or, arguably, in the mid-crust (Dentith and Hall, 
1990). Because of the similarity among many of the Newfoundland basins, it is 
suggested by Keen et al. (1987a) that the basins formed by the same mechanisms. The 
basement on the Grand Banks is interpreted to be Hadrynjan and possibly older 
crystal Line rock and Paleozoic metasedimentary and sedimentary rock (Enachescu, 1988). 
Figure l. L3 shows a simplified lithostratigraphic chart oftbe Grand Banks based mainly 
on the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. 
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LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY 
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Figure 1.13. Generalized stratigraphic chart for the Grand Banks (mod~/iedfrom: 
Newfoundland Energy Branch, 2000). 
1.5.3.1 Generalized Carson and Bonnition basin stratigraphy 
The basins on the Newfoundland margin generally accumulated much of the same 
sediments that filled the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. The Bonnition and Carson basins are 
located near the shelf break on the southeast Newfoundland margin and occupy a craton-
margin setting (Grant et al. 1988). The basins are composed of Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
sediments and four wells have been drilled iu these two basins with none of them 
reaching basement (Grant et al. 1988). Sediments in the Carson and Bonnition basins 
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have been variably preserved due to the structure of the basins and the many erosional 
unconfotmities that occur. Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic sediments tend to be 
preserved in the southern Carson Basin, whi le the central and northem portions of the 
Bonnition Basin preserve more of the Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous section 
(Grant et al. 1988). 
The Kettle and Ewydice formations are 'red beds' from Carnian to Norian time 
containing interbedded conglomerates, subarkosic sandstones and shales, which were 
most likely produced from the erosion of basement highs and then deposited under arid 
conditions (Austin et al. 1989). During the Late Triassic to Early Jurassic (Hettangian-
Sinemurain) the Osprey and Argo evaporites were deposited in basins on both the 
Newfoundland and Iberian margins. The evaporites were deposited in a northeast to 
southwest trending elongated basin and the contact between the evaporites and the 
Kettle/Eurydice 'red beds' is confonnable and sharp (Jansa et al. 1980). The Osprey H-
84 well shows that the evaporites are dominated by halite with zones of reddish shale, 
dolomite, mudstone and siltstone. Subaerial basalt flows are found between the Argo and 
Osprey formations and provide a strong seismic marker. 
1n the Early Jurassic (Sinernurian time), carbonates from the Iroquois Fonnation were 
then deposited over the evaporites during a period of subsidence across the Grand Banks 
and Iberia. Carbonate deposition resulted from an Early Jurassic transgression and the 
contact between the carbonates and the evaporites (Argo and Osprey Formation) is sharp 
(Jansa et al. 1980). Marine shales were deposited during Late Pliensbacbjan time (Grant 
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et al. 1988) and are overlain by a monotonous shale and interbedded limestone succession 
during Toarcian to Callovian time (Tankard et al. 1 989). A variety of lithofacies 
consisting of sandstone, shale, and limestones were deposited from Oxfordian to 
Tithonian time in the Rankin Fom1ation. Shale deposited in Middle Kimmeridgian time 
is the principal source rock for all the oil discovered in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin (Grant et 
al. 1988). An unconfonnity is present in the Middle Tithonian above which continental 
and shallow marine clastics were deposited in the Jeanne d'Arc Formation. The clastic 
sediments of the Hibernia, Whiterose and Avalon formations overlie the Jeanne d'Arc. 
The Logan Canyon unit was deposited during Barremian to Cenomanian rime, with major 
w1conformities occurring in the Late Aptian and Late Alb ian. Transgressive marine 
sediments of the Dawson Canyon Formation were deposited during Cenomanian to 
Turonian time. and from Coniacian to Maestrichtian time an influx of clastics produced 
prograding clinofonns. A major unconformity occurs in the Late Cretaceous to 
Paleocene, with delta front sands and turbidites overlying the unconformity. The 
Banquereau Fonnation was deposited in Eocene time to the prese11t and represents mainly 
deep shales, minor chalks and mudstones. 
1.6 Objectives of MARl PROBE 
In the summer of2000 the MARIPROBE project acquired multi-channel seismic (MCS) 
reflection and wide-angle data (using ocean bottom seismographs, OBS) across three 
transects of offshore Newfoundland. MARlPROBE is the Canadian component of the 
international collaboration with the SCREECH (Study of Continental Rifting and 
Extension on the Eastern Canadjan sHelf) project. Heat flow measurements were also 
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taken in locations where data coverage from existing studies was sparse. The overall 
goals of the MARIPROBE project were to analyze the collected seismic data to create 
depth sections of the margins and use the heat flow data to constrain models of the 
lithosphere's thennal structure. Final models created oftbe margin conjugates would 
then be interpreted in tenns of the style and timing of continental rifting. 
Objectives relating to the Newfoundland - Iberian transect include the characterization of 
regional crustal structure on the Newfoundland margin, which would include tbe 
unextended continental crust in tbe back-shelf regions, the thinned continental crust in the 
slope and rise, the transitional crust in the deep basin, and the oceanic crust. Tt is hoped 
that the new data wiU define the nature of the crustal boundaries and show how they vary 
both along the Newfoundland margin and across the ma1·gin to the Iberian side. The new 
data will also provide information to constrain the gross amount of melt produced during 
rifting. Crustal structure of the Newfoundland margin will be compared with structures 
on the Iberian margin to determine extensional mechanics. The seismic data also fulfi ll 
site survey requirements for ocean dri lling program (ODP) sites. Figure 1. I 4 illustrates 
the locations of the three transects and the relation of these lines to the ODP Sites that 
were completed in tbe summer of2003. 
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Figure 1.14. Location map of the 3 MARIPROBE transects on the Newfoundland 
margin, and the ODP Sites 1276 and 1277 (mod{fled from: Enachescu et al. 2005). 
l. 7 Thesis Objectives 
This thesis focuses on seismic lines in the area around the southern mosl 
SCREECH/MARIPROBE transect. The main seismic lines studied are SCREECH 
3MCS, 401,402 and 403. Other seismic data from industry (proprietary data from 
WcstemGeco and data from GSI) and the Canada Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore 
Petroleum Board (CNLOPB) are also used to study this part of the margin. The main 
area of interest is on the slope portion of the margin studying the unextended crust out to 
the extended crust. This thesis has seven main objectives in its examination of the 
evolution of lhe basins and crust in the slope area. 
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I. 7.1 Objective I - Processing of SCREECH seismic reflection datu 
The first objective of this thesis is to process the deep seismic reflection data that was 
acquired in 2000 by the SCREECII project. SCREECJ I lines 401, 402 and 403 will be 
processed with the aim to image basins on the shelf and slope area of the margin, as well 
as image deep crustal structures and the Moho. All seismic processing will be done with 
the software package ProMAX, which is provided by Landmark Graphics. 
I. 7.2 Objective 2 - Margin variation along strike 
The second objective of this thesis is to examine the structural variation in the upper crust 
along the Newfoundland margin (slope area) and determine the degree of segmentation 
along the margin. This wiJl be related to the evolution of rifting and the spreading history 
of the margin. Previous investigations have focused on variation in crusta l structure 
across margin conjugates, however little work has been done on the variation of margins 
along strike. Considerable crustal variation along strike can be found on the 
Newfoundland margin and this variation may play an important role in determining the 
rifting history. This first objective is achieved by mapping the major structures, sediment 
packages, faults, basement and any transfer zones on the southeast Newfoundland 
margin. Mapping is done in Seisworks, a Landmark Graphics software package, using 
seismic reflection data from the SCREECH project and industry seismic lines tied to well 
data (including ODP). Gravity and magnetic data also aids in interpretation. 
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1. 7.3 Objective 3 - Structure and composition of the inter-basin ridge 
The third objective of this thesis is to determine the significance of the large high located 
under the continental slope in relation to rifting; and to identify the main composition of 
the fau lt block and determine if transfer faults dissect it. Transfer fau lts segment margins 
into discrete sections and separate areas where different styles of extension occurred. 
Th1s objective is achteved via detailed mapping of the major basement block to determine 
its lateral extent and nature. Seismic reflection lines from SCREECH, WesternGeco, 
GSI, and CNLOPB along with gravity data have been used in determining the extent of 
the high, its composition and its influence on the sun·ounding area. 
1. 7.4 Objective 4 - Nature and variation of the lower crust and Moho 
The fourth objective of this thesis examines the nature and variation of the lower crust 
and Moho along the margin; and to determine the variability of the lower cmst along the 
margin. Lower crustal reflections along the margin are imaged on many seismic Lines 
that are available. Detenruning the position of the lower crust and Moho helps gain 
insight into the evolution of rifting on the margin. This objective is achieved by mapping 
deep crustal reflections on SCREECH seismic lines and deep industry seismic Lines 
which image lower crustal features. Wide-angle seismic models are compared to the 
seismic reflection data to aid in constraining interpretations where re tlection data is 
ambiguous. 
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I. 7.5 Objective 5 - Extension and evolution of the NeYo?foundiand margin 
The fifth objective of this thesis is to examine the ammmt of extension that occurred on 
the Newfoundland margin, and infer the type of stretching model that will best describe 
the extension. This objective is achieved by restoring various profiles along the 
Newfoundland margin. Extension (e) from the restoration of oonnal extensional faults 
wi ll be calculated as well as crustal stretching values (p) based on crustal thinning. 
None of the stretching models currently used to describe extension between 
Newfoundland and Iberia are able to account for all features that are observed on the 
conjugate margins. Figure 1.15 illustrates a model from Tankard and Welsink ( 1987) in 
which they envision the MU1Te Fault to be antithetic and converging with a master 
detachment from the Iberian margin. Figure 1.16 illustrates a model by Sibuet (1992), 
who proposes the master detachment originates from the Newfoundland side and the "S" 
reflector on the Iberian margin would represent au extension of this detachment. The 
results from the Newfoundland margin are compared with those on the conjugate Iberian 
margin, in order to test the existing stretching models and assess the potential 
significance of segmentation of the margins. 
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Figure 1. 15. Tankard and Welsink's proposed model for the formation of the 
Newfoundland and Iberian continental margins (from: Tankard and We/sink, 1987). 
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Figure 1.16. Sibuet's proposed models for the formation of the Newfoundland and 
Iberian continental margins (rnodifiedfrom: Sibuel, 1992). 
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I. 7. 6 Objective 6 - Comparison of structures on other margins 
The sixth objective of this thesis is to relate the structures observed on the Newfoundland 
margin to those found on other non-volcanic passive margins. Interpretation of major 
structures on the Newfoundland margin allows comparisons to be made with other non-
volcanic passive margins (e.g. Iberia). By comparing structures found on the 
Newfoundland margin to those present on other margins, structures unique to the 
Newfoundland margin can be identified. 
I. 7. 7 Objective 7 - Petroleum prospectivity 
The seventh objective of this thesis is to assess the petroleum prospectivity of the basins 
on the southeast Newfoundland margin. Mapping major sequences and stmctures and 
relating them to those found in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin wi ll allow potentially prospective 
areas to be outlined. 
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CHAPTER 2 Seismic Reflection Acquisition and Data Processing 
2.1 Seismic Reflection -Data Acquisition 
Multi-channel seismic reflection data (MCS) for the MARIPROBE project was acquired 
from July 15 to August 17,2000 as part of the Study of Continental Rifting and 
Extension on the Eastern Canadian sHelf project (SCREECH). ln this project the R/V 
Maurice Ewing acquired MCS data along three major transects across the Grand Banks 
of Newfoundland. Figure 2.1 shows the location of the MCS data acquired and the 
positions of the wide-angle ocean bottom seismographs (OBS) which also recorded 
during the project. The reflection seismic data were recorded on a Syntrack 480 
acquisition system, sampled at 0.004 sand recorded for approximateJy 16.3 seconds. A 
6000rn, 480 channel Syntron streamer with a group spacing of 12.5m was used to record 
the data. A 20 gun 8540 cu in. air gun array was used to shoot every 50m, creating a 
CDP fold of 60. The air guns and streamer were generally towed at a depth of7.5m and 
moved down to 10m in bad weather. Figure 2.2 shows the CDP locations for SCREECH 
lines 401 , 402, 403, and 3MCS which correspond to the CDP locations given in 
upcoming processed sections. In total approximately 2000 km of MCS data were shot 
and recorded. The data quality of the SCREECH lines (401 , 402 and 403) was generally 
very good and no major problems were encountered when the data were recorded or 
processed. 
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Newfoundland margin Seismic Program 
July 14 to Aug 13, 2000 
Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBS) 
deployed by RN Oceanus 
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Figure 2.1 . Location of MCS and OBS data along the 3 major SCREECH transects. CDP locations are annotated 
for transect 3 and line 305. 
Figure 2.2. CDP values for the lines contained in transect 3. Lines 3MCS 401 , 402 and 
403. 
2.2 Seismic Reflection - Data Processing 
The processing portion of this thesis will concentrate on SCREEClllines 401,402 and 
403, wbicb are reflection seismic lines located in the southeast portion of offshore 
Newfoundland. Seismic line 401 is approximately 300 km long and is mainly located on 
the continental shelf with its SE end descending the continental slope a few kilometres. 
Line 402 connects to the slope end of line 40 l and runs perpendicular to line 401 for 
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approximately 25 km. Line 403 connects to the end of line 402 and then runs back up the 
slope to the shelf. parallel with line 40 I for approximately 90 km. Processing the 
SCREECH lines started from the raw field data tapes and was done in ProMAX, a 
Landmark Graphics processing application. Along with the three SCREECH lines, 8 
proprietary seismic lines made available as post-stack data by WestemGeco were 
reprocessed to remove noise and enhance the image of the deeper sections (basement and 
deeper). The reprocessing of the proprietary WestemGeco data only entailed post-stack 
multiple and noise removal techniques and then migration. 
2.3 Processing SCREECH Lines 401 and 403 
The processing objective for SCREECH lines 40 I and 403 was to produce both stacked 
and migrated sections from the raw field data. The shelf portion of each line involves a 
very shallow water bottom (- 100m), with a thin sediment layer (- 500 m) overlying 
basement. The water bottom reaches depths of approximately 2000 m near the slope end 
of the lines. Sediment cover in the slope area is much thicker than on the shelf. Due to 
the difference in structure between the shelf and slope area, different processing 
techniques were applied to these areas to enhance the final image. Extensive testing was 
done both pre- and post-stack to determine the optimum processing parameters. The 
following sections detail the fmal processing techniques applied to the line as well as 
some of the techniques that were tested but deemed unacceptable. The pre-stack 
processing will first be explained in detail, with explanations of what parameters were 
used and their effect on the data, and after this the post-stack processing sequence will be 
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detailed. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 are condensed overviews of the processing techniques that 
were applied to lines 40 I and 403 to produce the final migrated sections. The complete 
processing flow for both lines can be found in Appendix I. 
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Figure 2.3. Processing flow for Line 40 I. 
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Figure 2.4. Processmg flow for Line 403. 
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2.3.1 Pre-stack Processing 
Line 40 I contains 5661 shot gathers and line 403 is composed of 1814 shot gathers. 
Each of the shot gathers is comprised of 480 traces and these gathers were checked for 
bad traces. Line 403 contained no bad traces whereas noisy traces were found on line 
401 on some shot gathers ranging from shot 1072 to 1285. The noise on these traces 
generally only occurred below 10 000 ms. A bottom mute, which is illustrated in Figure 
2.5, was picked on the traces to remove this noise. The noise was only contained in 
approximately 12 shot gathers. The specific shot gathers affected were as follows; 1 072, 
1129,1154,1164,1168,1169,1175,1186,1199,1223,1269,1285. Afterdetermining 
that the rest of the shots were good, a top mute was applied in the shot domain to both 
line 401 and 403 to remove the direct wave and refracted arrivals. Figure 2.6 shows a 
typical top mute that was applied to the shot gathers on the shelf portion of the lines, as 
well as one that was applied to the slope portion of the lines. 
2.3.1. 1 Bandpass Filter 
Shot gathers were analyzed to determine the dominant frequencies of the data. Figure 
2. 7 A shows a typical shelf shot gather ( 150 l of line 403) and its corresponding frequency 
spectrum. In these images the shot gathers do not have a top mute applied, however in 
the processing flow the top mute was applied before the bandpass filter is applied. The 
shot gather contains both low and high frequency noise and the dominant signal 
frequencies tend to range between 8 and 70 Hz. 
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Figure 2.5. Shot gather 1129 on line 40 I showing noisy traces and the bottom mute 
applied to remove the noise. The area surrounded by the dashed box near the bottom 
of the shot gather is enlarged and shown in the center of the figure. Data below the 
mute (solid black line) is removed. 
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Figure 2.7. Frequency spectrum analysis on shot gather 1501 from line 403. (A) Shot 
gather and frequency spectrum before bandpass filter. (B) Shot gather and frequency 
spectrum after application of an Onnsby minimum phase bandpass filter. Filter 
parameters were: 7-10-90-110 Hz applied from 0-1500 ms, 7-10-50-60 Hz applied from 
3000-6000 ms, and 5-8-40-50 Hz applied from 9000 - 16000 ms. 
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A minimum phase time-variant Ormsby bandpass filter was applied to all shot gathers on 
both lines to remove the unwanted high and low frequency noise. Figure 2.7B illustrates 
the effect of the bandpass fi Iter on the shot gather I 50 I . The fi Iter was designed to be 
time variant so that higher frequencies could be kept in the shallower portions of the data, 
and lower frequencies kept at deeper times. The frequency parameters used are listed 
below and correspond to the [ 100% low cut frequency] - [0% low cut frequency] - [0% 
high cut frequency]- [ l 00% high cut frequency]. 
• 7-1 0-90-l l 0 Hz applied from 0-1500 ms 
• 7- l 0-50-60 Hz applied from 3000-6000 ms 
• 5-8-40-50 llz applied from 9000-16000 ms 
Between the time gates, the corner frequency values were interpolated. Figure 2.8 shows 
the effect of applying the bandpass filter to shot gather 150 l. It is evident in this figure 
that a large amount of noise has been removed from the shot gather by the bandpass 
filter. 
2.3. 1.2 Spherical Divergence 
After the application of a top mute and a bandpass filter, a spherical divergence 
co1Tection (timex vel2) was made, where vel = the estimated RMS velocity. Testing was 
done on shot gathers, both in the shelf and s lope area of the line and the final values 
chosen produced the most uniform amplitude across the shot gathers. Table 2.1 below 
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shows the values used to correct for spherical divergence for both the shelf and slope 
portions on line 40 l. 
(B) Shot 1501 
SCREECH 403 
SCREECH 403 1 480 SCREECH 403 1 
Figure 2.8. (A) Raw shot gather L50 L from Line 403 on the shelf displayed with AGC. 
(B) The same shot gather with a time variant minimum phase Ormsby bandpass filter 
applied. 7-10-90-110 Hz applied from 0-1500 ms, 7-10-50-60 Hz applied from 3000-
6000 ms, and 5-8-40-50Hz applied fi·om 9000-16000 ms. AGC (500 ms window) was 
also applied to the shot gather for display. 
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Table 2.1. Spherical divergence corrections for Line 401. 
SHELF- (Shots 1-4680) SLOPE- (Shots 4681-5661) 
Time (ms) Velocity (m/s) Time (ms) Velocity (m/s) 
0 ms 1480 rnls 0 rns 1480 m/s 
2000 rns 2500 rnls 1000 rns 2500 m/s 
5000 ms 4500 rn/s 5000 ms 3000 m/s 
8000 rns 4500 rn/s 8000 ms 4500 m/s 
16000 ms 3500 rnls 16000 ms 4800 m/s 
Table 2.2 shows the values used to correct for spherical divergence on line 403. On this 
line it was determined that one spherical divergence correction adequately corrected the 
shot gathers and a separate correction for the shot gathers on the shelf was not required. 
Table 2.2. Spherical divergence corrections for line 403. 
Time (ms) RMS Velocity (m/s) 
Oms 1480 rnls 
2000 ms 2200 tnls 
4000 rns 3200 m/s 
8000 rns 4500 tnls 
16000 ms 4700 rnls 
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Figure 2.9 shows a shot gather on the shelf of line 403 before and after spherical 
divergence was applied. Note the fairly uniform amplitudes in the shot gather after the 
correction. The same spherical divergence correction was applied to both the shelf and 
slope sections of the line. For line 40 I a slightly different correction was used for the 
shelf portion of the line with similar results to those depicted in Figure 2.9. Testing was 
also done using constant velocities and exponential (dB/s) gain to correct for spherical 
divergence. Tests showed that amplitudes are too strong near the bottom of the gather 
and too weak in the middle. Based on these results, this technique was not pursued and 
spherical divergence was coiTected on both lines by using the previously explained user-
defined function. 
2.3. 1.3 F-K Filter 
Coherent dipping noise deeper in the crust (8000 ms - 16000 ms) was a major problem in 
this data set. In a brute stack shown in Figure 2. 1 0, linearly dipping noise is shown to 
dominate the lower portion of the data set. This noise was also evident in shot gathers, 
but not as noticeable in CDP gathers because it was coherent only in the shot domain. 
The major source of this noise was thought to be side scatter energy bouncing off rough 
basement or seabed irregularities. Lamer et al. ( 1983), have shown that whi le this type of 
noise is dominant in the shot domain, it is undistinguishable in the CDP domain, and then 
reappears when the CDPs are stacked. The coherent linearly dipping noise in the stacked 
section makes interpretation extremely difficult. To reduce this noise, a pre-stack F-K 
filter in the shot domain must be applied. 
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Figure 2.9. Shot gather 1501 from line 403 on the shelf before (A) and after (B) 
the application of a spherical divergence correction 1/(time x vel2 ). In Part 8 the 
amplitudes at times greater then 3000ms in the near trace region are more 
consistent with the rest of the shot gather. 
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Figure 2.10. Rough stacked section of line 403. Showing linearly dipping coherent 
noise. The source of this noise is thought to be side-scattered energy. 
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Figure 2.1 I shows typical filter polygons (retain data inside; reject outside) that were 
picked in the F-K domain, and the before and after results of apply ing the F-K filter to the 
shot gathers. The pre-stack F-K filter does a very good job at removing most of the 
dipping noise in the shot gathers, and once the CDP gathers are stacked the dipping noise 
is shown to be diminished. 
2.3.2 Shelf Pre-stack Processing 
2.3 .2.1 Predictive Deconvolution 
On the shelf portion of line 40 I from CDP# 429546 to 466045, and on line 403 from 
CDP# 486106 to 494089 reverberatory noise is present in the CDP gathers down to about 
7000 ms. To remove this noise a predictive deconvolution was applied to the CDP 
gathers. An autocorrelation was done on the CDP gathers to aid in picking the 
parameters for deconvolution. A sample of the autocorrelation from line 403 is shown in 
Figure 2.12. The window in which the deconvolution would be applied to the CDPs is 
also depicted in Figure 2.12. Many operator lengths and gaps were tested, and in the end 
the operator length used was 300 ms and the gap was 90 ms. The design window was 
picked from 0 ms to 5000 ms for near traces (channel 480) and from 5000 ms to 8000 ms 
for the far traces. The design window was interpolated between the near and far offsets. 
Figure 2.13 shows CDP gathers from line 403 before and after the application of the 
predictive deconvolution. Note the removal of most of the reverberatory noise on both 
the near and far traces. While the CDP gathers may show that the reverberatory noise has 
been diminished, this may not be the case when the CDPs are stacked. 
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Figure 2.11. (A) Shot gather 1401 on line 403 and FK spectrum before the 
appl ication of an FK Filter. (B) Shot gather and FK spectrum after the application of 
an FK Filter. The filter polygon is designed to keep the signal which is inside in the 
polygon. Note the reduction of linearly dipping noise in the shot gather after the 
filter is applied. 
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Figure 2.12. (A) shows the autocorrelation ofCDP gathers on line 403. (B) shows 
the area of the CDP's in which deconvolution will be applied (between the black 
lines). 
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Figure 2. 1 3. (A) shows CDP gathers on line 403 wh1ch have been corrected for NMO. 
(B) shows the same COP gathers with a pred1ctive deconvolution applied. Operator 
length of300 ms and gap of90 ms. The gathers were then corrected for NMO, as in 
(A). Note the reduction of reverberatory noise as highlighted by the black arrows. 
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When the CDPs are stacked and compared ir is easy to see which pre-stack predictive 
deconvolution parameters are effective at removing the reverberatory noise. Figure 2.14 
shows a stacked section on line 40 l from CDP 434546 to 436546 both with and without 
the pre-stack deconvolution applied to the COP gathers. Note how the reverberatory 
noise iu the stal;kt::d Sel;tiun is diminished with the application ofthe deconvolution. 
AJternative deconvolution gaps were tested (eg. 60. 120ms) but found to be less effective. 
Unfortunately not all portions of the line reacted the same way to the pre-stack predictive 
deconvolution. Testing done on line 40 I between COPs 443546 to 445546 showed that 
pre-stack deconvolution was ineffective at removing reverberatory noise. Figure 2.15 
shows the stacked COPs with and without pre-stack predictive deconvolution applied. It 
is noticeable in this figure that there is little to no improvement in removing the 
reverberatory noise when pre-stack predictive deconvolution is applied. This was also 
the case when different deconvolution gap parameters (60 and 120 ms) were tested on 
this portion of the line. Based on testing on both lines 401 and 403, pre-stack 
deconvolution was applied to the shelf COPs of both lines using an operator length of 
300ms and a gap of 90ms. The design window depicted in Figure 2. 12 was also used. 
2.3.3 Slope Pre-stack Processing 
One of the largest processing challenges for both SCREECH lines 40 J and 403 was the 
removal of multiple energy in the slope area. 
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Figure 2. L4. (A) Stacked section of Line 40 I without pre-stack deconvolution 
applied. (B) Stacked section with pre-stack deconvolution applied. Operator length 
= 300 ms, gap = 90 ms. A large portion of the reverberatory noise has been 
removed. 
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Figure 2.15. (A) Stacked section on line 401 with no pre-stack deconvolution. 
(8) Stacked section after application of pre-stack deconvolution: Operator length 
= 300 ms, gap = 90 ms. Little to no improvement is noticeable in the section with 
deconvolution applied. 
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Strong reflections from the water bottom, sediments and a basement high produced 
simple and peg leg multiples in the slope area when the CDPs were stacked. Figures 2.16 
and 2.17 show brute stacks oftbe slope area for both line 401 and line 403. The water 
bottom, sediment and basement surface multiples are illustrated in each figure. Multiples 
tend to be more prevalent and also more difficult to remove in line 401 than in line 403. 
Radon filtering, radon velocity filtering and near trace muting were all tested for their 
effectiveness at removing these multiples. 
2.3.3.1 Radon Filtering 
In viewing semblance plots from velocity analysis and time-moveout transforms of data 
from the slope area, it was thought that a radon filter might provide favourable results at 
removing water bottom multiples. The radon filter used transfonns NMO corrected 
COPs into the time vs. move-out domain. A mute is applied in this domain to remove the 
primary energy (ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998), and then the inverse transform is 
subtracted from the original gather. The distinction between primary and multiple energy 
is based on the residual move-out from near to far offsets. Primary energy should appear 
to have very little move-out since NMO corrections have been applied and multiple 
energy after NMO should appear to have a parabolic form of residual move-out in the 
CDP gathers (ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998). On a time vs. move-out plot, the 
primary energy wi ll tend to plot towards the time axis in move-out space, where as 
multiple energy will plot towards the positive move-out space. 
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Figure 2.16. Brute stack of the slope section for line 401 showing multiples of the water bottom and the basement high. 
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Figure 2.17. Brute stack of the slope section for line 403 showing multiples from the 
water bottom and basement high. The multiples in this section are not as severe as the 
multiples found in the slope portion of Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.18 illustrates the resu lts of applying the radon filter to a COP gather on line 403. 
COP 479600 was selected and is shown in part A of the Figure. ln the time vs. move-out 
domain, primary energy is muted (shown in part B) leaving only the multiple energy. 
The result of inverting the transform back to the time-offset domain is a gather which 
should only contain multiple energy as depicted in part C. This gather with multiple 
energy is then subtracted from the original gather. The result of subtracting the multiple 
energy is then shown in part D. Tests on both lines 401 and 403 show that the radon 
fi lter is effective in removing multiple energy at the far offsets, but multiple energy still 
remains in the nearer offsets. 
A stacked slope section ofline 401 is shown in Figure 2. 19 with the radon filter applied 
before stacking. It is clear from this figure that multiple energy has been diminished, 
when compared to Figure 2.16. The first water bottom multiple has almost completely 
been removed in the shelfbreak area, however much multiple energy still remains in the 
stacked section especially u11der the high. The small amount of multiple energy present 
in the near traces after the radon filter was applied becomes enhanced when the gather is 
stacked, resulting in little multiple removal m the slope area. Figure 2.20 shows the 
stacked slope section of line 403 with the radon filter applied. As with Figure 2.19, some 
multip le energy has been diminished, but some still remains especially under the bigh. 
The radon filter in general perfmmed only modestly, except on line 40 I where it was 
effective at diminishing the first water bottom multiple near the shelfbreak. 
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Figure 2.20. Radon filtered stacked section of the slope for Line 403. 
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2.3.3.2 Radon Velocity Filter 
A radon velocity filter was also investigated in the slope area for both lines 401 and 403. 
This type of filter is a more refined version of the radon filter mentioned above. The 
mutes to remove primary energy are determined by choosing low and high percentages of 
velocities to keep (ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998). The low velocity percentage will 
keep a specified percentage less than the picked NMO velocity and the high velocity 
percentage wi ll keep a percentage higher than the NMO velocity. Figure 2.21 shows a 
typical COP gather in the slope region and the velocities that were picked for NMO 
correction. In this area there is a large velocity separation between tbe primaries and the 
multiples. The multiples appear to be confined to velocities between I 500 m/s to 2500 
m/s which are quite distinct from the primary energy. Many radon velocity filter trials 
were done using different low and high velocity percentages. examples of kept ranges of 
velocities for an NMO velocity of 4000 m/s are detailed below in Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3. Example ofNMO velocity ranges kept for a velocity of 4000 m/s. 
Percentage ofNMO velocity to keep Resulting range in velocity kept 
30 2800 mls - 5200 m/s 
20 3200 m/s - 4800 m/s 
10 3600 mls - 4400 tn/s 
Figure 2.22 shows a stacked section of line 403 with the radon velocity filter applied. 
Velocity percentages were set to keep 20% above and below the picked NMO velocity. 
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Figure 2.21. (A) Semblance plot, (B) NMO corrected gather and (C) Constant velocity stacks for CDP 480500 on line 403. Note in the semblance plot that multiple 
energy tends to plot in the velocity range from 1500- 2500 m/s. The white line in the semblance plot and the red line on the constant velocity stacks depict the 
velocities picked for NMO correction. 
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Figure 2.22. Artifacts created by the radon velocity filter on line 403. 
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Examination of Figure 2.22 found that artifacts were introduced into the data with the 
application of the radon velocity filter and are evident deeper in the data at times greater 
than 14000 ms. This preswnably results from an error in the way the ProMAX algorithm 
deals with ends of data, and varies with the percentage above and below the NMO 
velocity that is kept. Testing was done varying lhe percentages kept from 10-30%. 
Artifacts were much stronger when only 1 0% above and below the NMO velocity were 
kept, especially in the deeper sections of the data. ln the shallow sections where it was 
thought a narrower range would prove to be effective at removing multiples, however no 
improvement was noticed. Keeping 30% above and below the NMO velocity also 
produced artifacts deeper in the section, but these were not as severe as in the 10% and 
20% kept instances. By keeping 30% above and below the NMO velocity, velocities 
around 2500 rnls which are typical in the shallow p01tion of the data will keep a range 
between 1750 -3250 m/s which is much too large to remove any of the multiples. Based 
on these results the radon velocity filter was not applied to the slope area. 
2.3.3.3 Near Trace Mute 
It was shown above in discussion of the radon filter that one of the main difficulties in 
multiple removal is the lack of differential move-out between primaries and multiples at 
ncar offsets. A near trace mute was tested on the slope portions of both lines to 
detennine its effectiveness to removing multiple energy. Figure 2.23 shows the extent of 
the ncar trace mute on CDP gathers on line 403. For most COPs generally only the first 
15 to 20 traces were muted. These traces correspond to the area where multiples tend to 
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appear the flattest in NMO corrected COP gathers. Figure 2.24 illustrates the stacked 
slope section of line 40 l with the near trace mute applied. Exammation of th is section 
shows that most of the energy from the multiples is reduced. When compared to the 
radon filtered section in Figure 2.19, the water bottom multiple is stronger, however the 
sediment mult1ples have been greatly reduced along with the multiples from the high. 
Figure 2.25 illustrates the near trace stack applied to the slope portion of line 403. When 
compared to Figure 2.20, it is noticeable that the multiples from the basement high and 
the sediment have been diminished to a much greater extent by the near trace mute. 
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Figure 2.23 . Shows the near trace mute that was applied to COP gathers in the slope 
reg1on of line 403. Each CDP contains 60 traces and is shown with an NMO correction 
applied. Note how at near traces multiple energy appears to be flattened along with the 
primary energy. Since the multiple energy is strong and flat at the near traces it appears 
in the stack. 
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Figure 2.24. Near trace mute stack of the slope area of Line 40 I. This stacked section shows the most multiple removal of 
any of the techniques tried 
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Figure 2.25. Near trace mute stack of the slope area of Line 403. This stacked section 
shows the most multiple removal of any of the techniques tried. 
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Based on all the pre-stack testing on the slope area for both SCREECH lines 40 l and 
403, a near trace mute was applied to all the s lope COPs of both lines to attenuate the 
multiples. A radon filter was also applied to line 40 I on COPs 468546 to 475305 to 
remove the ftrst water bottom multiple. These two processes were found to be the only 
methods that effectively removed most of the multiples created by the water bottom, the 
sediment and the basement high. 
2.3.4 Stacking Lines 401 and 403 
Stacking velocities were picked based on semblance plots, constant velocity stacks and 
COP gathers on every SOOth COP, which corresponds to every 31 25 m. Figures 2.26 and 
2.27 show examples of stacking velocities that were picked for various COPs. Once the 
velocities were picked they were applied to the COPs and Fi&JUre 2.28 shows move-out 
corrected gathers in the slope area of line 403. Above the first multiple the primary 
energy is flattened and will stack well but below this, primary velocities are difficult to 
pick since the mult iple energy is so strong. The entire stacking velocity fie ld that was 
picked is shown in Figure 2.29 for line 40 I and 2.30 for line 403. These figures illustrate 
how the stacking velocities vary from COP to CDP across the line. 
The automatic 30% NMO stretch mute in ProMAX that is applied to the COPs after 
NMO and before they are stacked, was found to cur out the water bottom reflections 
mainly in the sh elf area, so it couJd not be used. 
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Figure 2.26. (A) Semblance plot, (B) NMO corrected gather and (C) Constant velocity stacks ofCDP 446000 on line 401. The white and red lines represent the picked NMO velocities. 
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Figure 2.27. (A) Semblance plot, (B) NMO corrected gather and (C) Constant velocity stacks of CDP 480000 on line 403. The white and red lines represent the picked NMO 
velocities. 
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Figure 2.28. CDP gathers from line 403 with NMO con·ections applied. Note how 
well reflections above the first multiple are flattened . Below the first multiple, 
primary energy is difficu lt to identify because of the amplitude of multiple energy. 
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Figure 2.29. NMO velocities picked through velocity analysis for Line 40 I 
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Figure 2.30. NMO velocities picked through velocity analysis for Line 403. 
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4791 
Therefore a stretch mute needed to be picked by hand to remove the stretched portions of 
the CDP gather. Figure 2.3 1 shows the results from the automatic stretch mute in 
ProMAX and the hand picked stretch mute, whi le Figure 2.32 illustrates the picked 
stretch mute on CDP gathers. Each CDP containing 60 traces was stacked to create the 
stacked sections for both line 40 I and 403. 
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Figure 2.31. (A) Shows the automatic stretch mute built into ProMAX on line 403. Note 
how the water bottom reflection is lost. (B) shows the picked stretch mute, which allows 
the water bottom reflection to be retained. 
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Figure 2.32. NMO corrected CDPs on line 403, showing the NMO stretch mute that was 
picked. This mute allows the water bottom reflection to be retained when stacked and 
also removed badly stretched portions of the CDP gather. 
2.3.5 Poststack Processing 
The stacked sections still contain many areas of noise and multiple energy despite efforts 
to remove them pre-stack. The shelf break portion of the line contains the largest amount 
of noise that must be removed before the section can be migrated. Time variant scaling 
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(TVS) was applied to both lines to balance the sediment and basement reflections and 
create a more uniform section before any post-stack processing is done. TVS allows 
sections of the line to be multiplied by a user specified scalar value (ProMAX Reference 
Guide, 1998). By applying a scalar, the gain on a specific area of the line can either be 
increased or decreased in order to create a more uniform section. After this balancing 
was completed, a post-stack F-K filter was applied to the entire section. 
2.3.5.1 F-K Filter 
The stacked sections show areas of steeply-dipping coherent noise (Figure 2.33 part A) 
that probably arises from shallow scattering. The post-stack F-K filter was applied as a 
windowed process to both lines 401 and 403 to reduce such noise. The filter window was 
picked to target the areas affected by the steeply-dipping coherent noise. It was generally 
picked just above the first multiple in the slope area and just below basement on the shelf 
and extends down until the bottom of the stacked section at l6000ms. The design of the 
F-K filter changed along both lines, to target different types of noise: an example is 
shown in Figure 2.33. 2000 traces are input into each F-K filter across the stacked 
section. As with the pre-stack F-K filters, the filter polygons accept the data inside and 
reject the data outside of the polygon. It is evident from the figure that most of the 
remaining coherently dipping noise in the stack is removed from the stacked section by 
the F-K filter. 
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Figure 2.33. Post-stack F-K filter on line 403. (A) Stack and F-K plot before the 
application of filter. (B) After the application of the F-K fi lter. This F-K filter was 
applied to the slope break portion of the line. Notice how dipping noise is removed. 
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2.3.5.2 Deconvolution 
After the stacked sections are F-K filtered, a predictive deconvolution is applied to the 
line as a windowed process. The deconvolution window picked for lines 401 and 403 is 
similar to the window picked for the F-K fil ter. The window starts just before the first 
multiple on the slope and just below basement on the shelf and extends all the way down 
to the end of the section ( 16000 ms ). The deconvolution was applied as a w indowed 
process to preserve sediment reflections in the shelf break area that are distorted when a 
window is not used. 
In applying the deconvolution, two design windows were picked on both lines 40 l and 
403. On line 40 I starting at CDP 429546 on the shelf: the first design window ranged 
from 0 to 7000 ms, the second design window ranged from 5000 to 16000 ms. For Line 
403, at CDP 479106 on the slope: the first window ranged from 6000-12000ms, and the 
second window ranged from l0000-16000ms. At CDP 486106: the first window ranged 
from 1500-7000ros, and the second window ranged from 5000-16000ms. [n each design 
window, the operator length was 300 ms and the gap was 90 ms. The design windows 
were picked on each Line to correspond to the areas that contain most of the reverberatory 
noise. Figure 2.34 shows that reverberatory noise on line 403 is attenuated. Other post-
stack deconvolution parameters were also tested but were not found to be as effective as 
using a gap of 90 ms and an operator length of 300ms. 
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Figure 2.34. (A) Stacked section of line 403 without post stack predictive deconvolution 
applied. (B) Same as the section from (A) with a post stack deconvolution appl ied as a 
windowed process. Operator length = 300 ms, gap = 90 ms, and design windows at CDP 
479106: 6000-12000ms (not illustrated), 10000-16000ms, and CDP 486106: 1500-
7000ms, 5000-l6000ms. Note attenuation of reverberatory noise. 
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2.3.5.3 Bandpass Filter 
A minimum phase Otmsby bandpass filter was then applied to the section as a windowed 
process. The bandpass filter was applied to remove any remaining high frequency noise 
that is still present in the section. The high frequency noise is generally associated with 
the linearly dipping noise, as weU as with some of the noise around the shelf break. The 
bandpass filter needed to be applied in a windowed process below the water bottom and 
in some places the basement to avoid the creation of reverberation tails on the strong 
water bottom and basement reflections. Figure 2.35 illustrates the reverberatory noise 
that is created on the slope portion of line 40 l and Figure 2.36 illustrates the noise on the 
shelf portion of line 403. The window picked for the bandpass filter is similar to the 
window for the post-stack F-K filter and deconvolution filter. The bandpass fi lter 
parameters for the windowed bandpass filter for line 401 are shown in Table 2.4. 
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SCREECH401 
CDP 466046 CDP Spacing 6.25m 475305 
Figure 2.35. (A) Post stack bandpass fi lter applied to the slope portion of line 40 J. 
The bandpass filter is applied below the black line to the bottom of the section 
(16000 ms). (B) Shows noise caused by not applying the bandpass filter as a 
windowed process ie. applying the filter to the whole profile. The water bottom 
reflection is extremely reverberatory as is the reflection from the high. Filter 
parameters are listed in text. 
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Figure 2.36. (A) Stacked shelf section of line 403 with a bandpass filter applied as 
follows: CDP 479 I 06: 8-l 0-60-801-Iz from 2-8 s, 5-8-35-50Hz from I 0-16 s. COP 
485506:8-15-60-80 Hz from 0.5-8 s, 5-8-35-50Hz from 10-16 s. CDP 487606:7-10-80-
100 Hz from 0.2-8 s, 5-8-35-50Hz from 10-16 s. Note the reverberation tails created at 
the water bottom. 
(B) Same as (A), bandpass is applied as a windowed process as follows: COP 479106: 8-
l 0-60-801-Iz from 6-10 s, 5-8-35-50 Hz from 12-16 s. CDP 485506: 8-15-60-80 Hz from 
2-8 s, 5-8-35-50 Hz from 10-16 s. CDP 487606: 7-1 0-80-l 00 Hz from l-8 s, 5-8-35-50 
liz from 10-16 s. 
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Table 2.4. Bandpass filter parameters for line 40 l. 
CDP Span Ormsby Bandpass Fil ter T ime Window (ms) 
429546 to 466045 7-10-70-90 0- 1500 ms 
7- L0-45-60 3000 - 6000 ms 
5-8-30-45 9000 - 16000 ms 
466046 to 469046 7- L0-65-80 Hz 0- 1500 ms 
7-10-35-45 Hz 3000- 6000 ms 
5-8-30-45 Hz 9000 - 16000 ms 
469047 to 471046 7-10-50-65 I lz 0-2000 ms 
7-l 0-35-50 liz 9000 - 16000 ms 
5-8-30-45 1 lz 3000 - 6000 rns 
471047 to 475305 7-1 0-40-60 II z 0-2000 ms 
7-10-35-45 Hz 3000 - 6000 ms 
5-8-30-40Hz 9000 - 14000 ms 
For line 403 the bandpass filter parameters are shown in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5. Bandpass fi lter parameters for Line 403. 
COP Span Ormsby Bandpass Filter Time Window (ms) 
479106 to 485505 8-l 0-60-80 liz 6000 - 1 0000 ms 
5-8-35-50 Hz 12000 - 16000 ms 
485506 to 487605 8-J 5-60-80 I lz 2000 - 8000 ms 
5-8-35-50 Hz 1 0000 - 16000 ms 
487606 to 494089 7- J 0-80- I 00 Hz L 000 - 8000 ms 
5-8-35-50 Hz 1 0000 - I 6000 ms 
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2.3.5.4 Post-stack Scaling 
To create reasonably uniform signal level across the section after post-stack processing 
has been applied, time variant scaling and automatic gain control (AGC) were applied. 
Since amplitude variations are much stronger through the sediment layers tha11 through 
the basement, AGC alone could not create a uniform signal level across the seismic lines 
which made the application of a time variant scalar necessary. AGC was applied to line 
40 I using a 4000 ms operator length and applying the scalar by computing the mean 
value from the window. After the AGC, time variant scaling was done using user defined 
values. A summary of the values and the time gates can be found in Appendix l. For 
line 403, time variant scaling using user defined values was first applied to the line. A 
summary of the values and time gates can also be found in Appendix I. AGC was then 
applied using an 8000 ms operator length and computing the scalar by determining the 
mean value from the window. Most of the multiples on the shelf area have been 
removed, as well as many of the multiples associated with the shelfbreak. The linear 
coherently dipping noise has mainly been removed and so has most of the reverberatory 
notse. 
2.3.6 Migrating Lines 401 and 403 
After the pre- and post-stack processing is complete, the Lines must be migrated. Figures 
2.37 and 2.38 show the final migration velocities (RMS) that were picked and used to 
migrate both line 40 l and 403. In order to avoid the creation of migration smiles at the 
bottom of the data set, velocities were reduced to approximately 3600 m/s at 16000 ms. 
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Generally the migration velocity values tended to be slightly less than the NMO 
velocities. A Kirchhoff post-stack time migration was used to migrate these lines. The 
RMS velocities relate the time down each trace to a locus of points in the subsurface 
(ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998). In this migration the RMS velocity field is allowed 
to vary both vertically and laterally in time. The main advantage of this migration is lhat 
it can handle steep dips, lateral and vertical velocity variations and it is moderately fast 
(ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998). 
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Figure 2.37. RMS Migration velocities for line 40 L. 
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Figure 2.38. RMS Migration velocities for line 403. 
2.3. 7 Displaying the migrated sections for lines 401 and 403 
479106 
To display all 16 seconds of these two lines a few processes are applied for cosmetic 
purposes to present a uniformly scaled line. For line 40 l a trace mute to remove any 
noise above the water bottom was applied as was an Ormsby minimum phase bandpass 
tilter which was applied as a windowed process. The fi lter parameters for the bandpass 
filter were 5-9-75-100 Hz. An AGC with an operator length of2000 ms was applied 
using the mean value from the window as the scalar. A F-K power exponent filter was 
applied with the power being 1.2. The F-K power exponent filter transforms the data into 
the F-K domain and raises all the values to a power (1.2 in this case) (ProMAX 
Reference Guide, 1998). The data is then transformed back into the T-X domain. This 
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filter was used to help enhance the continuity of tJ1e data. A nine trace weighted mix was 
then applied to the section to enhance coherency of the deeper crustal reflections. Lastly 
time variant scali ng was applied to the section. For line 403 an AGC with an operator 
length of 4000 ms was applied using the mean value from the window as the scalar. 
Another AGC with a 500 ms operator length and mean value as the scalar was also 
applied but only as a windowed process and only applied to the sediments above 
basement because amplitude variations are larger and more rapid in this pa1t of the 
section. A final bandpass filter was applied as a windowed process using the same 
window that was used when applying the post-stack bandpass filter. The parameters for 
this minimum phase Ormsby filter were 5-l 0-70-100 I [z and this was applied to the 
entire windowed section. An eleven trace weighted mix was then applied to the section 
to enhance coherency of the deeper crustal reflections, and fma lly a top mute which 
removed any noise above the water bottom was applied for plotting purposes. The final 
migrated and scaled versions of SCREECH lines 401 and 403 can be found on Plates 1 
and 2 respectively. 
2.4 Processing SCREECH Line 402 
The processing objective for Line 402 was to produce both stacked and migrated sections 
from the raw field data. Line 402 is a s lope parallel line that connects line 401 to line 
403. This Line also intersects Line 3MCS as shown in Figure 2.2. The water bottom 
depth is approximately 2000 m along the length of the line. Extensive testing was done 
both pre- and post-stack to detennine the optimum processing parameters. The fo llowing 
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sections detail the final processing techniques applied to the line as well as the techniques 
that were tested, but deemed unacceptable. The pre-stack processing wi ll first be 
explained in detai l, with explanations of what parameters were used and their effect on 
the data, and after this the post-stack processing sequence will be detai led. Figure 2.39 is 
a condensed overview of the processing techniques that were applied to this line to 
produce the final migrated section. The complete processing flow can be found in 
Appendix l. 
Prestack Processing 
Data Pre12aration • Bandpass Filter 
• Input Raw Shots .. • True Amplitude Recovery ,.. 
• Assign Geometry • Windowed Processing 
F-K Filter 
l 
+ • Shots 1-51 Shots 51-531 
• Trace Length - 16000 ms · Trace Length- 16000 ms 
• Trace Mute -Shot Bottom · Trace Mute- Shot Middle ,. 
Stacking 
• Trace Kills 
'Y • NMO Correction 
/ Poststack Processing 
' 
· Trace Muting - Near traces 
• Windowed Processing • COP/Ensemble Stack 
Bandpass Filter 
Poststack Section Dis1;2la::t •Trace Mute 
• Time Variant Scaling • Time Variant Scaling .,.. 
• AGC - 3000ms • AGC - 1 OOOms 
• Windowed Processing • Trace Mixing - 7 traces 
FK Filter 
\... I' Migrated Section Dis12la::t ' ~ • Windowed Processing 
Data Migration ... 
Bandpass Filter 
... 
• Time Variant Scaling 
• Resample -to 8 ms 
· Trace Mixing- 9 traces 
• Kirchhoff Time Migration 
• FK Filter- Power Exponent - 1.18 
\.. 
Figure 2.39. Processing flow for Line 402. 
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2. 4.1 Pre-stack Processing 
SCREECH line 402 contains 531 shot gathers each consisting of 480 traces. The shot 
gathers were analyzed to determine the dominant frequencies of the data and Figure 2.40 
shows the dominant frequencies in the top and bottom portions of shot gather I. The 
gather contains low frequency noise and the dominant signal frequencies tend to range 
between 8 and 60Ilz. 
2.4.1.1 Bandpass Filter 
A minimum phase time-variant Ormsby bandpass tilter was appJied to the shot gathers to 
remove the unwanted low frequency noise. The filter was desi&rned to be time variant, so 
that higher fi·equencies could be kept in the shallower portions of the data, but filtered out 
ar deeper times. ft is also designed to allow lower frequencies to be removed at shallow 
times, but kept at deeper rimes. The frequency parameters used are listed below and 
correspond to the [I 00% low cut frequency]- [0% low cut frequency] - [0% high cut 
frequency]- [100% high cut frequency]. 
• 7-10-80-100 Hz applied from 2000-3000 ms 
• 7-10-40-60 Hz 
• 5-8-35-45 Hz 
applied from 5000-7000 ms 
applied from 9000-14000 ms 
Between the time gates, the frequency values arc interpolated. Figure 2.41 shows the 
frequency response of the filtered shot gather. 
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Figure 2.40 . Frequency spectrum for the upper section (A) and Lower section (B) 
of shot I on line 402 before a bandpass filter is applied. 
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Figure 2.41. (A) Frequency spectrum for the upper section of shot 1 on line 402 with a 
bandpass filter applied. (B) Frequency spectrum of the lower section of shot I with a 
bandpass filter applied. Ormsby minimum phase bandpass filter parameters were: 7-10-
80-100 Hz applied from 2000-3000 ms, 7- J0-40-60 liz applied from 5000-7000 ms, and 
5-8-35-45Hz applied from 9000- 14000 ms. Note noise reduction on the near traces. 
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In this figure (compared with Figure 2.40) notice bow the low frequency noise found 
mainly in the near traces is a lmost removed and piimary reflections are more noticeable. 
F igure 2.42 shows a near trace gather along the line before and after the bandpass filter. 
From this figure it is noticeable that not all the noise is removed with the bandpass filter. 
From Shot l to Shot 50 there is still cons iderable noise present in the traces. 
2.4.1.2 Spherical Divergence 
After the application of a bandpass filte r, a spherical divergence correction (timex vel2) 
was made where vel = the estimated rms velocity. Table 2.6 below shows the values 
used to correct for spherical divergence. 
Table 2.6. Values used to correct for spherical divergence on line 402. 
Time (ms) RMS Velocity (m/s) 
Oms 1480 m/s 
2000 ms 1480 m/s 
3000 ms 1900 m/s 
8000 m s 2500 m/s 
12000 ms 3000 m/s 
Testing was done on shot gathers and the final va lues chosen produced the most uniform 
gain across them. F igure 2 .43 shows a shot gather before spherical divergence has been 
applied. At times greater than - 8000 ms the signal in the shot gather is qu ite faint. 
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Figure 2.42. Near trace gather on Line 402 before (A) and after (B) a bandpass filter 
is appl ied. Filter parameters are: 7-10-80-100 liz applied from 2000-3000 ms, 7-10-
40-60 llz applied from 5000-7000 ms, and 5-8-35-45Hz applied from 9000-14000 
ms. Note how around Shot I noise is still present after the filter. 
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Figure 2.43. Shot galher I on tine 402 without a spherical divergence correction 
applied. At times greater then - 8000 ms the shot gather shows amplitudes that are 
much lower when compared to the upper section of the gather. 
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Figure 2.44 shows the shot gather with the spherical divergence correction shown above 
applied. Note the fairly unifonn amplitudes in the shot gather, even at times greater than 
8000 ms. Testing on shot gathers was also done using a constant velocity and an 
exponential (dB/s) gain, however the results from some oftbese tests were undesirable 
and thus not used. 
2.4.1.3 F-K Filter 
Coherent linearly dipping noise deeper in the crust (8000 ms - 16000 ms) is a slight 
problem in this data set. As with lines 40 I and 403 this type of noise is dominant in the 
shot domain, undistinguishable in the COP domain, and then reappears when the COPs 
are stacked. Side scatter noise located at the far offsets is illustrated in Figure 2.45. 
This side scatter noise starts at -4000 ms and carries on down the shot gathers. To 
remove this noise, a pre-stack F-K filter in the shot domain must be applied. Figure 2.46 
shows a typica l polygon that was picked in the F-K domain, and the before and after 
results of applying the F-K filter to the shot gathers. The entire shot gather- 0 to 16000 
ms and all 480 traces- is input to the filter. The polygon was chosen to accept the data 
inside the area and filter data outside the polygon. The pre-stack F-K filter does a good 
job at removing most of the steeply-dipping noise in the shot gathers, and once the COP 
gathers are stacked the dipping noise is diminished. 
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Figure 2.44. Shot gather L on Une 402 with a spherical divergence cotTection applied. 
Vel - Time correct ions are: 1480m/s - 0 ms, 1480 m/s - 2000 ms, 1900 m/s - 3000 
ms, 2500 m/s - 8000ms, 3000 m/s - 12000 ms. The amplitudes in the entire gather 
are now more uniform. 
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Figure 2.45. Shot gathers on Line 402 showing side scatter noise, most likely due to 
irregularities in the water bottom or sediment layers. Side scatter in these gathers is 
found at the far offsets and at shallow times. 
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Figure 2.46. (A) A portion of shot gather 40 l on line 402 before filtering in the F-K 
domain. Note the coherently dipping noise. (A 1) illustrates the accept F-K polygon to 
be appl ied to the shot gather. (B) and (8 I) Display the resulting shot gather and F-K 
spectrum after the application of the F-K filter. 
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2.4. 1.4 Muting and Trace kills - Shot domain 
When this line is stacked noise tends to dominate certain areas in the lower part of the 
section (8000 - 16000 ms). Three different bottom mutes were used to target the noise in 
the lower portions of the COP gathers. Figure 2.47 shows one of the bottom mutes 
applied to shot gathers to remove this unwanted noise. The first mute was applied to all 
shots ranging from I to 5 I and removed noise that was found at the near traces of the shot 
gathers. The second mute was applied to shot gathers 5 1 to 91 to remove noise found in 
the middle of the shot gathers, and the third mute was applied to shots 50 1 to 531 to also 
remove noise found in the middle of the shot gathers. The origin of the noise in these 
shots is unknown. The noise is not constrained to any specific channels, it moves 
throughout the shot gathers from near to mid offsets along the length of the Line. Upon 
checking the log book, no problems were noted that may explain the origin of the noise. 
Along with noisy sections in the gathers, channels one and two in a ll gathers across the 
line contain a large amount of noise, and because of this channels one and two were both 
killed. As well as channels I and 2 being noisy, there is also some random noise present 
throughout the shot gathers, most of these traces are identified and killed. 
2.4. 1.5 Velocity Analysis 
Velocity analys is is performed on the CDP gathers to pick the NMO velocities that wiJI 
be used to correct for NMO. Stackjng velocities were picked based on semblance plots, 
constant velocity stacks and CDP gathers on every 500th CDP. which corresponds to 
every 3 125 rn. 
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Figure 2.47. Bottom mute on shot gathers to mute oul noise near the mid traces. This 
mute was applied to shots 51 to 91 on SCREECH line 402. 
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Figw-e 2.48 shows an example of stacking velocities that were picked for various CDPs. 
Above the first multiple the ptimary energy is flattened and will stack well but below the 
multiple primary velocities are difficu lt to pick since tbe multiple energy is so strong. 
The entire stacking velocity field tbat was picked is shown in Figw-e 2.49. Using these 
picked velocities, a stack of line 402 was created. To create tbis stack the minimum 
phase bandpass filter, the spherical divergence correction, the F-K filter, trace mutes and 
NMO corrections were applied before the CDPs were stacked. The resulting stack is 
shown in Figure 2.50 and the water bottom multiple is very much evident in this stacked 
section around 6000ms. In viewing the semblance plot and constant velocity stacks 
shown in Figure 2.48, it was thought that a radon filter may provide favourable results at 
removing the water bottom multiple since there 1s a fa irly good separation between 
move-out of multiple and primary energy in this area which would lend well to radon 
methods. 
2.4.1.6 Pre-stack multiple removal 
Many processes were tested on this line to remove the multiples caused by the water 
bottom. Radon filtering, radon velocity filtering, wave equation multiple removal, and 
near trace muting were all tested for their effectiveness in removing the multiples. 
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Figure 2.48. Velocity Analysis ofCDP 476800 on line 402. (A) Shows the semblance plot (B) the NMO corrected gather, and (C) shows the constant velocity stacks. In the semblance 
plot multiple energy is visible (ranging from ~1600 m/s to 3000 m/s), which makes identifying the primary events from the multiple events is difficult past 6000 ms. 
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Figure 2.49. NMO velocities on line 402 for all COPs as picked using the semblance 
plots, CDP gathers and constant velocity stacks. 
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Figure 2.50. Stack of Line 402 with bandpass filter, spherical divergence, F-K filter, 
bottom mutes and trace kills appl ied. Note water bottom multiple around 6000 ms. 
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2.4.1. 7 Radon Filtering 
Radon filtering was applied (see Section 2.3.3.1). Figure 2.51 illustrates a typical radon 
mute that was picked for Line 402. Figure 2.52 iUustrates a stack of line 402 with the 
radon fi lter app lied. The radon filter removed portions of the first multiple, and a small 
amount of the second water bottom multiple, but also produced some undesirable streaks 
in the data. Due to the streaks and the relative ineffectiveness of the radon fi lter at 
removing multiples, the radon filter was not applied to the line. 
2.4. 1.8 Radon Velocity Filtering 
A radon velocity fiJter was also investigated on this line. This fi lter was explained earlier 
in Section 2.3.3.2. Figure 2.53 shows the results of a radon velocity fi lter. In this Figure 
the mutes were picked by keeping 20% above and below the NMO velocity, whi le the 
rest is excluded. Many triaJs were done using different low and high velocity 
percentages, however it was found that artifacts were introduced into the data and this 
method was abandoned. 
2.4. 1.9 Wave Equation Multiple Removal 
Wave equation multiple removal (WEMR) was also tested on this line to determine its 
effectiveness at removing water bottom multiples. According to the ProMax Reference 
Guide. ( 1998), this process will be most effective when the water bottom is flat. Simple 
water bottom multiples should be eliminated, whereas more complex peg-legs will only 
be modestly reduced. Since Line 402 has a rather rough and irregular water bottom, it is 
hoped that this technique wi ll at least reduce some of the multiples found on this line. 
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Figure 2.51. CDP 478358 on line 402 (A) shows the NMO-corrected gather before a 
radon filter is applied. (B) shows the radon mute that was picked in time vs. moveout 
domain. Primary energy is excluded in the mute so that multiple energy remains. 
This multiple energy is then subtracted from the original gather giving rise to the 
gather depicted in (C). 
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Figure 2.52. Radon filtered stacked section of line 402. Note artifacts created near the 
middle of the stack due to aliassing. 
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Figure 2.53. Radon velocity filtered stacked section of line 402. 
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The wave equation multiple rejection program in ProMAX estimates multiples with F-K 
extrapolation from shot records and subtracts them from the records (ProMAX Reference 
Guide, 1998). The average water depth under all receivers in the source ensemble is used 
to extrapolate the water layer. Removal of the estimated multiples is done by a 3 
component method on a trace by trace basis (ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998). Traces 
are analyzed for the optimum time shift, ampli tude factor and phase angle before the 
multiple trace is subtracted from the original trace (ProMAX Reference Guide, 1998). 
The results from applying the WEMR are shown in Figure 2.54. Both the first and 
second water bottom multiples arc stiiJ visible and no s ignificant amount of attenuation is 
noticeable. 
2.4. 1.1 0 Nc::ar Trace Mute 
A near trace mute was app lied to all COPs in an attempt to remove the water bottom 
multiples. Fig me 2.55 shows the extent of the near trace mute that is picked on all COPs. 
This mute was found to be reasonably effective in attenuating the water bottom multiples 
when the section is stacked. Figure 2.56 illustrates the results of applying the near trace 
mute before stacking. In this figure the water bottom multiples are still present, however 
when compared to Figure 2.50 they are noticeably attenuated. As well when compared to 
Figures 2.52, 2.53, and 2.54, the section with the near trace mute is shown to be the most 
effective at attenuating multiples and does not introduce unwanted noise into the section. 
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Figure 2.54. Wave equation multiple rejection stacked section of line 402. The first 
and second water bottom multiples are still present in the stacked section. This method 
of multiple removal offers little improvement over the original stacked section. 
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Figure 2.55. Near trace mute applied to all CDP's on line 402 to remove the water 
bottom multiples and peg-leg multiples. These COP's arc displayed with NMO 
corrections applied. 
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2.4.2 Stacking Line 402 
After the above pre-stack processing was perfonned on the shot and COP gathers, each 
CDP containing 60 traces was then stacked to create the final stacked section. Figure 
2.56 illustrates the stacked section with all the pre-stack processing applied. 
2.4.3 Post-stack Processing 
The stacked section shown in Figure 2.56 still contains some areas of noise and multiple 
energy despite efforts to remove the noise pre-stack. 
2.4.3. 1 Post-stack Bandpass Filter 
A minimum phase Onnsby bandpass filter was applied to the section as a windowed 
process. The bandpass filter was applied to remove any remaining high and low 
frequency noise that IS still present in the section. The bandpass filter needed to be 
appl ied as a windowed process below the water bottom to avoid the creation of 
reverberations at the strong water bottom reflection. Figure 2.57 illustrates the results of 
applying the bandpass filter with and without windowed processing. The window 
depicted in Figure 2.57 extends all the way down to the end of the section ( 16000 ms). 
The bandpass filter parameters are as follows: 7-10-65-75Hz from 3500-5000ms, and 7-
1 0-35-45 Hz from 6000-9000 ms, and 5-J 0-35-45 Hz from L 0000-16000ms. ff the 
bandpass filter is not applied as a windowed process, the resulting section exhibits a large 
amount of ringing, especially around the water bottom, as shown in Figure 2.57 (part A). 
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Figure 2.57. {A) Bandpass filter applied to entire section of line 402. (B) Bandpass 
filter applied as a windowed process. The top of the window is shown as a black line 
and extends all the way down to the bottom ofthe section (16000 ms). The bandpass 
filter is only applied within the window and the filter parameters were: 7-l 0-65-75Hz 
from 3500-5000ms, 7-10-35-45 Hz from 6000-9000 ms, and 5-10-35-45l lz from I0000-
16000ms. Comparing the two sections shows that (A) is more ringy than (B). 
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When the bandpass filter was applied as a windowed process (Figure 2.57 part B) the 
ringy character is el iminated. 
2.4.3.2 Trace Muting 
A trace mute is appl ied to the top of the stacked section to remove noise present above 
the water bottom. 
2.4.3.3 Time Variant Scaling 
Time variant scaling (TVS) was applied to balance the sediment and basement reflections 
and create a more unifonn section before a post-stack F-K filter is perfonned. TVS 
allows sections of the line to be multiplied by a user specified scalar value. By applying 
a scalar, the gain on a specific area of the line can either be increased or decreased in 
order to create a more unifo.nn section. After this balancing was completed an automatic 
gain control (AGC) with a length of I 000 ms was applied to the section to aid in creating 
a uniformly gained section. After the AGC was added, a post-stack F-K fi lter was 
applied to the entire section. 
2.4.3.4 Post-stack F-K Filter 
The F-K fi lter was applied as a windowed process, with the window starting just above 
the first multiple ~5500 ms and continui11g down until L6000 ms. The design of the F-K 
filter changed only slightly along the line. 2000 traces are input into each F-K filter 
across the stacked section. As with the pre-stack F-K filters, these polygons accept the 
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data on the inside and filter or reject the data on the outside of the polygon. Figure 2.58 
shows the stacked section and F-K spectrum before and after the application of the post-
stack F-K filter. lt is evident from the figures that most of the remaining noise is 
removed from the stacked section by the F-K filter. The final post-stack processed 
version of line 402 is shown in Figure 2.59. Most of the noise has been removed and the 
water bottom multiples have been attenuated. 
2.4.4 Migrating line 402 
After the pre- and post-stack processing is complete, the line must be migrated. Figure 
2.60 shows the final migration velocities (Illls) that were picked and used to migrate the 
line. Ln order to avoid the creation of migration smiles at the bottom ofthe data set, 
velocities were reduced to approximately 3500 m/s at 16000 ms. A Kirchhoff post-stack 
time migration was used to migrate this line. described in Section 2.3.6. 
2.4.5 Displaying the migrated section for line 402 
To display all 16 seconds of this line a few processes are applied for cosmetic purposes. 
A tinal bandpass filter was applied as a windowed process using the same window 
(shown in Figure 2.57) as in the post-stack bandpass. The parameters for this minimum 
phase Ormsby filter were 7- 10-65-75 from 3500 to 5000 ms, 7-10-35-45 from 6000 to 
9000 ms, and 5-10-40-50 from lOOOO to 16000 ms. 
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Figure 2.58. (A) First 2000 stacked CDPs on line 402 and F-K spectrum before 
application of the F-K filter. (B) First 2000 stacked CDPs on line 402 and F-K 
spectrum after the application of tbe F-K filter. 
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Figure 2.59. Post stack version of Line 402. 
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Figure 2.60. Final RMS velocities used to migrate Line 402. 
Time variant scaling was then done to produce a uniformly scaled section. A nine trace 
weighted mix was applied to the section along with an F-K power exponent filter. These 
last two processes were performed to increase coherency in the displayed section. Figure 
2.61 shows the final migrated and scaled section for Line 402. 
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Figure 2.61. Line 402 migrated using the RMS velocities from Figure 2.60. 
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2.5 Processing proprietary WesternGeco lines 
Eight regional proprietary multichannel seismic lines from WestemGeco were obtained 
and reprocessed to improve image quality below basement. These lines were acquired in 
1999 and they recorded 12 seconds of data with a COP spacing of 12.5m. When the lines 
were initially processed the main focus was on imaging sedimentary layers above 
basement and little attention was paid to deep crustal reflections. The goal of 
reprocessing these lines is to obtain better images of the deep sub-surface. 
WesternGeco provided digital stacked sections of each line and migrated sections to 
allow for comparison. Since only stacked seismic sections were available, noise or 
multiple removal processes could only be applied post-stack. The deeper portions of the 
seismic lines contained linear coherently dipping noise similar to the SCREECH profiles 
and this was removed from the stacked sections before the lines were remigrated. Figure 
2.62 shows the position of the WestemGeco lines in relation to the SCREECH lines. All 
the WesternGeco seismic lines were processed in a fairly similar manner with broad 
equivalence to the post-stack processing of the SCREECH lines. The processing 
sequence is summarized below for lines labelled A, B, C. D, E. F, G, and H. This 
sequence is generalized and some lines have some processes applied in a slightly 
different manner. Since the processing is rather similar in intent and approach to that 
applied to the SCREECH line, only a general description is offered here. 
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Figure 2.62. Position ofproptietary WestemGeco seismic lines in relation to the 
SCREECH lines. 
2.5.1 Post-stack F-K Filter 
A post-stack F-K filter was applied to all seismic lines to remove any coherently dipping 
noise that is present in deeper parts of the sections. In most cases the ftlter is only 
applied to sections of the line where dipping noise is especia1ly bad. For all lines the F-K 
filter was applied as a windowed process. The window was generally picked below 
basement and continues to the bottom of the section as in SCREECH lines. 
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2.5.2 Time Varian! Scaling and AGC 
Time variant scaling and/or an AGC was applied to the seismic sections after F-K 
filtering was applied. The scaling and AGC was applied so that the section appears more 
uniform and continuous. 
2.5.3 Post-stack Deconvolution 
Post-stack predictive deconvolution was applied to lines A, B, C, E, and II to remove 
reverberatory noise created by the sediment layers and basement. For line C only the 
shelf portion of the line had predictive deconvolution applied and it was applied as a 
windowed process. For the five lines the operator length used on all lines was 300 ms 
and the gap was 90 ms. 
2.5.4 Migrating proprietary WesternGeco lines 
The WestemGeco lines were also migrated using a [(jrchhoff time migration as 
mentioned in Section 2.3.6. Migration velocities (RMS) were created for each seismic 
line. Velocity values were created at every 5001h COP (6250m), and in more complex 
areas at every 2501h or 125111 COP (3150m to 1575m). Figures 2.63 to 2. 70 show the 
migration velocities that were picked for each of the WesternGeco lines. 
2.5.5 Bandpassjilter 
A minimum phase Onnsby bandpass filter was applied to all the WesternGeco seismic 
lines to remove unwanted frequencies. The bandpass filter was applied to all lines as a 
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2.5.2 Time Varian/ Scaling and AGC 
Time variant scaling and/or an AGC was applied to the seismic sections after F-K 
filtering was applied. The scaling and AGC was applied so that the section appears more 
uniform and continuous. 
2.5.3 Post-stack Deconvolution 
Post-stack predictive deconvolution was applied to lines A, B, C, E, and H to remove 
reverberatory noise created by the sediment layers and basement. For line Conly the 
shelf portion of the line had predictive deconvolution applied and it was applied as a 
windowed process. For the five lines the operator length used on all lines was 300 ms 
and the gap was 90 ms. 
2.5.4 Migrating proprietmy WesternGeco lines 
The WestemGeco lines were also migrated using a Kjrehhoff time migration as 
mentioned in Section 2.3.6. Migration velocities (RMS) were created for each seismic 
line. Velocity values were created at every 500'h CDP (6250m), and in more complex 
areas at every 2501h or 125111 CDP (3150m to l575m). figures 2.63 to 2. 70 show the 
migration velocities that were picked for each of the WesternGeco lines. 
2.5.5 Bandpassfilter 
A minimum phase Ormsby bandpass filter was applied to all the WcsternGcco seismic 
lines to remove unwanted frequencies. The bandpass filter was applied to all hnes as a 
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WestemGeco A 
Figure 2.63. RMS Velocity model for proprietary WestemGeco seismic line A. 
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Figure 2.64. RMS Velocity model for propnctary WesternGcco seismic line B. 
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Figure 2.65. RMS Velocity model for propnctary \VestemGeco seismic line C. 
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Figure 2.66. RMS Velocity model for proprietary WestcrnGcco seismic line D. 
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Figure 2.67. RMS Velocity model for proprietary WcsternGeco seismic line E. 
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Figure 2.68. RMS Velocity model for proprietary WcsternGeco setsmic line F. 
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Figure 2.69. RMS Velocity model for proprietary WcstemGeco seismic line G. 
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Figure 2. 70. RMS Velocity model for proprietary WcsternGeco seismic line H. 
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windowed process except for line H. Tbe bandpass filter window starts below the water 
bottom so that reverberatory noise was not created at the water bottom. A time variant 
bandpass filter was used to allow higher frequencies to be kept in the shallower portions 
of the seismic line, but filtered out at deeper times. 
2.5.6 AGC and Time Variant Scaling 
An automatic gain control (AGC) was applied to all the seismic sections after the 
Kirchhoff migration and bandpass filter. The length of the operator varies from line to 
line ranging from l 000 to 4000ms, with 1 ODOms being applied to the majority of the 
Jines. The AGC aided in producing a more coherent and unifom1 section and helped 
remove the noticeable window effects created by windowed processing. Time variant 
scaling was applied to seismic lines A, 8, C, and H after the AGC to enhance any spots 
that were not unifonn. A top mute was then appl ied to all of the WestemGeco seismic 
lines to remove any noise present above the water bottom reflection. 
2. 5. 7 F-K Po1-ver Exponent Filter and Trace Mixing 
A F-K power exponent filter is applied to lines A, B, C, D, and H after all processing is 
done to enhance the coherency of deeper events. For the WestemGeco lines the power of 
amplitudes in F-K space was raised to was either 1.3 or 1.4. A seven trace mix was 
applied to lines E, F and G to increase the continuity of reflections that are present deeper 
m the dataset. The final processed sections for the WestemGeco lines are shown on 
Plates 3-l 0 respectively. 
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CHAPTER 3 Interpretation 
3.1 Datasets Available 
3. 1.1 Reflection Seismic Data 
The area of investigatiou for lhis Lhesis extends from - 44°N and 46.5°W to 47°N and 
49.5°W. A long with the SCREECH and proprietary WesternGeco seismic lines which 
arc of excellent quality, there are other digital seismic lines available in the study area. 
Seismic lines donated by GSl covering the Carson, Bonnition, Salar and Flemish Pass 
basins were used to aid in the interpretation (green and purple lines, Figure 3. 1 ). Most of 
these lines were collected in 1 982 and 1983 and are recorded down to 8 seconds. The 
data quality of these lines is fairly good down to basement but the quality degrades to 
poor below basement. Other seismic lines shot between 1979 and 1985 were also 
avai lab le in paper fonnat from the Canadian Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore 
Petroleum Board (CNLOPB) (black lines, Figure 3.1 ). Most of these lines are generally 
recorded to only 6 or 8 seconds limiting their usefu lness for imaging deep crustal 
structures. These seismic lines are generally of poor quality (low signal to noise ratio), 
and have multiple and other imaging problems. Some of the CNLOPB lines were also 
only available as stacked sections without migration, which makes interpretation difficult. 
The GSI and CNLOPB seismic lines provide reasonable ties to the SCREECH and 
Western.Geco datasets and aid in the interpretation of horizons around the study area, 
especially where the better quality SCREECH~ and WestemGeco datasets have sparse 
data coverage. 
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Figure 3.1. Location map of seismic lines used for interpretation in tbis thesis. Seismic lines are colour coded to separate 
the different vintages. Well locations are also illustrated as is the main area of interest for this thesis. Well identities: G-67 
= Murre, N-83 = Connoramt, C-30 = Spoonbill, H-32 = Bonnition, J-55 = St George, E-41 = Skua, H-84 = Osprey. 
AlJ seismic lines shown in Figure 3.1 were used for interpretation. The SCREECH and 
WestemGeco seismic lines were the main datasets used, and provided the best resolution. 
The GSI data were used as a secondary data set and the paper section data from CNLOPB 
were used as a tertiary data set where data quality allowed. The CNLOPB lines provide 
valuable information along the slope portion of the margin and allow interpretations in 
this area to be more confidently made. The WestemGeco and GSI seismic lines had bulk 
time shifts applied and their amplitudes balanced to match the SCREECH lines to create 
a consistent dataset. The locations of all se1smjc images used in figures can be found in 
Appendix 2 and all intersecting seismic lines are annotated on the figures. 
3.1.2 Wide Angle Seismic Data 
Wide angle ocean bottom seismograph (OBS) data were also collected during the 
SCREECH project. The OBS transects shown previously in Figure 2.1, were collected 
with the use of 29 ocean bottom instruments, consisting of ocean ReiTek's in a ball 
(ORB's), ocean bottom hydrophones (OBH's) and ocean bottom seismographs (OBS's) 
(l5 from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Lnstitute (WHO!). 8 from the Geological 
Survey of Canada, and 6 from Dalhousie U11iversity). A 20 gun, 8540 cubic inch ajrgun 
array was used to fire shots at a 200 m spacing for the ocean bottom instruments. The 
wide angle data over Transect 3 is of most use for this thesis. The data were used to 
create a ve locity model (shown in Figure 3.2, from Lau et al. 2005b) that can be used to 
constrain corresponding densities and thicknesses in gravity modelling and when 
perfonning structural and stratigraphic reconstructions of the margin evolution. 
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Figure 3.2. Velocity model for SCREECH 3MCS from wide angle data. (From Lau, et al., 2005b). 
3. /.3 Potential Fields Data - Gravity and Magnetics 
Along with the seismic data, gravity and magnetic data were also gathered on the 
SCREECH cruise along the transects. Both the gravity and magnetic data were recorded 
at I minute intervals along the lines wh ich provided detailed data for modelling. Gridded 
regional free-air gravity and total field magnetic maps are also ava ilable for the Grand 
Banks from the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC). These maps were most useful for 
interpreting large structures along the margin. Figure 3.3 illustrates the gridded gravity 
and magnetic data available over the srudy area. The gravity lows give a rough outline of 
the major basins that are present on this port10n of the margin. 
3.2 Introduction to Geological and Geophysical Interpretation 
The shelf portion of the SE Newfoundland margin contains the Carson Basin (Tucholke 
et al. 1989) or the loner Carson Basin as referred to by Grant et al. (1988). Other authors 
have also termed this basin as the Carson-Bonnition Basin (Enachescu, l992b, Keen and 
de Voogd, 1988). In this thesis the Carson Basin will refer to the southern-most shelf 
edge basin in the study area whi le the Bonnition Basin wi ll refer to the more northern 
shelf edge basin. The extent and position of these basins will be illustrated in greater 
detail in the following sections. The slope portion of the SE Newfoundland margin in the 
thesis study area was tenned the Outer Carson Basin by Grant et al. (1988), where as 
Tucholke et al. (1989) named the basin on this portion of the margin the Salar Subbasin. 
In this thesis the tem1inology ofTucholke et al. ( 1989) is used to describe the extent and 
position of the Salar Basin. 
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Figure 3.3. Gravity (A) and Magnetic (B) maps of the study area. Gravity field is Free-Air taken from data provided by 
the Geologica] Survey of Canada. The Magnetic field is total , and these data are also from the Geological Survey of 
Canada. Note that the outline of the Southern Jeanne d 'Arc. Carson and Bonnition basins is evident on the gravity map. 
3.2.1 Available Well Data 
Four wells are located in or near the Carson and Bonnition basins and are used to provide 
stratigraphic ties to prominent seismic markers. The four wells are: St. George J-55, 
Skua E-41, Osprey H-84, and Bonnition H-32. An additional three wells (Spoonbill C-
30, Connorant N-83 and Murre G-67) are located in or near the Southern Jeanne d'Arc 
Basin and these give a detailed picture of the stratigraphic record in that closely adjacent 
basin. Figure 3.1 illustrates the location of all these wells in relation to the seismic data 
that are available for interpretation. All of these wells in the Carson, Bonnition and 
Southern Jeanne d 'Arc basins, are located on the shelf area of the margin. Figures 3.4 
and 3.5 illustrate time stratigraphic sections for wells in the Carson and Bonnition basins 
and weUs in the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin. Because of the well locations, few ties can 
be confidently extended into the slope area of the margin and down into the Salar Basin. 
ln the summer of2003, Leg 210 of the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) drilled two sites 
on the Newfoundland margin. These two drill sites were located in deep water to the 
northeast of the study area in the Newfoundland Basin. Site 1276 recovered a large 
portion of the sedimentary section and bottomed in a sill, while Site 1277 drilled a 
basement high. Although these wells are approximately 60 km to the northeast of the 
study area (illustrated in Figure 3. 1 ), they contain valuable information on the slope 
sediments that no other wells can provide and they aid in the correlation of sediments in 
the s lope region. Figure 3.6 illustrates the results from the ODP Site 1276, showing the 
age and rock types that were encountered. 
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Figure 3.5. Time-stratigraphic section of the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin showing 
three wells near the study area. Modified ji·om: Grant et at. ( 1988). 
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Unit 
• GJ 
D 
Ill 
ODP Site 1276 
Greenish brown mudstone, claystone, and grainstone, 
with subordinate muddy sandstone and sandy mudstone 
Carbonate grainstone and martstone with subordinate mudrock; 
finer-grained facies are reddish brown to greenish gray. 
Greenish gray mudstone and claystone (locally reddish 
brown) with subordinate light gray grainstone and 
calcareous sandstone;condensed interval of sandy 
mudstone in Core 22R with abundant 7~''"~oo"~~ 
Reddish brown, bioturbated muddy sandstone and sandstone 
Medium to dark gray calcareous sandstone to mudstone turbidites, 
lesser burrowed mudrocks and minor black shales, including OAE 2. 
Medium to dark gray burrowed mudrocks with minor 
sand-to-silt-based turbidites and black shales 
Dark gray to olive black disorganized turbidites with 
Thick tops of calcareous mudstone, green to dark gray 
claystone, minor conglomerate, and hydrothermally 
altered sediments 
As above with two -10 -15m thick diabase sills 
Characteristics 
Lithology Key 
Eocene 
Paleocene 
San Ionian/Coniacian 
Cenomanian 
Albian 
Late Aptian 
Age 
Grainstone • Sandy mudstone and muddy sandstone 
Sandstone 
Siltstone 
• 
Siliiclastic fraction of claystone, mudstone, 
and marlstone 
• Carbonate fraction of marls tone 
Shale-clast conglomerate ~ Diabase 
Figure 3.6. ODP Site 1276. Description of units. Modifiedfi·om: Shipboard 
Scientific Party, (2004b). The location ofthe well is fom1d in Figure 3.1. 
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Time-depth data from six wells on the shelf (Murre, Comorant, Spoonbill, Bonnition, St. 
George, and Skua) and velocity infonnation gathered from OOP Site 1276 cores were 
used to correlate the \:veils to nearby seismic data. The time-depth well data was also 
used to create an interval velocity model to convert the seismic data from the time 
domain to the depth domain. Table 3.1 below summarizes the time-depth values for the 
three wells in the Carson and Bonnition basins. and Table 3.2 shows the time-depth 
values for the other four wells. 
Table 3. 1. Time-depth curve values for wells in the Carson and Bonnition basins. Data 
provided from CNLOPB. 
Skua Well Bonnition Well St. George Well 
Two Way Two Way 
Time (s} Depth (m} Time (s} Depth (m) Time (s} Depth (m} 
0.00 1.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.10 76.20 0.13 131 .67 0.02 17.52 
0.40 362.41 0.33 304.80 0.14 110.36 
0.50 461 .77 0.43 396.24 0.17 131 .02 
0.90 876.30 0.63 579.12 0.48 412.09 
1.00 988.16 0.80 762.00 0.50 432.74 
1.40 1540.15 0.95 914.40 0.74 657.41 
1.50 1689.51 1.12 1097.28 0.77 681.24 
1.90 2435.05 1.28 1267.97 0.98 911 .17 
2.00 2614.57 1.36 1371 .60 1.01 936.18 
2.30 3181.50 1.48 1554.48 1.49 1534.39 
2.32 3208.63 1.62 1737.36 1.51 1568.16 
1.75 1920.24 2.50 3194.63 
1.88 2103.12 2.52 3232.46 
2.00 2286.00 2.99 4021 .89 
2.11 2468.88 3.00 4039.75 
2.23 2651 .76 3.00 4041.64 
2.33 2834.64 3.01 4051.08 
2.42 3017.52 
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Table 3.2. Time-depth curve values for wells outside the Carson and Bonnition basins 
and time-depth values from core at the ODP Site 1276. Data provided from CNLOPB 
and Shipboard Scientific Party. (2004b). 
Spoonbill We ll Cormora nt We ll Murre Well OOP Site 1276 
Two Way Two way Two Way Two Way 
Time (s) Depth (m) Time (s) Depth (m) Time (s) Depth (m) Time (s) Depth (m) 
0.08 95.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.26 259.08 0.02 15.20 0.02 20.00 0.08 86.00 
0.46 432.21 0.14 110.00 0.14 140.00 0.20 236.00 
0.58 579.12 0.20 164.70 0.20 200.00 0.25 286.00 
0.74 746.76 0.32 274.40 0.32 320.00 0.40 461 .00 
0.86 914.40 0.38 329.90 0.38 380.00 0.43 486.00 
0.92 1042.42 0.50 440.10 0.50 500.00 0.57 686.00 
1.01 1234.44 0.56 500.00 0.56 560.00 0.60 711 .00 
1.08 1371 .60 0.72 683.50 0.72 720.00 *Values from Cored 
1.18 1584.96 0.80 787.20 0.80 800.00 Section 
1.31 1828.80 0.96 979.40 0.96 960.00 
1.41 2005.58 1.04 1074.90 1.04 1040.00 
1.48 2133.60 1.20 1292.20 1.20 1200.00 
1.55 2286.00 1.36 1544.00 1.36 1360.00 
1.62 2438.40 1.44 1662.10 1.44 1440.00 
1.69 2567.64 1.62 1955.80 1.62 1620.00 
1.82 2414.60 1.82 1820.00 
2.02 2834.70 2.00 2000.00 
2.08 2962.50 2.06 2060.00 
2.16 2160.00 
Appendix 3 contains the fina l interval velocity va lues that were used to create the 
velocity model for the study area to perfonn the depth conversion. The interval velocity 
model was created using Landmarks Open Works software package. The program TDQ 
was used to create the interval velocity model. The time-depth values from the wells 
were input into TDQ and converted to interval velocities. Interval velocities (computed 
from RMS stacking velocities) from 20 locations picked along the SCREECH and 
WesternGeco seismic lines in deeper water were then added to the well interval velocity 
data to provide additional constraints for the deep water areas. 
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3.2.2 Wei/ties to seismic marker horizons 
Five of the seven welJs on the shelf portion of the margin are located near seismk data 
that is used in this thesis. Two of these wells are located in the Southern Jeanne d'Arc 
Basin, while the other three are located in the Carson and Bonnition basins. The two 
ODP Sites (1276 and 1277) in the deep water are located near the SCREECH2MCS 
seismic line. Figure 3. 7 shows the Murre and Cormorant wells in the Southern Jeanne 
d'Arc Basin and their tie to seismic lines 83-45 and 83-47. The two wells (Murre and 
Cormorant) in the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin provide good ties to the surrounding 
seismic data, sampling into the Triassic and in the case of the Murre well bottoming in 
basement metasediments. 
The Bonnition well is located near seismic line 83-41 and Figure 3.8 illustrates the tie 
bet\veen the well and seismic data. This well is drilled near the edge of the basin and ties 
fairly well to the seismic data. As shown in Figure 3.4, the well drilled through Cenozoic 
and some Lower Cretaceous sediment before ending in the Upper Jurassic Rankin 
Fonnation. Similar to the Bonnition well , the St. George well is also Located near the 
basin margin and penetrates Cenozoic and Cretaceous sediments before ending in the 
Rankin For111ation. Seismic line 83-49a is the closest to this well and is shown in Figure 
3.9. Seismic lines 83-32 and 83-32a are strike seismic lines that are closest to the Skua 
well (as shown in Figure 3. 10). These lines are not coincident with the well , and as such 
the seismic data is not expected to tie exactly to the well. Most of the Skua well picks tie 
to the seismic data except for the Tithonian Unconformity which is slightly off. The 
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Skua well drilled through Cenozoic, thin Cretaceous sediments, the Upper Jurassic 
Voyager Fonnation and bottomed in the Middle Jurassic Downing Formation. In the 
deep water Newfoundland Basin, ODP llole 1276 provides a good tie to the SCREECII 
2MCS seismic line (shown in Figure 3.11 ). This Hole sampled Eocene to Late AJbian 
sediments, and seismic horizons tied to this well can be traced into the Salar Basin. 
Time (ms) Cormorant N-83 
~~~~~~7~~~--~~~ 0 
85-4 
Base Cenozic Unconformity 
Avalon Unconformity 
SE 
BCU 
AU 
1000 
85-4 
Seismic Horizon Legend 
Whale Member -Argo Formation -Basement 
Iroquois Formation - Basalt (Upper Triassic) 
Figure 3.7. A) Seismic Line 83-45 adjacent to the Murre G-67 well . B) Seismic line 83-
47 adjacent to the Com10rant N-83 well . These sections sbow the seismic and well log 
ties for major fonnations and unconformities. The Base Cenozoic Unconformity (BCU) 
is in orange, and the Avalon Unconformity (AU) is in red. The Whale Member (Mid 
Jurassic) provided a strong tie (orange-yellow). In both sections the top of the Iroquois 
Fonuation (Lower Jurassic) is shown in pink, the top of the Argo/Osprey Formation 
(Upper Triassic) is shown in green and Basement is shown in brown. A basalt layer in 
the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin separating the overlying Argo Fonnation from the 
Osprey Formation is shown in reddish-brown. 
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Bonnition H-32 Line 83-41 
1000 
2000 
3000 
4000 
Seismic Base Cenozoic Unconformity - Voyager Formation - Argo Formation 
Horizon - Avalon Unconformity 
Legend - Tithonian Unconformity 
Downing Formation - Basement 
Iroquois Formation 
Figure 3 .8. The Bonnition H-32 well ties to seismic line 83-41 . This section shows 
the seismic and well1og ties for major fonnations and unconformities in the well. 
The Base Cenozoic Unconformity is shown in orange, and the Avalon Unconformity 
shown in red. The Tithonian Unconfonnity is shown in dark purple. The weU 
bottoms in the Upper Jurassic Rankin Fom1ation. 
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6000 m 
83-34 SE 
Iroquois Formation 
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Basement 
Figure 3.9. The St. George J-55 well ties to seismic line 83-49a. Tbis section shows 
the seismic and well log ties for major formations and unconformities in the well. 
The Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity (BCU) is shown in orange, and the Avalon 
Unconformity (AU) shown in red. The Tithonian Unconfonnity ties well to the 
seismic data. This well bottoms in the Rankin Formation. 
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Time (ms) Line 83-32 Skua E-41 
0 
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Base Cenozoic Unconformity 
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Downing Formation 
Iroquois Formation 
Argo Formation 
Line 83-32a 
B2-o5 NE 
- Basement 
Figure 3.10. The Skua E-41 well ties to seismic Lines 83-32 and 83-32a. This section 
shows the seismic and well log ties for major formations and unconformities in the 
well . The Base Cenozoic Unconformity (BCU) is shown in orange, and the Avalon 
Unconfomuty (AU) shown in red. The well tie to the T ithonian Unconformity (dark 
pw-ple) is slightly off, while the tie to the Downing Fonnation (fushia) is reasonable. 
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Figure 3. J I. ODP Site 1276 correlations to seismic data. The seismic section is a portion of SCREECH Line 2MCS. 
The li tbostatigraphic units correspond to the units described in Figure 3.6. Modified from: Shipboard Scientific Party, 
(2004b). 
3.2.3 Sequences 
Previous work by McAlpine (1990) and Grant et al. ( 1988) has divided the Jeanne d'Arc, 
Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins into depositional and seismic sequences. 
Depositional sequences are defined as confonnable successions of strata bound at the top 
aud base by unconformities or their correlative conformities (Vail et at. 1977, Vail et at. 
1984), that represent intervals of geologic time. Seismic sequences are depositional 
sequences that are identifiable by their seismic character. The depositional and seismic 
sequences that have previously been interpreted in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins 
are outlined below in the following sections. In the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin 
sediments younger than Cenomanian overlie tilted Upper Jurass ic to Upper Triassic 
sediments (Sinclair, 1995a). This observation also holds true for the Carson and 
Bonnition basins so the divisions of the Upper Triassic to Upper Jurassic by McAlpine 
(1990) in the Southern Jeannne d'Arc will be used for correlation wherever possible. For 
the Cretaceous and younger sections in the Carson and Bonnition basins the divisions by 
Grant et al. ( 1988) will be followed. For the Salar Basin, Grant et al. ( 1988) have divided 
the area into 6 seismic sequences and these will be followed for interpretation. Shipboard 
Scientific Party (2004b) have divided the deepwater Newfoundland Basin into 5 
sequences (illustrated in Figure 3.11) based on the two deepwater wells drilled in 2003. 
Figure 3.12 illustrates the divisions of the depositional and seismic sequences used 
previously in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins, and the overlying colour coded 
seismic surfaces are the surfaces that will be mapped in this study. The seismic reflection 
surfaces that were chosen for mapping have a widespread presence across the margin. 
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Figure 3. 12. Naming conventions used by authors McA lpine, 1990, Grant et at. 1988, and Shipboard Scientific Party, 
2004b, in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins. Sequences and fom1ations that were interpreted in this thesis arc 
divided by colour coded reflector surfaces shown in the columns for the Salar, Carson and Bonnition basins. 
3.2.3.1 Formations in the Carson and Bonnition basins 
McAlpine ( 1990) defined several lithostratigraphic formations ranging from Triassic to 
Jurassic in age in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin. The first is the Eurydice Formation which is 
Carnian-Norian to Rhaetian in age and deposited in generally arid conditions. The 
Osprey Fonnation which overlies the Eurydice is Carnian- Norian to Rhaetian - Early 
Hettangian in age and consists of halite interbedded with shale. This formation is 
unconformably overlain by the Argo Formation which is another evaporite formation of 
coarse crystalline halite of Late Hettangian to Early Sinemurian age. Its base in the 
Jeanne d'Arc Basin is generally correlated with an igneous unit, while the top of the 
formation is overlain conformably by the Iroquois Formation. The Iroquois Formation is 
an evaporite and dolomitic limestone unit that ranges in age from Pliensbachian to 
Toarcian. This formation is conformably overlain (unconformably in localized areas) by 
the Downing Fom1ation which is Pliensbachian to Oxfordian-Early Tithonian in age. 
This formation consists of a lower thick s ilty shale, a middle limestone and an upper 
shale. The middle limestone unit is defined as the Whale Member and its age is 
constrained to the Toarcian to Bajocian. The Downing Formation is generally 
confonnably overlain by the Voyager Formation which is an interbedded sandstone, shale 
limestone unit ranging in age from Late Bathonian to Early Oxfordian. This formation is 
overlain by the Early Oxfordian to Early Tithonian massive limestones of the Rankin 
Formation. The Rankin Formation generally consists oflimestones and sandstones and is 
bounded on top by the Tithonian Unconformity. which is either angular or represented by 
its correlative confonuity in the centre of the basin. 
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3.2.3.2 Depositional Sequences in the Salar Basin 
Grant et al. ( 1988) proposed that the stratigraphic record around the Salar Basin can be 
divided into six depositional sequences that have a large aerial extent. The first 
depositional sequence is tem1ed the Aborted Rift System and spans the Late Triassic to 
the Early Jurrassic. This sequence contains the Kett le red beds, the Eurydice shale-
siltstone, the Osprey and Argo evaporites (halite) and the Iroquois dolomite and 
limestones. This depositional sequence shows a progression from deposition in a 
continental environment to deposition in a marine environment. The second sequence is 
the Epeiric Basin Sequence, which spanned Early to Late Jurassic. The shale and 
limestone Whale Member is deposited at the base of this sequence, the Voyager shale and 
Rankin limestone are then deposited with the top of this sequence being defined as the 
Middle Tithonian Unconformity. The th ird depositional sequence is tenned the Late Rift. 
This sequence spans from Late Jurassic to Barremian time and sandstones from the 
Jeanne d'Arc, Hibernia and Avalon formations are separated by shale units that were 
deposited during this pe1iod. The fourth sequence is the Transition to Drift: Phase I . 
This sequence spanned from Barremian to Cenomanian time with siliciclastics forming 
the Logan Canyon Fom1ation. The fifth sequence is the Transition to Drift Phase 2, and 
covers Late Cretaceous to Paleocene time. Transgressive marine sediments ofthe 
Dawson Canyon Fonnation were deposited. The breakup of Labrador and Greenland and 
Greenland and Northern Europe is inferred to be represented by the Late Cretaceous and 
Early Cenozoic Unconformities. The sixth is the Passive Margin sequence which spans 
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from Eocene to present. The margin was tilted seaward during this time allowing shales, 
chalks and mudstones of the Banquereau Fonnation to be deposited. 
3.2.3.3 Seismic Sequences in the Carson and Bonnition basins 
The Carson and Bonnition basins contain sediments ranging from the Late Triassic to the 
present. Figure 3.13 illustrates two seismic profiles, a strike line (part A) and a dip Line 
(part B). This figure shows the general seismic characteristics of the seismic units that 
were interpreted on the margin. Basement on both seismic profiles is shown to be fairly 
unreflective and difficult to pick. Overlying basement is the Eurydice red-beds, the 
Osprey and the Argo Fonnations. These fonnations compose the next seismic unit 
(between the green and brown horizons). The top of this sequence is generally a high 
amplitude low frequency reflection, representing the top of the Argo Fonnation. Below 
this reflection the unit can be unreflective and sl ightly chaotic. The Iroquois Fonnation 
overlies the Argo Formation and it is characterized as a medium amplitude reflection in 
most areas with a weaker reflective package below it. In Figure 3.13 the top of this 
formation is coloured light pink. The Downing Fonnation overlies the Iroquois 
Fonnation and the reflections in this unit exhibit large variations in amplitude. In areas 
where the Whale Member is well developed, a strong reflection sequence is present as 
shown in Figure 3.13 part A. In the absence of the Whale Member, weak internal 
reflections arc present. The Voyager F onnation overlies the Downing F onnation and is 
weakly reflective when compared to the overlying and underlying formations. The 
Upper Jurassic Rankin Fonnation below the Tithonian Unconformity in Figure 3.13 part 
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Figure 3.13. A) Seismic section 83-34 illustrating the major sequences picked in both 
the Carson and Bonnirion basins and their general seismic character. In this section 
the Tithonian Unconformity has been eroded by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity. B) 
SCREECH line 401 also showing the major sequences. In this line the Base 
Cenozoic, Avalon and Tithonian unconformities are all present. 
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B, and below the Base Cenozoic Unconformity in Figure 3.13 part A is a high amplitude 
reflection sequence which is easily distinguishable from U1e overlying and underlying 
sediments. Cretaceous sediments are bound on top by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity 
and at their base by the base of the Ilibemia Formation. The amplitude of the Cretaceous 
reflections appear to be fairly unifonn. When comparing the reflections from the 
Cenozoic sediments to the reflections from the Cretaceous sediments, the Cretaceous 
reflections appear to be slightly higher in ampl itude. Upper Cretaceous sediments 
(shown in Figure 3.13 part B) are rough ly separated from Lower Cretaceous sediments by 
the Avalon Unconfonnity. While the seismic amplitude of the Cretaceous sediments for 
the most part appears to be seismically unifonn, it is noticeable that the Upper Cretaceous 
sequence is slightly higher in amplitude than the Lower Cretaceous. In Figure 3.13 the 
Base Cenozoic Unconfmmity is clearly evident and is shown to erode units below. 
3.2.3.4 Seismic Sequences in the Salar Basin 
Grant et al. ( 1988) delineated six seismic sequences that were mapped around theSE 
Newfoundland margin. These sequences which are shown in Figure 3.12 wiU be mapped 
in the Salar Basin, along with a few additional seismic horizons. Figure 3.13 illustrates 
the seismic characteristics of the sequences that were interpreted in the Salar Basin. 
Basement in the Sa tar Basin is difficult to map as it appears to genera lly be non-reflective 
(mapped as the brown horizon in Figure 3.14). The Upper Triassic Osprey or the Lower 
Jurassic Argo evaporate Formations are found in the Salar Basin (top is shown in green 
on Figure 3. 14). The top ofthis sequence is marked by a high amplitude reflection. with 
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weak reflectivity below. Grant et al. 's ( 1988) seismic sequence 6 is interpreted to contain 
Upper Jurassic carbonates (Rankin Fonnation) and possibly other earlier formations. The 
sequence is bound at the top by the Tithonian Unconformity (purple in Figure 3.14) and 
the sequence contains a few high amplitude events that are separated by thick intervals of 
low reflectivity. Sequence 5 from Grant ct al. (198M) IS mterpreted to represent 
Cretaceous sediments that are of Ban-em ian age and older. The sequence generally 
shows weak reflectivity across most of the basin and the top of the sequence is a major 
unconformity, shown in yellow on Figure 3.14. Sequence 4 from Grant et al. (1988) is 
fairly thin and is generaJly only clearly found in the basin axial zone. The sequence is 
bound at the top by the Avalon Unconformity and Grant et al. (J 988) interpret the base of 
sequence 4 to represent the transition to drift. The intervaJ is weakly reflective and 
interpreted by Grant et al. ( 1988) to be composed of alternating marls, pelagic carbonates 
and turbidites and ranges from Barremian to Aptian in age. The top of Sequence 3 is 
bound by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity, while the base is the Avalon Unconfomlity 
which is Aptian in age. This sequence is generally reflective across the basin, showing 
strong well developed internal reflections. The Middle Oligocene Unconformity 
separates Grant et al's (1988) Sequence 2 from Sequence 1, and reflections above and 
below this unconformity are shown to be quite variable in seismic character. 
3.3 General structure of the study area 
The Newfoundland continental margin developed during several phases of northward 
propagating rifting and spreading (Hubbard et at. 1985). Rifting commenced during the 
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Late Triassic in theSE portion of the margin and continued until the Early Jurassic. Prior 
to describing the various components of the margin, a broad description of the overall 
structure is given to provide a context for the detai l that follows. Figure 3.15 is a map of 
the major structural features and trends. The margin is dominated by the NE-SW 
trending Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins. The major basement faul ts on the margin 
also trend NE-SW and terminate towards the north of the study area, where the generally 
N-S trending faults of the Flemish Pass take over. To the south the basement faults 
continue trending NE-SW to the South Bank High where they terminate. 
SCREECH 3MCS SE 
82-15 SCREECH402 G 
Seismic Mid Oligocene Unconformity - Avalon Unconformity 
Horizon - Paleocene sandstone Seismic Sequence 5 
Legend - Base Cenozoic Unconformity - Tithonian Unconformity 
< > 
5500 m 
- Argo Formation 
- Basement 
- lntracrustal reflector 
Figure 3. 14. Seismic section from SCREECH 3 MCS illustrating the major sequences in 
the Salar Basin. 
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The Carson and Bonnition basins both occupy the shelf slope margin but vary 
significantly in their structure. The Bonnition Basin is bow1ded to the west by a major 
listric fault (here named the Bonnition Fault) with down throw to the east. The Carson 
Basin to the south is bounded to the east by a major basin bounding fault (here named the 
Carson Fault) which down throws to the west. The area between the basins represents a 
change along strike in the fault polarity. It is in this area that an accommodation zone has 
formed. An accommodation zone in this thesis is defined as a region separating 
oppositely dipping rift-border and intra-basin fault systems (Younes and McClay, 2002). 
The Bonnition Basin (shown in Figure 3. 15) is s lightly wider and more irregularly shaped 
than the Carson Basin and internally it is complexly faulted. SaJt movement plays a 
significant role in its deformation and structure. The northern boundary of the Bonnition 
Basin is provided by a combination of the Bonnition Fault, which curves to the east, and 
theN- toNE- trending faults of Flemish Pass. The eastern bOlmdary of the basin is a 
large ridge that trends NE - SW. This ridge extends from south of the study area to the 
north into the Flemish Pass where it eventually dies out. It is generally wider towards the 
north and south and more deeply buried where it crosses the area fonning the 
accommodation zone. A large portion of this ridge can be clearly identified on the 
bTfavity map of the area (Figure 3.3). 
The Carson Basin (depicted in Figure 3 .15) is separated from the Bonnition Basin to the 
north by an accommodation zone. It is bounded to the east by the Carson Fault which is 
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shown to be offset along the margin. The western boundary of the Carson Basin is 
provided by a fault antithetic to the Carson Fault, which throws to the east. The Carson 
Basin extends to the southwest and eventually tenninates against the South Bank High 
(Grant et al. 1988). This basin is less complexly faulted than the Bonnition Basin, but 
salt movement causes sedimentary layers to fold, changing their dip and creating 
structure in the basin. 
The Salar Basin, as defmed by the sub-basin ofTucholke et al. (1989), extends from the 
Flemish Pass Basins in the n01th through the study area continuing to the South Bank 
High. The basin is located east of the major ridge. The fauJt associated with the eastern 
edge of the ridge was termed ·F2' by Enachescu ( 1992a), and it runs in a NE-SW 
direction along a large portion of the margin. This fault throws down to the east and its 
throw tends to be greater in the northern and southern portions of the Salar Basin when 
compared with the central area. The F2 Fault tends to show the least throw in the area 
adjacent to the accommodation zone. To the east, the Salar Basin is generally bounded 
by the continuation of the Beotbuk Knoll which runs NNE-SSW from the Flemish Pass 
Basins. The western s ide of the Beothuk Knoll is bounded by a western dipping fault. 
This fault represents the continuation of the western side of the Beothuk Knoll in the 
thesis study area. ll was defined as F3 by Enachescu (l992b) and is a major antithetic 
fault (down to the west) dying as its throw decreases in the central region of the study 
area. In some areas, the F3 FauJt bounds salt structures that form the eastern edge of the 
basin. The Salar Basin is highly faulted, consisting of many rotated basement fault 
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blocks that have moved down to the east and salt structures that have formed in localized 
areas. 
3.3.1 Faulting 
Major basement faults in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins follow a NE-SW trend 
as shown in Figure 3.15. Most of the major faults are nonnal faults with movement down 
to the east, except for the basin bounding Carson Fault, which moves down to the west. 
Figure 3.16 illustrates a typical seismic sectton and the faulting that occurs in both the 
Bonnition and Salar basins. Faults in the Bonnition Basin that are synthetic to the basin-
bounding Bonnition Fault generally offset basement. In the Salar Basin many faults 
synthetic to the F2 Fault are present. For these fau lts the intervening rotated fault blocks 
have widths of between 5 and I 0 km and the bounding faults exhibit throws from 1 to 2 
seconds of two way travel time (equivalent to - 1500 to 3000 m, assuming a velocity of 
3000 m/s) as illustrated in Figure 3.16. 
Jn the Carson Basin a major fault antithetic to the Carson Fault defines the western limit 
of the basin and fonns along the same trend as the Bonnition Fault. Figure 3. 17 
illustrates the typical faulting that occurs in the Carson Basin. [n this figure it is evident 
that the Carson Fault moves down to west. The figure also shows movement on the 
antithetic fault. In this section the Carson Fault tends to be steep and exhibits a large 
amount of throw when compared to other faults in both the Bonnition and Salar basins. 
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Figure 3.16. Seismic section from SCREECH 3 MCS. This transects passes through the Bonnition and Salar basins and 
illustrates the typical faulting and structure that occurs in both basins. The seismic horizons that were interpreted are also 
indicated on the seismic line. 
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Figure 3. 17. Seismic section 82-05 through the Carson Basin illustrating the typical faulting that occurs in this basin. 
Note the basin-bounding Carson Fault and the major antithetic fault. 
The fau lts in the Salar Basin offset basement and the fault tips tend to lie at or around 
major angular unconformit ies in the sediment record (for ages, see below). In the Salar 
Basin antithetic faults tend to be associated with salt structw-es. A major transfer zone 
cuts through the Salar Basin, separating zones where rifting bas occun·ed at different 
orientations. This transfer zone occurs between the N-S trending grabens of the Flemish 
Pass and the NE- SW faulting of the Salar Basin. 
3.4 Development of Seismic Sequences in Study Area 
The seism1c sequences and horizons that were used to interpret the thesis area were 
shown previously in Figure 3.12, and the seismic characteristics of the units were 
explained in Section 3.2.3. The seismic sequences interpreted were different between the 
two basins on the shelf (Carson and Bonnition) and the Salar basin because the shelf and 
slope portions of the margin record different periods of the stratigraphic record. Jurassic 
and older strata are more readily preserved in the shelf areas in the Carson Basin, while a 
more extensive Cretaceous and Cenozoic section is generally found under the slope. 
Landmark's SeisWorks software package was used to map the horizons and faults in the 
study area. All horizons were loop correlated around the study area, and tied to well data 
where avai lable. The seism1c horizons and faults were all interpreted in the time domain, 
and fonnation picks represent the top of the various formation. The horizons were then 
converted to depth using the interval velocity model previously explained in Section 
3.2.1, and found in Appendix 3. 
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3.4. 1 Shelf- Carson and Bonnition basins 
3.4.1. 1 Basement 
Basement in this area of the margin is most likely composed of Paleozoic or Precambrian 
rocks (Enachescu, 1992a). Basement depth is fairJy unifonn on the shelf around 1500m 
( 1500 ms two-way traveltime), while in the Carson and Bonnitton basins the depth varies 
considerably along the margin. In the Carson Basin the deepest section is found in the 
north-eastern area of the basin at approximate depths of 8000m (5200 ms - two way 
travel time and assuming a velocity of 3000 m/s). fn the Bonnition Basin the deepest 
section is generally found in the south-west area of the basin at a depth of approximately 
1 OOOOm (7000 ms - two way travel time and assuming a velocity of3000 m/s). No wells 
penetrate basement in the Carson or Bonnition basins and as in the southem Jeanne d'Arc 
Basin, top basement is difficult to image due to the thickness of the overlying sediments 
and multiples that can mask the reflection. Therefore the interpreted top basement picks 
in the Carson and Bonnition basins represent "acoustic" basement and real basement may 
be deeper. On all seismic sections this unit is annotated brown and represents the deepest 
reflections (or lack thereof) imaged on the seismic lines. Figure 3.18 is a depth structure 
contour map illustrating the depth (m) to basement. The major basins (Carson, 
Bonnition, Southern Jeanne d'Arc, Flemish Pass and Salar) are evident on this map. 
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Figure 3.18. Depth structure contour map to basement in the thesis study area. Note 
the locations of the Carson, Bonn.ition and Southern Jeanne d 'Arc basins. 
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3.4.1.2 EUiydice, Osprey and Argo Fonnations 
The Eurydice Fonnation is the oldest preserved formation in the Carson and Bonnition 
basins, and in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin it directly overl ies basement. In the Carson and 
Bonnition basins this fonnation was not mapped separately due to difficulty in distinctly 
differentiating it from the overlying formations. The Osprey Formation overlies the 
Eurydice and in the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin its top is generally defined by an 
igneous (basalt) unit. In the southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin, this reflector is widely 
mappable and can be used to separate the Osprey and the overlying Argo Formation. 
Figure 3.19 shows an interpreted seismic section adjacent to the Cormorant well in the 
Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin and a typical seismic section in the Bonnition Basin. Tn this 
figure it is evident that the basalt reflector which is noticeable in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin 
is not readily distinguished in the Bonnition or Carson basins. 
In the Bonnition and Carson basins a widely mappable and relatively strong reflector 
represents the top of the Argo evaporites that overlie the Osprey and Eurydice 
Formations. This reflector was mapped throughout the basins and on all seismic sections 
it is coloured green. Figure 3.20A, a depth structure contour map of the Top Argo 
illustrates its extent and structure across the basins. In the Carson Basin the Argo 
Fonnation is bounded to the NW by the major antithetic fault and to the NE by the 
accommodation zone and the Carson Fault. The extent of the Argo Formation to the SE 
is limited by the ridge. The thickness of this formation in the Carson Basin is variable 
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with thicker sections tending to be found towards tbe south. Small amounts of diapirism 
are v1sible which is generally concentrated near the bounding faults as shown in Figure 
3.21. [n this basin the general dip direction of this unit is to the northeast. 
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Figure 3.19. Interpreted seismic sections comparing seismic characteristics of reflections 
in the Southern Jeanne d'Arc and Bonnition basins. Part A shows proprietary line 
WesternGeco Fin the Bonnition Basin. Part B shows the Connorant N-83 well on line 
83-47 in the southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin. The strong basalt reflection (dark red) in the 
Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin is not imaged in the Bonnition Basin. 
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Figure 3 .20. A) Depth structure contour map of the top of the Argo and Osprey 
Evaporites in the Carson and Bonnition basins. B) A 3-dimensional view the top of 
the formation at 8x vertical exaggeration. The reflector is tilted near the basin 
margins and many salt diapirs appear near the basin edges. 
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Figure 3.21. Seismic Line NF 82-11 B iJlustrating salt cliapirism in the Carson Basin. 
This diapirism is generally located near major faults in the basin. 
In the Bonnition Basin the Argo Formation is bounded to the north and west by the 
Bonnition Fault, and in the south the fonnation is truncated or eroded by the Base 
Cenozoic Unconformity as it reaches the ridge. To the east the formation is limited by 
the ridge. On the depth structure contour map (Figure 3.20) local salt diapirs are present, 
and the top of the formation is structurally complex. The formation top is tilted in areas 
near the basin boundaries and plunges deep into the centre of the basin, especially in the 
southern area. Salt diapir formation tends to be constrained to the edges of the basin. 
A large doma1 salt feature is interpreted towards the NE portion of the basin. Figure 
3.208 highlights areas where salt diapirism occurs. The thickness of this unit (the Argo, 
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Osprey and Eurydice fonnations) is variable throughout the Bonnition Basin, but tends to 
be thicker towards the centre of the basin. The genera l dip direction of the formation in 
this basin is to the south-west. 
3.4. 1.3 Iroquois Formation 
The Iroquois Formation overlies the Argo F01mation, on all seismic sections in this thesis 
the fonnation top is coloured light pink. In Figure 3. 19 the seismic characteristics of this 
formation can also be compared to those in the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin. From this 
figure a reasonable correlation between the Southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin and the 
Bonnition and Carson basins can be made. Figure 3.22 illustrates a depth structure 
contour map of the Iroquois Formation. In the Bonnition Basin the formation is bounded 
to the south and southeast by the ridge, or eroded by the Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity in 
areas where the formation top is highly tilted on the basin margins. ln the north and west 
it is bounded by the Bonnition Fault and in the east it is generally tilted and eroded by the 
Base Cenozoic or it on laps onto the Argo Formation. Similar to the Argo Formation, the 
Iroquois also genera lly dips toward the southwest. 
In the Carson Basin, the Iroquois Formation is bounded to the west and the north by an 
antithetic fault and to the east by the accommodation zone and the Carson Fault. To the 
south the ridge and the Carson Fault bound the formation. The fom1ation in the Carson 
Basin genera lly dips to the northeast. The thickness of this unit seems to remain 
relatively uni form throughout the basin. 
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Figure 3.22. A) Depth stnacture contour map of the top of the Iroquois Fonnation. The 
fonnation closely follows the stnacture of the Top of the Argo Fonnation. B) A 3-
dimensional view of the top of the forn1ation at 8x vertical exaggeration. This reflector 
is also tilted near the basin margins. 
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3.4.1.4 Downing Formation 
The Downing Formation overlies the Iroquois Fonnation and the contact between the two 
formations tends to be confonnable although in localized areas it can be unconformable 
with the Downing downlapping onto the Iroquois Formation as shown in Figure 3.23. On 
aiJ seismic sections this contact is coloured fuschia. The Downing Formation shows 
strong internal reflections in some areas, especially where the Whale Member is well 
developed. ln other areas, weak intemal reflections are present. 
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Figure 3.23. Seismic Line 83-34 showing the unconformable contact between the 
Iroquois Formation and the Downing Formation (refer to Figure 3.12) at the top of the 
Lower Jurassic. On this strike section the Downing Formation is down lapping onto the 
iroquois Formation. 
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Figure 3.24 ilJustrates the depth structure contour map of the top of the Downing 
Formation. In the Carson Basin the fom1ation is bounded towards the north by an 
antithetic fault and to the east by the accommodation zone. To the south the formation is 
bounded by the Carson Fault or eroded by the Avalon Unconfonnity, and to the west it 
becomes eroded by the A val on unconformity. The general dip direction for the Downing 
Fonnation in the Carson Basin is toward the north-east. In the Bonnition Basin, the 
Downing Formation is bounded to the south and east by the ridge and to the west by the 
Bonnition Fault. In the northern areas of the basin the Downing Fonnation onlaps onto 
the Iroquois Fonnation. ln this basin the formation generally tends to dip toward the 
south-west and is shown to be tilted at the edges of the basin. This thick formation is 
folded and in the Carson Basin it is thickest in the centre of the basin especially towards 
the eastern side. In tbe Bonnition Basin this formation thickens towards the centre of the 
basin in the south and south-west areas. It is in these thick areas where the Whale 
Member is well developed. 
The Whale Member is a strong seismic marker across the southern portion of the 
Bonnition Basin and the north-eastern section of the Carson Basin. On seismic sections 
the Whale Member is coloured orange-yellow. Figure 3.25 illustrates a depth structure 
contour map of this un it. It has a limited extent, confined to areas where the Downing 
F01mation is relatively thick. In the Carson Basin it is eroded to the south-west by the 
Avalon Unconfom1ity and to the east it is bounded by the Carson Fault. 
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Figure 3.24. A) Depth structure contour map of the top of the Downing Formation. B) 
a )-dimensional view of the top of the formation at 8x vertical exaggeration. 
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Figure 3.25. A) Depth structure contour map to the Whale Member in the Downing 
Fonnation. Thls unit is less extensive then the previous fonnations that have been 
mapped and tends to be present in the thickest sections of the Downing Fonnation. B) 
A 3-dimer:sional view of the top of the member at 8x vertical exaggeration. 
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In the nmth the member is generally bounded by an antithetic fault or it on laps onto the 
Iroquois Formation. The general dip direction of this unit in the Carson Basin is the same 
as the Downing Formation, dipping towards the northeast. In the Bonnition Basin the 
Whale Member either tenninates at the accommodation zone in the south or it is eroded 
by the Base Cenozoic Unconformi ty. To the north it either onlaps onto the Argo 
Formation or terminates against a northeast- southwest trending fault. ln this basin the 
unit generally dips towards the south-west and is folded and tilted at the basin margins. 
3.4.1.5 Voyager Formation 
The contact between the overlying Voyager Fonnation sandstones and the Downing 
Fonnation is mainly conformable in both the Carson and Bonnition basins. The Voyager 
Formation tends to have a weakly reflective seismic character and is less extensive in the 
basins than the Downing and is also less folded. The thickness of the Voyager Fonnation 
varies across the margin with the thickest p01tions being confined to the centers of the 
basins. This formation is generally overlain by the Rankin Formation, except in the 
Carson Basin and southern parts of the Bonnirion Basin where the Tithonian, Avalon and 
Base Cenozoic Unconformities have eroded down into the Voyager Formation. 
The contact between the Voyager Fonnation and the Rankin Formation in the Bonnition 
Basin is an angular unconformity throughout most areas. Ln many areas the base of the 
Rankin Fonnation has eroded the underlying Voyager Formation as shown in Figure 3.26 
where the base of the Rankin (near top of Voyager) is illustrated in purple. 
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Figure 3.26. Seismic section 83-34 detailing lhe angular unconfonnity between the 
Rankin and Voyager Formations. 
Figure 3.27 illustrates a depth structure contour map of the base of the Rankin Formation 
(in some places the top of the Voyager Fonnation). 
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Figure 3.27. A) Depth structure contour map of the top of the Voyager Fonnation. 
The top of this fonnation shows less structure than the previous fom1ations. B) A 3-
duncnsiOnal view of the top ofthe Voyager Fonnation at 8x vertical exaggeration. 
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Note how the contact is not present in the Carson Basin due to erosion. Towards the 
north, east and south in tbe Bonnition Basin the Voyager Formation is genera lly eroded 
by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity, except in a localized area to the north where it 
onlaps onto the Argo Fonnation. To the west the formation is bounded by the Bonnition 
Faull, and the general dip direction of the formation is to the south-west. 
3.4. J .6 Rankin Formation - Tithonian Unconformity 
The top of the Rankin Formation is generally marked by the Kimmeridgian- Tithonian 
Unconformity. This unconfonnity has in many areas of the basin eroded the top portion 
of the Rankin Formation. On seismic sections throughout this thesis, this unconformity is 
marked a dark purple colour. The unconformity as described by Grant et al. (1988) is 
highly faulted especially near the Bonnition well , but than becomes paraconfonnable 
moving further seaward in the Bonnition Basin. The unconformity is present throughout 
the basins except towards the north and east where the Tithonian Unconfonnity becomes 
cut by the Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity in the Bonnition Basin (Figure 3.28) or by the 
Avalon Unconformity towards the south in the Carson Basin. The Tithonian 
Unconformity tends to be overlain by either low amplitude reflections from the Upper 
Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous in the northern areas of the Bonnition Basin, or by 
reflections from the Upper Cretaceous to Cenozoic in the southern areas of the Carson 
Basin. Figure 3.29 is a depth structure contour map of this unconformity. 
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Figure 3.28. Seismic line SCREECH 403 illustrates the Base Cenozoic Unconformity 
shown in orange which has eroded the Tithonian Unconformity shown in dark purple. 
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Figure 3.29. A) Tithonian Unconformity(- Top Rankin Fom1ation) depth structure 
contour map. Notice the areas that have been eroded by either the Base Cenozoic 
Unconformity or the Avalon Unconformity. B) A 3-dimensional view of the top of 
the Rankin Formation at 8x vertica l exaggeration. 
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3.4. I. 7 A val on Unconfonnity 
This unconformity is defined as being Aptian to Albian in age. 1t corresponds to the 
sequence boundary between sequences 3 and 4 (refer to Figure 3.12) of Grant et al. 
(1988). It is present on the shelf portion of the margin, however it is cut and eroded over 
parts of the Bonnition Basin (especially towards the south and east) by the Base Cenozoic 
Unconformity. On aJJ interpreted seismic sections this unconformity is coloured red. 
The contact between the two sequences tends to be disconformable in many areas on the 
shelf. Figure 3.30 is a depth structure contour map of this unconformity which is 
interpreted to represent the transition from the rifting stage to the drifting stage (Grant et 
al. 1988). 
3.4. 1 .8 Cretaceous Deposits 
The thickest Cretaceous deposits in the Bonnition and Carson basins are of Early 
Cretaceous age, as most Upper Cretaceous strata have been eroded away at the Base 
Cenozoic Unconformity, or just not deposited. Lower Cretaceous strata are thickest in 
the central portion of the Bonnition Basin and the north-eastern section of the Carson 
Basin. Figure 3.31A is an isopach map of the interval between the Tithonian 
Unconformity and the Avalon Unconformity, while Figure 3.3 1B is an isopach map of 
the interval between the A val on Unconformity and the Base Cenozoic. Based on these 
divisions the isopach map in Figure 3.31A roughly represents Lower Cretaceous strata, 
while the isopach map in Figure 3.318 generally represents Upper Cretaceous strata. 
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F1gure 3.30. Depth structure contour map of the A val on Unconfonmty on the shelf 
portion of the margin. 
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Ftgure 3.31. A) Isopach map of Lower Cretaceous formations. B) Isopach map of 
Upper Cretaceous formations. 
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The extent of the Lower Cretaceous deposits (Figure 3.31A) in the Bonnition Basin is 
controlled by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity. The northern, eastern and southern 
boundaries are all formed by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity eroding the Lower 
Cretaceous. In the Carson Basin the southern portion of the Lower Cretaceous strata has 
been eroded by U1e Avalon Unconfonnity. 
The Upper Cretaceous strata are relatively thin and show only a small variability in 
thickness throughout both of the basins. In the Bonnition Basin the extent of these strata 
is controlled by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity, while in the Carson Basin the Upper 
Cretaceous strata cover the entire basin and are relatively uniform in thickness. 
3.4. L.9 Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity 
On the shelf portion ofthe margin, the Base Cenozoic Unconformity is a strong, mainly 
continuous reflector. Tbjs marker represents the base of sequence 2 and the top of 
sequence 3, defined by Grant et al. ( 1988). The contact is mainly disconfonnable 
(represents a period of erosion or non-deposition) on the shelf with some angularity in 
regions. In the south-west portion of the Bonnition Basin the unconformity overlies 
Jurassic rocks while towards the north-east section of the basin it overlies Upper 
Cretaceous sequences. Near the slope break in rhe Bonnition Bas in the overlying 
Banquereau Formation may on lap or downlap onto the unconformity surface in localized 
areas. Figure 3 .32 is a depth structure contour map of the horizon across the margin. 
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F1gure 3.32. Depth structure contour map of the Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity. 
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3.4.2 Slope- Salar Basin 
3.4.2.1 Basement 
Basement in the Salar basin is poorly imaged due to intetference from the first water 
bottom multiple and salt which is present in the overlying stratigraphic sequence. For 
these reasons basement in the Salar Basin is difficult to accurately constrain and the 
interpreted picks represent .. acoustic" basement in many areas. Figure 3.14 previously 
shown in Section 3.3 illustrated the seismic sequences that were interpreted in the Salar 
Basin. Basement in lhe Salar Basin tends to be highly faulted, with normal faults 
creating rotated half grabens in the basin. As in the Carson and Bonnition basins, top of 
basement in th is basin is coloured brown and the structure contow· map was shown 
previously in Figure 3.18. 
3.4.2.2 Lower Jurassic Salt 
Ln the Salar Basin, the next identifiable seismic sequence above basement is the salt, 
either of Late Triassic (Osprey Formation) or Early Jurassic (Argo Fonnation) origin. 
Salt in the Salar Basin is difficult to image due to its depth. Given the limited abi li ty to 
correlate the salt, its age here (ie .. Osprey vs. Argo) cannot be ascertained. ln the 
interpreted seismic sections the top of the salt is coloured green and is correlated w1tb the 
Top of the Argo Formation. Salt related structures are found in many areas of the Salar 
Basin, especially near the southern extent of the Beothuk Knoll. Salt diapirs can be 
found at the base of the slope and towards the north of the Salar Basin. The salt seems to 
be most active around the area where the direction of faulting changes from NE-SW to a 
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more N-S direction. The salt tends to be the thickest in the northern portion of the Salar 
Basin and thins to the central area. Moving to the southern portion of the study area the 
salt again thickens and diapirism is present and noted on Figure 3.33, which is a depth 
structure contour map of the interpreted top salt horizon. The true extent of the salt to the 
north and south is limited by the seismic line locations. The sparse data coverage in these 
areas makes it difficult to confidently extend the top of the salt surface any further. 
3.4.2.3 Rankin Formation - Tithonian Unconformity 
Above the top of the Argo Formation, the next mappable formation that is present is the 
Rankin Formation, and its top is shown in purple on all seismic sections. The top of the 
Rankin Formation tends to correlate with the Tithonian Unconfonnity in the Carson and 
Bonni tion basins (Grant et al. 1988). fn the Salar Basin, the interval between the top of 
the Argo Fonnation and the top of the Ranking Formation is relatively thin, when 
compared to the same interval in the Carson and Bonnition basins. In the Salar Basin 
either most oftbe Jurassic section (l roquois, Downing and Voyager fonnations) is 
missing or it is extremely thin. Seismic reflections in the Rankin Fonn ation are genera lly 
high in amplitude. Figure 3.34 illustrates a depth structure contour map of the top of this 
fonnation in the Salar Basin. This unit shows variable thickness across the basin and 
tends to be thin towards the north, thicker and more extensive in the central portions of 
the basin and thins considerably towards the southern areas. ln the north the eastern 
extent of this sequence is bounded by the Beothuk Knoll extension. In the central area of 
the basin the sequence is deposited eastward of the Beothuk Knoll extension 
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Ftgurc 3.33. Depth structure contour map of the top of salt (Argo Formation) in the 
Salar Basm. Areas where diapirism is pre ·ent are noted on the map. 
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downlapping onto basement or salt. Jn the southern portion of the Salar Basin this unit 
down laps on to the underlying salt sequence westward of the Beothuk knoll extension, as 
shown in Figure 3.35. The northern and southern extent of this sequence is undetennined 
due the sparse data coverage. 
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Figure 3.35. Proprietary WestemGeco line B. showmg downlap of the top of the Rankin 
Formation onto the top of the Argo salt in the Salar Basin. The Rankin Formation is 
defined by a high amplitude reflection sequence in the Salar Basin. Seismic Sequence 5 
has a well defined seismic reflection indicating the top of this sequence and then weak 
reflectivity below. As shown in the figure the thickness of the Rankin Formation varies, 
thickening across faults. 
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3.4.2.4 Seismic Sequence 5 
The top of seismic sequence 5 of Grant et at. ( 1988) is shown in yellow in all interpreted 
seismic sections. This surface represents the beginning of the transition to drift phase 
(depositional sequence 4) from Grant et al. (1988). The sequence top is marked by a 
strong seismic marker over most of U1e Salar Basin, with weak reflectivity below. In 
some areas well defmed parallel seismic events are visible in the sequence (Grant et at. 
1988). This sequence has a large area l extent, shows growth across faults (Grant et al. 
1988), and thickens towards the east in the central area of the basin as shown in Figure 
3.35. Figure 3.36 is a depth structure contour map of the top of this sequence. This map 
illustrates the extent of the sequence where to the north and south it is not well 
constrained due to lack of data. To the east it has an extent s imilar to the Rankin 
Formation. 
3.4.2.5 Seismic Sequence 4 - Avalon Unconformity 
Seismic Sequence 4 overlies Sequence 5 mainly m the axial portions of the SaJar Basin 
(Grant et at. 1988). The sequence is variable in thickness and tends to be eroded in many 
areas by the overlying A val on Unconformity. The reflection character of this sequence 
tends to show weak reflectivity in ternally, except at the base which is the well developed 
unconfom1ity mentioned in Section 3.4.2.4 (Grant et at. 1988). Figure 3.37 illustrates 
two seismic lines that show the variability of the sequence across the margin. In Figure 
3.37 A the sequence is thicker and the overlying sequence on laps onto Sequence 4. In 
Figure 3.378 sequence 4 is shown to be very thin. The top of Sequence 4 is defined by 
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Figure 3.37. Part A and B) Proprietary WesternGeco seismic lines showing the character 
of seismic Sequence 4. Both lines show that the base (yellow) is a well developed 
reflector and the internal reflectivity is generally weak. In both lines the sequence is also 
thin. The Base Cenozoic Unconformity is shown in orange and the Avalon 
Unconformity is shown in red. Part A shows that Sequence 3 (orange to red) onlaps onto 
Sequence 4 in some areas of the basin. 
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the Avalon Unconformity and a depth structure contour map of the top of this sequence is 
shown in Figure 3.38 illustrating its structure across the Salar Basin. 
3.4.2.6 Seismic Sequence 3 - Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity 
Seismic Sequence 3 is bounded by the A val on Unconformity at its base (red in seismic 
sections), and the Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity at the top (orange in seismic sections). 
The Avalon Unconfonnity separates Sequence 4 from Sequence 3 and is marked by a 
continuous reflector throughout the Salar Basin. Reflections in Sequence 3 tend to show 
on lap onto the top of Sequence 4 as shown in Figure 3.37. The Base Cenozoic 
Unconformi ty represents the boundary between Grant et al. 's ( 1988) Sequence 2 and 
Sequence 3. The unconfonnity is a high amplitude seismic reflection and is continuous 
throughout the basin. ln the slope area the unconformity is genera lly conformable with 
the underlying sediment. Figure 3.32 shown previously also illustrates the time structw-e 
contour map of the Base Cenozojc Unconformity over the Salar Basin. 
3.4.2.7 Paleocene Sandstone Uni t 
Paleocene sandstones are found above the Base Cenozoic Unconformity. Their extent 
and thickness vary along the margin, although they are generally found in the axial areas 
of the basin, and are interpreted as the product of shelf-edge erosion (Grant et at. 1988). 
In the Jeanne d'Arc Basin during Paleocene time, many basin floor and submarine fans 
are noted by Deptuck et al. (2003). In the Salar Basin the top of the Paleocene sandstone 
seismic sequence is defined by a moderately continuous undulating reflection, while the 
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Figure 3.38. Depth structure contour map of the top of Sequence 4 (the A val on 
Unconfonm ty). 
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internal reflections tend to be hummocky as shown in Figure 3.39. The reflection 
character of ti'1i s sequence indicates that it is composed of rurbidites and gravity flow 
deposits. The thickness of the unit is variable across the margin. A depth structure 
contour map of the top of this seismic unit is shown in Figure 3.40. Drilling ODP Site 
1276 drilled through an almost complete Paleocene to Eocene section. Core recovered at 
ODP Site 1276 shows that many of the debris flows in the Paleocene contain many 
calcareous benthic forami nifers and holococcoliths. Siliciclastic turbidites tend to 
dominate this sequence, and they are interpreted to be a succession of deposits from 
repeated pulses of high density turbidity currents. 
3.4.2.8 Seismic Sequence 2 
The top of Seismic Sequence 2 is defined by the Mid-Oligocene unconformity and 
represents the sequence boundary between Sequences l and 2 of Grant et at, ( 1988). This 
unconformity is thought by Vai l et at. ( 1977) to represent a sea level lowstand. This 
unconformity is widespread over the slope section of the margin is an angular 
unconfom1ity near the s lope break becoming confonnable as the water depth increases. 
Seismic Sequence 2 is bounded at its base by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity. The 
sequence is composed of the Paleocene sandstone unit and sediments up to Mid-
Ohgocene in age. The sequence is dominated by turbidites, submarine canyons, channels 
and fans developed by shelf edge erosion (Parker. 1999 and Grant et al. 1988). 
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Figure 3.39. Proprietary WestemGeco seismic sections illustrating the seismic 
character of the Paleocene sandstones in the Salar Basin. ln both sections the top of 
the Paleocene sandstone is coloured dark green. 
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3.4.3 lntracrustal reflections 
lntracrustal reflections are fmmd below the Salar Basin. These reflections are mainly 
present on the proprietary WesternGeco seismic lines. One intracrustal reflection series 
IS located near the Beothuk Knoll extension and generally dips landward over the study 
area. This reflection series tends to terminate seaward of the fault F2 which is associated 
with the major high bounding the western extent of the Salar Basin. Figure 3.41A shows 
the landward dipping intracrustal reflection on a WesternGeco seismic line that runs in 
the central portion of the Salar Basin. The overlying faults in the Salar Basin tend to 
tenninate at/or above this reflection when it is present. A second intracrustal reflection 
series is found closer to the north of the study area. These reflections tend to dip seaward 
and are located near the fault F2, which bounds the ridge (Figure 3.41 B). This reflection 
is not as extensive as the first intracrustal reflection series that was detailed. Figure 3.42 
maps the extent of these dipping reflections across the margin. 
3.4.4 Crustal and Moho reflections 
Reflections from the mid and lower crust and the Moho are found on the shelf on 
SCREECH lines 40 I , 403 and 3MCS. Moho reflections are less confidently identified on 
WesternGeco lines A, 8 , E and G. The Moho is interpreted as the base of the strong 
lower crustal reflections. Wide angle modeling from SCREECH 3MCS line is also used 
to constrain the position of the Moho. These reflections indicate that the Moho and lower 
crust appear to be shallowing towards the southeast, in the direction of the South Bank 
High. SCREECH line 403 (Figure 3.43) shows the best example of the lower crustal and 
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Moho reflections near the shelf break and on the continental shelf. The reflections on this 
line are shown to shallow towards the shelfbreak (west to east) as well. Figure 3.44 is a 
time stntcture contour map to the top of the Moho. The time structure map shows the 
Moho shallowing to the south and east. The unextended continental shelf of the 
Newfoundland margin is composed of Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks belonging to the 
Avalon Zone (Williams, 1984), as well as rocks from the Meguma zone. SCREECll line 
40 I in Figure 3.45 shows mid and lower crustal reflections in the unextended crust on the 
continental shelf. The lower crustal reflections are shown to be relatively flat along the 
continental shelf and the Moho is picked at the base of the strong reflections. Westward 
dipping reflections shown in Figure 3.45 are found near the horizontal lower crustal 
reflections and may in some places cut Moho. Numerous westward and eastward dipping 
mid-crustal reflections are found under the contmental shelf and are bighl ighted on 
Figure 3.45. These mid-crustal reflections are interpreted to represent older 
neoproterozoic crustal fabrics. 
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Figure 3.41. Interpreted proprietary WestcmGeco seismic sections showing the 
intracrustal reflections in dark blue. Part A) This section runs across the central portions 
of the Salar Basin. Part B) This section runs across the northern part of the Salar Basin. 
These sections show how the intracrustal reflectors change shape across the margin. 
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Figure 3.45. She[ portion of seismic line SCREECH 401. This line shows reflections from the mid crust (pink) and horizontal lower crustal reflections ~lue). Dipping lower crustal reflections are shown in green and the position of the i1 
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te position of the interpreted Moho is shown in blue. 
3.5 Gravity Modeling 
Gravity modelling was used to aid in constrajning the composition of features that were 
considered ambiguous. The software package GM-SYS by Northwest Geophysical 
Associates (NGA) was used to model different geological scenarios. The software a llows 
you to create different geological models and test their accuracy by comparing the 
modeled gravity response to the observed measurements. Gravity modelling was 
performed on the slope section of SCREECH lines 401, 3MCS and 403 . The main 
objective of the modeling was to determine the composition of a prominent high in the 
slope region of the study area. Reflection seismic data (plotted in depth) for the three 
SCREECH lines were input into the GM-SYS software and were used to help detennine 
the different layer boundaries in the model. 
The depth to the seafloor was picked for each line and the water layer was given a density 
value of 1.0 gJ cm3. For each model three layers were picked. The ftrst layer 
conesponds to Cenozoic and younger strata and this layer was given a density of2.35 
g/cm3. The second layer corresponds to the sediments in the Carson Basin. These strata 
are mainly Cretaceous, Jurassic and in some places Triassic deposits. These strata were 
given an average density value of2.5 g/cm3. Tbe third Layer corresponds to the strata 
below tbe Cenozoic in the slope region. These strata are Cretaceous and Jurassic and 
were given an average density of2.55 g/cm3, due to the thickness of Cenozoic strata over 
laying them. The crust was divided into two sections; an upper and lower section with 
the upper section having a density value of2.65 g/cm3. The lower crust was given a 
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density value of2.9 glcm3. Below the lower crust and Moho the mantle is assigned a 
density value of 3.3 g/cm3. 
The composition of the high in the slope area is thought to either be basement material or 
salt so two different densities were assigned to the high and tested for each line. 
Assumjng that the high was composed of salt, a density of 2.25 g/cm3 was assigned. 
When the bigh was assumed to be composed of basement material the density was 2.7 
g/cm3. Figures 3.45 to 3.47 show the results of modelling for each line. ln figures 3.46 
to 3.487 an arbitrary position was chosen across the profile to tie the results of the 
modeled gravity values to the observed gravity values. In the figures the tie point is 
indicated by a red star joining the observed and calcu lated gravity values. Upon 
examination of the models it is evident that the model which interprets the high as 
basement material matches the observed gravity measurements extremely well. The 
models interpreting the high as salt do not produce results that match the observed data. 
Based on these models it is detennined that the high is main ly composed of basement 
material, though some small amount of salt may be present. 
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Figure 3.46. Gravity model ing performed on line 401. Figure A iUustrates the model 
when the high is composed of basement material, while Figure B models the high as 
salt. The modeled gravity response in Figure A closely matches the observed gravity 
data, whi le the model in Figure B does not. 
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when the high is composed of basement material. while Figure 8 models the high as 
salt. The modeled gravity response in Figure A closely matches the observed gravity 
data, while the model in Figure 8 does not. 
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Figure 3.48. Gravity modeling performed on line 3MCS. Figure A illustrates the 
model when the high is composed of basement material , while Figure B models the 
high as salt. The modeled gravity response in Figure A closely matches the observed 
gravity data, while the model in Figure B does not. 
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CHAPTER 4 Structural formation of the south-east Newfoundland 
margin 
4.1 Rift Basin Structures 
The southeast Newfoundland margin has a complex evolutionary history with the Carson. 
Bonnjtion, Salar and other basins forming on the margin. Tectonic control on rift basin 
architectw·e depends on fault propagation, linkage and growth (McLeod et at. 2002). 
Rosendahl ( 1987) illustrates the numerous different structural configurations that can 
arise when rift basins are formed. Rift basins are typically fonned through a series of 
narrow half grabens, whi.ch may show alternating polarity along strike (Younes and 
McClay, 2002 and Rosendahl, 1987). The zones of alternating polarity along strike are 
separated by accommodation zones, fo llowing the tenninology of Younes and McClay, 
2002. The tenn 'transfer zone' w111 refer lOa fault or fault zones connecting individual 
rifts, without the need for a reversal in polarity of their dip directions (Younes and 
McClay, 2002). Accommodation zones are generally higher in elevation than the 
surrounding area, 15 to 30 krn wide, and cut by many steeply dipping synthetic and 
antithetic faults. Figure 4.1 illustrates a conceptual model of an accommodation zone 
showing an along-strike change in the polarity of a half-graben. 
Studies of active nonnal faults in the Basin and Range and East Africa areas, indicate that 
many of these nonnal faults are segmented along strike (Gawthorpe and Leeder, 2000). 
The boundaries of fault segments are marked by highs and lows in the hangingwa11 and 
footwall elevations. Boundaries can also be marked by an increase in density of small 
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Figure 4.1. Model of an accommodation zone showing a change in the half-graben 
polarity along strike. The model also illustrates various sedimentary features that may be 
found in the half-graben. Modified from: YoWles and McClay, (2002) 
displacement faults. Folding contributes to the development of normal fault zones. In 
the hangingwall of nonnal faults, transverse anticlines and synclines develop and define 
the displacement maxjma (synclines) and minima (anticlines) (Gawthorpe and Leeder, 
2000). At fault segment boundaries, anticlines form. Figure 4.2, from Gawthorpe and 
Leeder (2000), illustrates some of the features associated with normal fau lts in 
extensional environments, and their evolution through time. 
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Figure 4.2. Illustrations of normal fault evolution. A) Fault initiation with numerous 
small fault segments. B) Fault interaction and linkage stage where deformation 
becomes localized along major fault zones. C) Deformation is localized along major 
border fault zones, creating half graben depocemres. Modifiedji·om: Gawthorpe and 
Leeder (2000). 
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4.2 Basin Formation 
In the Jeanne d'Arc Basin the MmTe Fault, which forms the western boundary of the half 
graben, exhibits numerous bends along strike suggesting that the fault formed initially as 
a series of en echelon faults which later became linked (Sinclair, l995b). The major 
basin bounding faults in the thesis study area most likely formed in a similar manner. 
The faults would have originated initially as fault segments, which through their 
evolution eventually link to produce major fault zones. Figure 4.3 illustrates the major 
features present on the margin and their orientation. The structural evolution of each 
basin is discussed in depth in the succeeding sections, but some generalisations may 
provide a useful context at this stage. The Carson Basin initially formed by normal fault 
segments with throw down to the west, while the Bonnition Basin was formed by nonnal 
fault segments with throw down to the east. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 in Chapter 3 illustrate 
the general structure of each of the basins, and show the change in the polarity of the 
major basin bounding faults. The bounding faults for the Carson Basin generally trend 
northeast- southwest. In the Bonnition Basin the bounding fault trends north-south in the 
southern portion of the basin and east-west in the north. In the southern portion of the 
basin, the fault is interpreted to have formed as a series of left stepping normal fault 
segments, which later became linked. In the Salar Basin, the southern and central portion 
fonned through a series of northeast- southwest trending normal fault segments, while 
the northern portion of the basin formed through north-south trending normal antithetic 
and synthetic fault segments. 
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Figure 4.3. Structural map of the Carson, Bonnition and Safar basins. A change in the 
half-graben polarity is shown by the formation of an accommodation zone (AZ). 
NNB=North Bonnition Basin, CBB=Central Bonnition Basin, SBB= South Bonnition 
Basin, SCB=South Carson Basin, NCB=l\ortb Carson Basin, SSB=South Salar Basin, 
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The Bonnition and Carson basins exhibit a contrast in half-graben polarity along strike, 
with an accommodation zone between them as illustrated in Figure 4.3. This 
accommodation zone appears as a structurally higher area separating zones of oppositely 
dipping faults and sediments. A general tectono-stratigraphic outline for the Bonnition 
and N01thern Salar basins is given in Figure 4.4, and for the Carson and Southern Salar 
basins in Figure 4.5. These figures show the general timing of the major faults and the 
deposition of sedimentary sequences in the basins. As previously shown in Chapter 3, 
Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 illustrate the well ties (Bonnition, St. George and Skua) to 
nearby seismic Lines. These wells aid in constraining the interpretation of the seismic 
horizons in the thesis area. Table 3.3 in Chapter 3 gives an overview of the seismic 
horizons that are interpreted and their ages. The structure of the two shelf edge basins 
(Carson and Bonnition) shows that they both underwent a markedly different evolution 
despite being adjacent to one another. Extensional faulting tends to dominate in the 
basins on the margin, however there are indications of strike-slip movements occurring in 
the region. On the margin, it is generally thought that strike-sl ip deformation is caused 
by changes in the extensional stress regime from different episodes of rifting (Sinclair, 
1995b; and Enachescu, L 987), which causes structural distortion and changes in the trend 
of pre-existing faults (Sinclair, l995b ). The presence of an accommodation zone also 
indicates that strike-slip motion may be present as they usually have a strike-slip 
component. 
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Figure 4.4. Tectono-stratigraphic illustration of the Bonn it ion and Northern Salar basins. Timing of fault activity and 
sediment deposition is indicated. Length of the fault arm indicates the total period the fault displayed motion. During tbis 
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Figure 4.5. Tectono-stratigraphic illustrations of the Carson and Southern Salar basins. Timing of fault activity and 
sediment deposition is indicated. Length of the fault ann indicates the total period the fault displayed motion. During this 
time the fault may have moved intermittently. Fault colours con·espond to the mapped locations shown in Figure 4.3. 
4.2. 1 Southern Carson Basin 
The Carson Basin was mainly fonned by the down-to-the-west Carson Fault. The 
southern portion of the Carson Basin is relatively shallow and narrow when compared to 
the northern section and the amount of sediment accumulation is considerably less, as 
shown in Figure 4.6 (A) and (B). The fonnation of the Avalon Uplift (shown in Figure 
4.3) in the southeast portion of the margin has a large influence on the structure and 
composition of the Carson Basin. This Large basement arch was formed by two distinct 
periods of uplift, erosion and non-deposition during the Tithonian to Valanginian and the 
Barremian to Albian (Sinclair, l995b). [n the southern Jeanne d'Arc Basin Sinclair 
(I 995b) noted that the fonnation of the uphft caused Triassic and Jurassic layers to 
become tilted, which were then overlain by Cenomanian and younger sediments. In the 
Carson Basin the formation of the uplift also produces tilting and truncation ofUpper 
Triassic and Lower Jurassic sediments as well as a period of non-deposition or erosion in 
this basin. Mid to Upper Jurassic sequences were eroded or not deposited in the south 
and preserved towards the northern portion of the basin. These sequences are then 
overlain by thin Upper Cretaceous sediments as shown in Figure 4.6(B). Movement of 
the Lower Jw-assic salt sequences disrupts some of the overlying syn- and post-rift 
sequences. The salt tectonism in the southern portion of the basin aids in the creation of a 
syncline in the basin centre. This syncline affects the Iroquois and Downing fonnations 
and because of their unchanging thickness across i.t, appears to have formed after these 
layers were deposited. Salt movement appears to persist until shortly after the beginning 
of the Cenozoic. 
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of sediment fill and structure between the northern (A) and 
southern (B) Carson Basin. In the south, the basin appears shallower and narrow, 
whereas towards the north the basin is wider and deeper. 
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4.2.2 Northern Carson Basin 
The northern Carson Basin is wider than the southern portion and the Carson Fault offsets 
basement material and appears active until approximately the Mid to Late Jurassic, with 
much of its movement occurring dw·ing the Late Triassic to the Early Jurassic creating 
the deepest pmtion of the basin towards the north-east. The fault antithe6c to the Carson 
Fault is active dw·ing the same time period; however the displacement across the fau lt is 
much less than that of the more dominant Carson Fault as illustrated in Figure 4.6A. As 
in the southern portion of the basin, salt movement disrupts the overlying sediment in 
Localized areas. The salt mainly disrupts the synrift sequences as shown in Figure 4.7. 
The sparse seismic coverage over the Carson Basin makes correlation difficult and 
creates uncertainty in the final interpretation. Few salt diapirs are imaged in the basin 
aod Little intemal faulting has been imaged. It is difficult to say for certain whether these 
are characteristics of the entire basin or if the sparse data coverage has a strong influence 
on the interpretation. 
4.2.3 Southern Bonnition Basin 
The Bonnition Basin is Largely influenced by the major down-to-the-east Bonnition Fault. 
In the southern portion of the basin, this fault offsets basement and largely controls the 
structure of the basin, creating a depocentre in which sediments accumulate. In this area 
the Bonnition Fault is active from Late Triassic and persists until the Early Cenozoic. 
The southern portion of the basin tends to be the deepest however there is a relatively 
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Figure 4.7. Line 82-05 in the northern Carson Basin showing Early Jurassic salt (Argo 
Formation) disrupting the overlying synrift sequences. 
small amount of syn-rift sediment accumulated in the basin when compared to the central 
and northern sections. The sequences found in this portion of the basin (Lower Jurassic 
to Upper Jurassic) are all thin and total - 2000 ms twt (2500m thick, assuming a velocity 
of2500 rnls) as shown in Figure 4.8. In this area the basement ridge has the least relief 
and is buried underneath the most post-rift sediment cover. The structure of the southern 
portion of the Bonnition Basin is relatively simple and the basin becomes more complex 
towards the north. The southern section shows Lower Jurassic to Mid Jurassic sequences 
which are slightly tilted and folded and overlain by less tilted and deformed Upper 
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Figure 4.8. SCREECH 403 seismic line in the southern Bonnition Basin showing the 
basement ridge buried under a large amount of sediment cover and the Bonnition Basin 
filled with thin sequences of sediment. 
Jurassic sediments (Figure 4.9). The Base Cenozoic Unconformity as shown in Figure 
4.8 has eroded the Cretaceous sediments. The southern portion of the basin shows little 
mternal fault activity when compared to the other sections. Salt tectonism is minimal in 
this section of the basin, with only a small diapir developing adjacent to the basement 
ndge in the southern corner of the basin. 
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Figure 4.9. Seismic line 83-34 through the southern Bonnition Basin showing tilting and 
folding of the Lower to Middle Jurassic sediments. 
4.2.4 Central Bonnition Basin 
The central portion of the Bonnition Basin is strongly influenced by the Bonnition Fault, 
however a set of north-south trending synthetic faults greatly influence the internal 
structure of the basin. This group of faults has the largest amount of movement and 
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activity during the Mid Jurassic and these faults show growth into the Late Jurassic/Early 
Cretaceous. The faults offset basement and Lower to Middle Jurassic sediment (i.e. 
Argo, Iroquois and Downing Formations) as shown in Figure 4.10. The thickness of the 
Lower to Upper Jurassic sediments is approximately - 3000ms (twt), which is ~3750m, 
assuming a velocity of 2500m/s. The Lower to Mid Jurassic sediments are tilted west of 
the basement ridge. The overlying Cretaceous section bas a moderate thickness in the 
central area of the basin and appears to thicken towards the Carson Fault, where less 
erosion from the overlying Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity has occurred (Figure 4.11 ). The 
basement ridge is found to be buried under less post-rift sediment and is structurally 
higher than in the southern section of the basin. Limited salt movement occurs in the 
central portion of the basin. One small diapir developed near the Bonnition Fault and 
rises into Lower Cretaceous sediment as shown in Figure 4.11. 
4.2.5 Northern Bonnition Basin 
The northern portion of the Bonnition Basin bas a complex evolutionary history. The 
three north-south trending faults in the central portion of the basin die out towards the 
north. Antiforms and synforms develop in the transition from the central to northern 
portions of the basin, and other fault groups develop as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.12 (A) 
and (B). Faulting in the northern portion of the basin is much more complex than in the 
central and southern areas. Most faults appear to form around Mid to Late Jw·assic time 
with some offsetting basement and most offsetting Lower to Middle Jurassic sequences. 
The faults develop as northeast-southwest trending normal synthetic and antithetic faults 
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Figure 4.1 0. Seismic line SCREECH 3MCS in the Bonnition Basin showing the 
north-south trending group of fau lts (shown in yellow). These three faults in the 
Bonnition Basin offset basement as weU as the Argo, and Iroquois formations. The 
faults show growth into the Downing, Voyager, and Rankin formations. 
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Figure 4.11. Seismic line 83-49a in the Bonnition Basin showing diapirism near the 
Bonnition Fault. 
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Figure 4.12. (A) Seismic Line 83-0 I b in the nOlthem Bonn it ion Basin showing 
faulting of Lower Jurassic sequences, and synforms developed around Mid-Jurassic 
time. (B) Proprietary WestemGeco seismic line C showing faulting of Lower to Upper 
Jurassic sequences. 
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with growth mainly found in Middle and Upper Jurassic sequences. Anti forms and 
synforms appear to develop around Mid Jurassic time as well and deform the Argo, 
Iroquois and Downing formations. as shown in Figure 4.12 (A). The thickness of the 
Lower to Upper Jurass ic sediments is - 2000ms (twt), which is 2500m, assuming a 
vdocity of2500m/s. Cretaceous sediments are eroded in a large port:ton ofthe northern 
Bonnition Basin. The Lower Jurassic salt shows movement in the northeast comer of the 
basin, forming diapirs and domal features as illustrated on Figure 4.3. The northeast 
corner of the basin is strongly influenced by the salt movement and is strongly folded and 
deformed. Interpretation in this area is not possible on 20 seismic lines as the stntcture 
changes too rapidly for easy correlation between lines. In this section of the basin, the 
basement high appears very shallow and is covered by Little post-rift sediment when 
compared to the other areas of the basin. 
4.2.6 Safar Basin 
Faults in the Salar Basin generally trend northeast-southwest, with some normal faults 
showing changes in their orientation along strike as illustrated on Figure 4.3. The major 
F2 Fault located to the east of the basement ridge and bounding the Salar Basin to the 
west shows numerous changes in direction along strike and exhibits changes in throw 
along the margin. The sinuous nature of this fau lt indicates that it possibly fonned 
initiaiJy as fault segments that became linked as the fault evolved. The major F2 Fault is 
shov.rn to be active from the Late Triassic, offsetting basement in the Salar Basin and 
generally ceasing around Cenozoic time. The fault exlribits the greatest throw in the 
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northern portion of the basin, which is also where it shows the most relief. In the central 
portion of the basin, north of the accommodation zone the fau lt shows the least relief and 
penetrates the deepest. In the south the fau lt shows the least amount of throw. Figure 
4.13 illustrates the changes in the throw of the F2 Fault across the margin. The figure 
was constructed by measuring the throw of the fault, as it offsets basement material. The 
most rapid changes in the throw of the F2 Fault across the margin correspond to areas in 
the Salar Basin where there is a distinct structural change as noted in Figure 4.13 and on 
Figure 4.3. 
4.2.6.1 Southern Salar Basin 
In the Southern Salar Basin, syn-rift and post-rift sequences thin towards the South Bank 
High (Figure 4.3). The major normal faults in th is area offset basement and some Lower 
Jurassic sequences. They appear active from Early Triassic time and some show growth 
into the Early Cretaceous. The faults in this area are generally spaced about I 0 km apart 
and most faults show throws of about 200 ms -twt (-250m, assuming a velocity of2500 
m/s). In this area it is difficult to determine if Mid - Upper Jurassic sediments are 
extremely thin or not deposited. Lower Jurassic salt is shown to be mobile in the south, 
creating diapirs as illustrated in Figure 4.3. Near the area where salt diapirs are evident 
there is also an area where high density, h igh angle faulting occurs as denoted in Figure 
4.3 as •HAF' and shown in cross-section in Figure 4. 14. Salt appears to have moved and 
migrated along the high angle faults in this area, causing some deformation in Lower and 
Upper Cretaceous sequences. 
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Figure 4.13. Changes in the throw of the major basin bounding F2 fault in the Salar 
Basin. FauJt is shown in red on Figure 4.3. The throw is calculated between basement. 
Areas where major structural changes across the margin occur are indicated. 
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Figure 4.14. Proprietary WesternGeco line G illustrating a zone where high angle faults 
occur in Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments. Area of high angle faulting is denoted by 
"HAF". Defonnation of the Lower and Upper Cretaceous sediments is evident. 
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4.2.6.2 Central Salar Basin 
In the central portion of the Salar Basin. syn-rift sediments (Lower Jurassic to Lower 
Cretaceous) and the post-rift sequences tend to be the thickest when compared to the 
southern and northern areas of the basin. Nonnal fau lts in the central portion of the basin 
trend northeast-southwest and offset basement to Lower Jurassic sequences. The nonnal 
faults appear to be active during the Early Jurassic and persist until Early Cretaceous 
time. The faults closest to the major F2 Fault (illustrated on Figure 4.3 as the pink and 
purple faults) show growth into the Early Cenozoic. The faults in this area are spaced 
between 5 and 10 km apart, with a greater frequency of faulting occurring towards the 
north. The two faults near the F2 Fault show throws of -600 ms -twt (750 m, assuming a 
velocity of2500 m/s). Faults further to the cast show Jess throw (- 300 ms- twt, -375 
m). Figure 4.15 illustrates the change in throw of faults in the Salar Basin from west to 
east. An antithetic fau lt is found further to the east (coloured pink on Figure 4.3). This 
fault exhibits a small throw, and may possibly be a southward extension of the F3 fault 
illustrated on Figure 4.3 in blue. Upper Jurassic sequences th icken toward the central 
portion of the basin and show growth across the normal faults, as do the Lower 
Cretaceous sequences. Very Little saJt movement is evident in the central portion of the 
basin, with only a few small diapirs present. 
4.2.6.3 Northern Salar Basin 
In the northern Salar Basin the major norn1al faults are spaced about 5 km apart and 
compared to the sou them and central portion of the basin, there are more antithetic 
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Figure 4.15. Seismic line SCREECH 3MCS showing faulting in the Central Salar Basin. The throw of the fau lts 
decreases towards the southeast. Jurassic sequences show growth across faults and little salt movement is evident. 
normal faults present. In this section of the basin the faults change their orientation from 
northeast-southwest to trend in a more north-south direction and begin to a1ign with the 
dominant fault direction in the Flemish Pass area (Figure 4.3). The faults in this area 
mainly offset basement to Upper Jurassic sequences. The faults appear active from the 
Early Triassic to the Late Jurassic and some show growth into the Early Cretaceous as 
shown in Figure 4.16. The fault throw in the northern area is genera l1y around 400 ms -
twt (- 500 m). As the fault orientation changes and more antithetic faults evolve, 
localized mini-depocentres are created. A major antithetic fault occurs near the eastern 
limit of the bas in. This fault is named F3 on Figures 4.3 and 4. 16, and is thought to 
represent the continuation of the Beotbuk Knoll. Throw on this fault increases northward 
into the Flemish Pass area. Movement of Early Triassic salt is more pronounced in the 
north than in the centra1 area. Salt structures are found to the east of the Beothuk KnoU 
extension (F3 Fault), forming diapirs and a domal feature. The salt diapir penetrates into 
Lower Cenozoic sequences as shown in Figure 4. 17. Salt movement mainly deforms the 
overlying Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous sequences. 
4.3 Major Accommodation I Transfer Zones 
The southeast portion of the NewfoundJand margin exhibits many structural changes 
along strike in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins. Accommodation and transfer 
zones are present on this area of the margin and separate areas that exhibit differences in 
structural style. Transfer zones in rift basins generally fonn parallel or nearly parallel 
with the principal direction of horizontal extension (Gibbs, 1984). 
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Figure 4.16. Proprietary WesternGeco seismic lineD illustrating faulting in the Northern 
Salar Basin. Note the increased presence of antithetic faults. Faults generally tend to 
offset basement to Upper Jurassic sediments. 
Figure 4.18 depicts the regions where major transfer zones have formed on the margin 
and are labeled one to three. These three transfer zones separate areas with different 
structural character. The direction of horizontal-slip movement is also indicated on the 
transfer zones. Along with movement in the strike direction, dip-slip movement would 
have occurred as well, giving rise to oblique faulting. 
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Figure 4.17. Proprietary WestemGeco seismic Line C illustrating salt diapir fonnation in 
the eastern section of the Salar Basin. The salt diapir disrupts Jurassic, Cretaceous and 
Early Cenozoic sediments. 
The first major transfer zone ( 1) cuts through the Carson Basm in the area separating the 
northern Carson Basin from the southern section. The transfer zone interpreted in tbis 
area is a left lateral fault. East of the fault is also where the Carson Basin widens. This 
transfer zone also crosses through the area in the Salar Basin where high density and high 
angle faulting occurs. 
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Figure 4.18. Diagram of transfer zones present on the south-east Newfoundland 
margin and transecting the Carson, Bonnition, and Salar Basins. NNB=North 
Bonnition Basin, CBB=Central Bonnition Basin, SBB= South Bonnition Basin, 
SCB=South Carson Basin, NCB=North Carson Basin, SSB=Soutb Salar Basin, 
CSB=Central Salar Basin, NSB=Northern Salar Basin, HAF= High Angle Faults. 
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The second major transfer zone (2) fonns north at the northern portton of the 
accommodation zone and is interpreted to act as a right lateral fault. The transfer zone 
cuts the basement ridge in the area where there is a large change in its height and throw. 
In the Salar Basin thts fault separates the Southern Salar Basin from the Central Salar 
Basin. The central portion of the basin is generally deeper and less faulted than the 
southern portion. 
The third major transfer zone (3) separates the central Bonnition Basin from the northern 
Bonnition Basin. The transfer zone is interpreted as a left latera l fault. Figure 4.19 
illustrates 2 strike profiles transecting the Bonnition Basin and depicting the location of 
transfer fault 3. In this figure note the thickness changes in the units across the zone 
especially in Figure 4.19A. In this area of the Bonnition Basin there is a major change in 
the structure and width of the basin. The central and southern sections are rather narrow, 
whi le the northern section widens. The northern section is also more complexly faulted. 
rn the Salar Basin the transfer zone separates the central and northern sections, where the 
northeast-southwest trending faults in the central area are replaced by the north-south 
trending faults in the north. In the Salar Basin this transfer zone separates areas where 
rifting took place in two distinct di rections. 
Figure 4.20 illustrates a p011ion of SCREECH line 305, which is a strike line in deep 
water (l ine location found in Figures 2.1, 3. t and in Appendix 2). This seismic line, 
processed and illustrated in an honours thesis dissertation by Eustace (2002) shows little 
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Figure 4.19. Strike profiles 83-30a (A) and 83-32b (B) crossing the Bonnition Basin 
and imaging the transfer zone. Note the changes io unit thickness across the transfer 
zone. A - indicates movement away from the viewer and T - indicates movement 
toward the viewer. 
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Figure 4.20. SCREECH line 305 strike line processed by Eustace, (2002) across the deep water area of the Newfoundland 
margin. The only major discontinuity on the line (annotated as T3) corresponds with the interpreted position of the third 
transfer zone. 
structural variabi lity along its length and many small vertical fau lts, which are interpreted 
to be strike-slip in origin. The only feature that is present on this line is found near the 
southwestern portion of the I ine and it lines up with the interpreted location of transfer 
zone 3, shown in Figure 4.18. 
4.4 lmpact of Rifting Events 
The two major rifting episodes on the Newfoundland margin and the change in 
orientation of the extensional direction have an effect on the formation of the sbel f-edge 
and slope basins. As briefly explained in Chapter I , the first rifting event affecting the 
Grand Banks initiated in the Late Triassic and formed northeast-southwest trending 
normal faults on the Newfoundland margin. This rifting event is thought to have lasted 
for 20 My creating faults in response to the northwest-southeast directed extension. The 
faulting created two shelf edge basins (Carson and Bonnition) on the southern and central 
Newfoundland margin. The two half grabens fonned adjacent to each other during this 
time, however they fon11cd with oppositely dipping polarity. The Bonnition Basin Fault 
most likely formed through a series of left stepping fault segments orientated northwest-
southeast and dipping down to the east, while the Carson Basin Fault was formed by fault 
segments dipping to the west. As these faults evolve and link they fonn the major faults 
that bound the basins. An accommodation zone is present between these two basins and 
the faults bounding the accommodation zone are orientated in a more or less north-south 
direction. In the Salar Basin during this first major rifting stage, extension created 
northeast-southwest trending nonnal faults. 
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Transfer zones are present on the margin and these were likely initiated during this first 
rifting event as well. From the sparse grid of seismic data it is difficult to determine the 
timing of movement on the transfer zones. It is speculated that these zones are important 
to the development and structure of the basins and probably formed around the same time 
as the major basin bounding faults on rhe margin. however there is no direct evidence for 
this. 
The first major rifting phase on the Grand Banks was followed by a period of widespread 
subsidence across the margin. This period of subsidence initiated at the end of the Early 
Jurassic and lasted to the Late Jurassic. This allowed evaporites, carbonates and shales to 
be deposited in the basins along the shelf. Thicker sequences of eva pontes and sediments 
appear to have been deposited in the Carson Basin compared to the Bonnition Basin. In 
the Salar Basin, the evaporite sequences are shown to be thicker towards the south of the 
study area. The Early, Middle and Late Jurassic sediments overlying the evaporite unit 
appear thin when compared to the thickness of the post-rift sediments. 
A second rifting phase interrupted subsidence on the margin. Extension for this rifting 
phase was orientated in an east-west direction and initiated around the Late Jurassic, 
possibly earlier in southern areas, and likely caused reactivation of the pre-existing Late 
Triassic faults on the shelf and slope area of the margin. This rifting phase continued 
until the Early Cretaceous and lead to break-up and seafloor spreading that eventually 
occurred around Barremian to Aptian time. ln the Carson Basin salt appears to have 
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mobilized at this time in localized areas and caused deformation in the overlying 
sedimentary units. In the Central Bonnition Basin, the three north-south trending faults 
in the basin were active during this time, offsetting basement, Lower and Mid Jurassic 
sediments. In the northern Bonnition Basin, salt appears to have mobilized in localized 
areas causing overlying sequences to deform. Salt movement in this area continues into 
the Cenozoic in some cases. The faults bounding the accommodation zone between the 
shelf basins are orientated in a north-south direction, which when reactivated by the 
second rifting phase caused the basins to deepen along these faults. In the Salar Basin 
normal faults offset basement and Lower Jurassic sediments. Upper Jurassic sequences 
show growth across faults. The Lower Jurassic salt layer in the Salar Basin appears to be 
active during the second rifting phase in localized areas. 
The formation of the Avalon Uplift beginning around Barremian time caused uplift and 
widespread erosion on the margin removing some of the Early Cretaceous sediments in 
the Carson and Bonnition basins. This unconformity formed across the margin around 
the time of break-up between Newfoundland and Iberia. After continental break-up 
occurred the margin underwent another period of subsidence. Near the beginning of the 
Cenozoic another prominent widespread unconformity develops. This unconfonnity, 
referred to as the Base Cenozoic Unconformity is responsible for eroding a large portion 
of the Cretaceous and even Late Jurassic sequences in the Carson and southern Bonnition 
basins. Post-rift sediment thickness varies across the margin, with the largest variations 
in thickness seeming to occur in Cenozoic sediments. 
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The southeast Newfoundland margin exhibits a complex rifting history with the different 
rifting events having a large influence on the final structure of the basins. The basins 
have an overall northeast-southwest trend due to the first rifting event, but also exhibit 
many north-south trending features that formed in response to the second rifting event. 
4.5 Petroleum Prospectivity 
The Carson and Bonnition basins have in the past been explored for their petroleum 
potential. As mentioned in Chapter 3, four wells have been drilled in the Carson and 
Bonnition basins. These wells were drilled in the mid-1970's and mid- 1980's, with none 
of the wells encountering hydrocarbons. Since then no other wells have been drilled in 
either of these basins, and Little exploration has occurred. No wells have been drilled in 
the Salar Basin, and only recently (in 2003) were ODP sites drilled in the nearby 
Newfoundland Basin (northeast of the Sa tar Basin) to investigate the nature of the 
underlying crust. In the process of attempting to driiJ to basement, these ODP sites 
collected a large section of the Cenozoic and Cretaceous sedimentary record in the 
Newfoundland Basin. 
4.5.1 Source Rock Extent 
The major concern in the shelf edge basins is the presence of source rock. None of the 
four wells on the shelf drilled into source rock. The main source rock in the region is the 
Kimmeridgian Egret shales. The Egret Member is an organic rich carbonaceous shale 
that began generating hydrocarbons in the Late Cretaceous (Enachescu and Fagan, 2004). 
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Since wells in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins do not sample the source rock, the 
source rock location must be inferred and estimated on the seismic data. Based on well 
information from the Jeanne d'Arc Basin, the Egret Member is interpreted to be located 
in the Rankin Fonnation, and the shale unit is generally foW1d to be widely distributed 
across the Grand Banks (Williamson, 1992 and Newfoundland Energy Branch, 2000). 
Based on this information, the seismic horizon that is closest to the inferred position of 
the sow-ce rock is the top of the Rankin fonnation or the Tithonian Unconformity, which 
was previously described in Sections 3.4.1.6 and 3.4.2.3. This surface will be used to 
estimate the expected distribution of the Egret Member. 
The Egret Member is stratigraphically located closely below the Tithonian Unconformity. 
Since the mapped surface is an unconformity, the Egret Member is likely only preserved 
where there is a relatively thick succession of the underlying Rankin Formation. This 
makes the definition of its area of current presence difficult to ascertain. But nevertheless 
it is possible to use the thickness of the Rankin Formation as an indicator of relative 
probability of existence of the Egret Member. 
These uncertainties are of less signifLcance in the Salar Basin, where Tithonian erosion is 
rather less. Figure 4.21 is an approximate representation of the source rock distribution 
m the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins. Based on part A of the figure, only a small 
area of source rock is present in the northern section of the Carson Basin. 
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Figure 4.21. Possible extent and present day depth of buria l of the Kimmeridgian 
Egret Member in the Carson, and Bonnition basins (A) and the Salar Basin (B). The 
Egret Member, the main source rock for the Grand Banks, is shown to have limited 
extent in the Carson and Bonnition basins, while appearing to be widespread across 
the Salar Basin. 
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This interpretation is however questionable as the top of the Rankin Fonnation is also 
eroded by the Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity in this area. ln the Bonnition Basin, source 
rock appears to be concentrated in the central portion of the Basin. In the southern and 
northern areas, source rock is probably eroded by overlying unconformities and does not 
exist. Over the Salar Basin, shown in part B, the source rock may be widespread. Only 
dri lling can ultimately confirm the presence or absence of the Egret Member. 
Oil or gas generation from organic rocks occurs within a definite temperature range at a 
certain burial depth. ln the Jeanne d'Arc Basin the oil window (depth at which oil wi ll be 
generated from organic matter) generally occurs at butial depths between 2.5 lan and 4 
km (MacKay and Tankard, 1990, Williamson, 1992 and Enachescu, 2005 pers. comm.). 
The gas window (depth at which gas will be generated from organic matetial) occurs 
from 4 to 6 km. Figure 4.21 illustrates the depth to the Egret Member below the water 
bottom. If th is figure accurately represents the distribution and position of the Egret 
Member, then in the shelf basins (Carson and Bonnition) the source is presently buried at 
depths ranging from - 1500 m to 4500 m, wbjcb is mainly within the hydrocarbon 
generation window, indkating that hydrocarbons could have been generated in most 
areas. In the Carson Basin, the depth to the source rock is shown to be the least, and in 
some areas the source may be too shaUow to have gone into the hydrocarbon generating 
window. In the Salar Basin, the source rock is buried at depths ranging from - 2000m to 
4500 m in the deeper water, indicating that it bas generally been buried to great enough 
depths to pennit hydrocarbon generation. Figure 4.22 is a rough estimate of the bu1·ial 
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history of the Egret source rock in the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins. The plot was 
created by taking an average burial depth in each of the basins. 
The source rock map in Figure 4.2 1 assumed that the main source was the Egret Member, 
but it is possible that other sources may be present in the basins. [n the Salar Basin, the 
ODP Site 1276 drilled through Albian black shales with a Total Organic Content (TOC) 
of >2% (Shipboard Scientific Party, 2004b). These shales are thin and mostly terrestrial 
in origin, and have the potential to be a source of gas throughout the basin. The Albian 
black shales would be located stratigraphically above the Avalon Unconfonnity. To 
assess the cun·ent burial depth of the Albian section, the Avalon Unconformity will be 
used as an approximation. Figure 4.23 shows that the depth from the water bottom to the 
Avalon Unconfonnity is generally from -2000 m to ~3500 mover most of the Salar 
Basin, indicating that this source would be less mature than the Egret source and portions 
of it may not be within the oil generation window. 
4.5.2 Potential Reservoir Rock 
Wells in the Bonnition Basin drill through potential reservoir rock, as shown in Figure 
3.4. Both the Bonnition (H-32) and St. George (J-55) wells contain Lower Cretaceous 
and Jurassic sandstone units. These sandstones arc interpreted to be equivalent to the 
Avalon, Hibernia and Jeanne d 'Arc fonnations found in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin 
(Newfoundland Energy Branch, 2000). These fom1ations in the Jeanne d ' Arc Basin are 
the reservoir rocks for the Hibernia, Terra Nova and White Rose fields and are proven to 
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be quality reservoir rocks (Enachescu and Fagan, 2004). The Lower Cretaceous 
sandstones appear fairly widespread throughout the Bonnition Basin, except in the 
southern area where they have been eroded by the Base Cenozoic Unconformity. 
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Figure 4.22. A rough estimate of the burial history of the Kimmeridgian Egret Member 
(potential source rock) in the Carson. Bonnition and Salar basins. 
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Figure 4.23. Extent and depth of burial of the potential source rock of Albian age in the 
Salar Basin. 
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The two wells in the Bonnition Basin also drilled through Upper Cretaceous and Lower 
Cenozoic sand units that have the potential to be reservoir rocks. 
Tn the Carson Basin, Lower Cretaceous units are less abundant, especially in the southern 
portion of the basin, where they have been eroded. The Osprey well H-84 contains no 
record of the Avalon, Hibernia or Jeanne d'Arc Formations, however it does contain a 
thin Lower Cretaceous sandstone, the Eider Formation (McAlpine, 1990). The Skua well 
in the northern Carson Basin encounters thin Lower Cretaceous sandstones (Eider 
Formation). ln the Salar Basin~ the Cretaceous section varies in thickness across the 
basin and is found to be widespread. 
4.5.3 Traps 
Both the Carson and Bonnition basins show structures that are capable of trapping 
hydrocarbons. The Carson Basin is folded and faulted in many areas and movement of 
the Lower Jurassic salt layer aids in creating potential hydrocarbon traps. The Bonnition 
Basin also contains many faulted and folded areas that create structures to trap 
hydrocarbons and salt movement also allows traps to fonn. The Bonnition Basin tends to 
show more structural variation than the Carson Basin and appears to contain a greater 
number of potential hydrocarbon traps. 
The Salar Basin shows little fault activity at the Cretaceous level, with most of the major 
faults tending to oftset Jurassic and older strata. This basin would mainly rely on 
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stratigraphic traps and turbidite plays to trap hydrocarbons, however structural traps are 
also present. 
Ln order for hydrocarbons to collect in the traps mentioned above, oi l or gas generation 
needs to occur after the traps have been formed. In the Carson and Bonnition basins, the 
source rock was probably not buried to deep enough depths until the Late Cretaceous, at 
which time many of the traps would have already been fom1ed. In the Salar Basin, since 
only a small amount of erosion is interpreted to have occurred, the Cretaceous and a large 
portion of the Cenozoic section needs to be present in order for the source to be buried at 
great enough depths for oi l generation to occur. This means that for this area. oil 
generation most likely did not begin w1til later in the Cenozoic, when most of the traps 
would have already formed. 
4.5.4 Overall Prospectivity 
Based on the above ana lysis, the Carson Basin is found to have low hydrocarbon 
prospectivity due to the smaU amount of source rock, and thin Cretaceous reservoir rock. 
The Bonnition Basin appears to be more prospective, with a wider extent of source rock 
and a larger thickness of Lower Cretaceous sand units, which are proven reservoir rocks 
in the Jeanne d 'Arc Basin. The Salar Basin is also considered prospective, with source 
rock assumed to be widely distributed and Cretaceous sequences present as well as a 
thick Cenozoic section that potentially contains reservoir rock. 
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CHAPTER 5 Reconstruction of the geologic evolution of the southeast 
Newfoundland continental margin. 
5.1 Analysis of extension on the Grand Banks 
Pure shear models of extension have been used in the past to estimate the amount of 
stretching that a margin underwent and to explain features that fonn due to extension. 
One of the most widely used models is the McKenzie ( 1978) model for pure shear 
extension. On continental margins a wide variety of post-rift, syn-rift and crustal 
thickness are observed. Pure shear extension models have difficulty explaining tbe 
differences observed in the relative thicknesses of syn- and post-rift sediment (Keen and 
Dehler, 1997). Depth-dependent stretching models were created in an attempt to account 
for the observed differences. The amount of crustal thinning or subsidence that a margin 
underwent can be used to estimate stretching values assuming 2D conservation of mass 
(Keen and DehJcr, 1993). On continental margins, estimates of stretching can be 
determined from subsidence histories that are obtained from borehole data. This method 
however. only provides stretching estimates at a particular borehole location or along a 
cross-section of boreholes. [n the Orphan Basin, Keen ct al. ( 1987b) computed crustal 
stretching values (~) of - 1.5 to 2.0 and lower lithospheric stretching values (o) of -4.2 to 
8 from well subsidence curves and a depth-dependent extension model which allowed 
estimates of() and~ (stretching parameters) to be made. Various quantitative stretching 
models have been applied to continental margins, ranging between the pure shear to 
simple shear end members. Keen and Dehler ( 1993) have used sediment thickness values 
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to estimate subsidence, and then used a two-layer extension model which allowed the 
crust (~) and lower lithosphere (8) to thin by different amounts. Estimates from Dehler 
and Keen, ( 1993) show that some basins on the Grand Banks tend to show larger crustal 
stretching values than lower lithospheric stretching values (~>8), producing narrow half-
graben basin architecture. Basins with high o values in comparison to ~ values tend to 
form wider basins (ie. Orphan Basin) (Dehler and Keen, 1993). Average crustal 
stretching values (~) in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin range from - 1.5 to 2 (Keen and Dehler, 
1993) based on subsidence estimates. 
Crustal thinning can be used to estimate crustal stretching(~) values. ~is determined by 
the ratio of the unextended crust to the extended crust. Based on crustal thickness 
estimates, in the Jeanne d'Arc Basin area,~ is estimated at - 1.3 (Keen and Dehler, 1993). 
Previous studies by Keen et al. (1987a) and Keen et al. (l987b) have used seismic data to 
restore normal fau lts to their pre-rift positions to detennine the amount of hmizontal 
superficial extension across some of the basins on the Grand Banks. Their studies 
showed a total extension factor (e) of 1.7 estimated across only the Jeanne d 'Arc and 
Flemish Pass basins and 1.3 to 1.5 (e) estimated across the Orphan Basin. Their estimate 
for extension across the southern Jeanne d' AJc Basin is 1.17. Estimates from Keen and 
Dehler (1993) across the northern Grand Banks give rise to average crustal stretching 
values (e) of- 1.3. It is believed that the range in extension values across different 
portions of the Grand Banks can be accounted for by the presence of transfer faults 
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separating areas such as the Jeanne d' Arc and southern Jeanne d'Arc basins (Keen et al. 
1987a). 
Kinematic extension models (both symmetric and asymmetric and detailed in Chapter 1, 
section 1.4) are able to interpret many of the features that are found on continental 
margins. While these models are effective at describing observed geometries, they 
explain little about the dynamic rifting process (Huismans and Beaumont, 2003). Recent 
studies using numerical models by Huismans and Beaumont (2003) have provided insight 
into the controls and mechanisms of both asymmetric and symmetric modes of extension. 
ln general, previous numerical models have only considered first order extension weakly 
dependent on strain, which tends to predict symmetric extension. Huismans and 
Beaumont (2003) studied frictional plastic and viscous strain softening in cases where the 
crust is either coupled to, or decoupled, from the mantle. Symmetric, asymmetric and 
mixed modes of rifting models were all predicted. Theil· studies suggest that strain 
softening promotes asymmetry and that asymmetric rifting is strongest when the 
lithosphere is coupled and rifting velocities are low. Symmetric rifting appears to be 
favoured when strain softening is absent or if high rifting velocities are present 
(Huismans and Beaumont, 2002). Their various models are similar to the kinematic 
models that have been proposed by McKenzie ( 1978), Wernicke (1985) and Lister 
(1986). 
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5.2 ProfiJes and Software 
Structural reconstruction of the development of the SE Newfoundland margin was 
perfonned to gain an understanding of how the margin evolved through time and to 
determine if the extension of the margin varies significantly along strike. The kinematic 
models created through structural restoration have the abi lity to animate structures and 
monitor variations in the extension of the margin. These models only investigate crustal 
stretching and ignore effects of lower lithosphere thinning. Six longer profiles 
transecting the margin were used for this investigation (Figure 5. J ). These profiles were 
chosen because they cover the shelf and slope portions of the margin and most are close 
to the same orientation. The chosen profiles transect the Carson, Bonnition and Salar 
basins and cross from the shelf to the slope area of the margin. The profiles begin 
eastward of the Jeanne d ·Arc and Southern Jeanne d'Arc basins and therefore extension 
related to basins inboard of these profiles is not evaluated or included. Extension values 
from the shelf/slope portion of the margin will however be compared to values from 
intercontinental basins on the Grand Banks which are landward of the slope. 
The computer program LithoTect (from Geo-Logic Systems) was used to create the 
reconstructions of each profile. This program allows the user to perform reconstructions 
by assuming that either flexural, vertical/oblique or complex slip occurred. The user has 
the ability to choose the type of reconstruction to perform and in the case of oblique slip, 
the angle of the slip system can be defined (LithoTect manual, 2005). 
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For reconstruction in extensional environments, the vertical/oblique slip method of 
restoration is the most appropriate method to use, and was used on all profiles in this 
thesis. The angle of the s lip system orientation was set to vertical for all layers. ln this 
orientation, regions are filJed with vertical sample lines as shown in Figure 5.2. 
Reconstruction is achieved by the vertical sample Lines in each region sliding past one 
another. Restoration techniques are based on area preservation between deformed and 
restored states, and the vertical slip method maintains horizontaJ bedlength distances. In 
reality, slip is likely to occur on extensional minor faults (to small to be imaged) both 
parallel and in complementary directions to the imaged shear. In the absence of clear 
indication of the predominant set of minor faults, it is reasonable to use a starting 
assumption of vertical shear (attributable to equal contributions from synthetic and 
antithetic faults). The restoration methods are all based on simple shear methodologies 
and in the case of the vertical and oblique slip methods they are used with a straight slip 
vector. In areas were salt is present, the salt cannot be treated like other layers during the 
restoration (LithoTect manual , 2005). The area of salt is rarely ever preserved in 2D and 
therefore when restoring the profiles, the sections above the salt and below the salt are 
reconstructed independently. In the Carson Basin the salt layer wi ll not be restored s ince 
the salt geometry is rather complex, however on the Bonnition and Salar basin profi les 
the salt unit appears to be nat lying and an attempt to restore the unit will be made. In the 
restoration of the salt layer, salt diapirs will be ignored and it wi ll be assumed that the top 
of the salt layer carries on horizontally through diapirs. Another approach to restore the 
salt layer would be to spread the area of the salt structure out over length of the salt layer. 
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This option was not used since there may be a significant amount of salt that could have 
come from out of the plane of the profi le, and would therefore result in an overestimation 
of the original thickness of the salt layer. 
Vertical Slip 
Angle of slip 
system orientation 
=900 
Oblique Slip 
Angle of slip 
system orientation 
>or< 900 
Figure 5.2. Restoration method. Vertical and oblique slip orientation angles are shown. 
These types of slip systems are most commonly applied in extensional environments. 
The techniques arc based on area preservation between the defonned and restored states. 
The vertical slip technique maintains horizontal bedlength distances and is based on 
sample shear methodologies. 
Another assumption that is made is that each horizon is restored to a regional datum (in 
thts case sea level), which assumes that all sediment deposition is in shallow water. The 
presence of deeper water facies in the sedimentary record on the margin indicates that 
deposition did not always occur in shallow water and therefore this assumption is a 
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generalization. Restoring horizons to sea level also assumes that no emergence occurred. 
This is simplistic since the presence of unconfom1ities in the sedimentary record indicates 
that portions of the margin did emerge and erosion occurred. Erosion across some areas 
of the margin is significant, resulting in a substantial amount of sediments that were 
removed, however it is difficult to detennine how much sediment was removed at various 
times and in various locations throughout the evolution of the margin. While these 
assumptions simplify the restoration process, they should sti ll provide meaningful results 
relating to the evolution of the Newfoundland margin and allow extension values to be 
calculated across various profiles along the margin. 
5.3. Profile Interpretation 
To perfonn the reconstructions the margin was divided into nine units as illustrated in 
Figure 5.3. The stratigraphic chart shown in Chapter l, Figure L .13, illustrates the 
geologic formations that would be encompassed in each unit. Interpretations of the 
profiles were all done in the time domain and aU crustal faults were assumed to be listric 
faults. Alternative methods of analyzing normal faults include the collapsing dominos 
model of extension but the planar faults involved create volume problems along the basal 
detachment and adjacent undefonned blocks (Gibbs, 1984) and require large extensions 
before thinning occurs (as shown in Figure 5.4). In the six profLles, listric faults curving 
towards a detachment (assumed to be in the mid-crust, eg., Dentith and Hall, 1990) are 
interpreted and used to alleviate these problems. 
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Figure 5.3. Layer boundanes and colours assigned to each layer on the transects. All 
the layers arc used in all profiles, except for the Voyager, Top Downing and the Top 
Whale Unit, which are only divided in profiles 82-05 and WeslemGeco proprietary 
lme A. ln the other profi les, these units are just class1tied as Layer D. 
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Detachment Surface 
Figure 5.4. Space problems created with extension along planar faults (denoted as A). 
Also shown is the large amount of extension that is required for a small amount of 
thinning (.6-t) to occur. (Modified from: Gibbs, 1984) 
The first layer down encompasses the water layer and in all profiles this layer varies in 
thickness, getting thicker towards the east. The second layer (A) spans from the sea floor 
to the Base Cenozoic, and it represents aiJ preserved sediment deposition from the 
Cenozoic to the present. The third layer (B) represents the Upper Cretaceous, spanning 
from the Base Cenozoic to the A val on Unconfonnity. The fourth layer (C) represents the 
Lower Cretaceous from the Avalon Unconfonnity to the Upper Jurassic, which is defined 
by the top of the Rankin Formation or the Tithonian Unconformity. The fifth layer (D) 
spans from the top of the Tithonian Unconformity to the top of the Argo salt and 
represents the Lower, Middle and Upper Jurassic deposits. This layer is further 
subdivided on profiles 82-05, WestemGeco A and SCREECH 3MCS. On these three 
seismic profiles, the Middle and Upper Jurassic section is extensive and has been divided 
into the following sections; "Voyager"- which spans from the top of the Voyager 
Formation to the top of the Downing Fonnation, the "Downing"- which spans from the 
top of the Downing Formation to the top ofthe Whale Member, and the "Whale"- which 
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spans from the top of the Whale Member to the Base of the Iroquois Formation. The 
sixth layer ("E") encompasses the salt sequence, bounded at the base by either Triassic 
sediments or basement material. The seventh layer (''F") very generally represents 
basement and the upper crust. The base of this layer is arbitrarily chosen. The eighth 
Layer (labelled "Lower Crust") generally represents the mid to lower cmst and is added to 
the model to provide a ductile layer for the basement faults to move on and terminate 
into. The ninth layer ("Mantle") completes the model and represents the mantle from the 
top of the Moho to a depth of around 3 7 km. 
All the layers described above except for the eighth (Lower Crust) and ninth (Mantle) 
layers were interpreted from the seismic reflection profiles in the time domain and then 
converted to depth. Figure 5.5 shows the six profi le interpretations in the time domain. 
A depth conversion was performed on these profiles by assigning interval velocity values 
to individual units and then converting from the time domain to the depth domain. The 
velocity values for the interpreted layers were mainly estimated from well data. Four 
wells on the shelf; St. George J-55, Bonnition H-32, Spoonbill C-30 and Skua E-41 were 
used to determine sediment velocities. These wells all had interval velocity values that 
were available from the CNLOPB. Of the seven layers that were interpreted in the time 
domain for each profile, only the top five Layers have velocity information available from 
well logs. For layer F (basement), velocity information from wide angle modelling 
performed on SCREECH 3 MCS was used (Lau et al. 2005b, in press). Figure 5.6 
illustrates the velocity values that were obtained from each well for each layer. 
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Figure 5.6. Velocity values estimated for each layer. Well data was provided by 
CNLOBP for all wells except tbe ODP well , which came from Shipboard Sceintific 
Party, 2004. The velocity values are coloured to correspond to the sequences in 
Figure 5.3. The velocities from wide-angle data came from Lau et al. (2005, in 
press). 
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Figure 5. 7 illustrates the resulting interval velocity profile for each seismic line that was 
used to convert the seismic line to depth. Since velocity information is limited, and each 
layer chosen incorporates many different geologic units, the interval velocities are 
considered a rough estimate and provide reasonable depth values. 
Once the profiles were converted to depth, the eighth and ninth layers were added to each 
profile. In order for layer F (basement) to be reconstructed, the assumption was made 
that basement fault displacement was accommodated by the Mid to Lower Crustal layer 
(eighth layer). When the LithoTect program is used to restore Layer F (basement) it 
assumed that the eighth layer (Lower Crust) acted as .. toothpaste" to accommodate fault 
displacement. The depth to the ninth layer (Mantle) was detennined from wide angle 
modell ing that was performed on SCREECH 3MCS. Figure 5.8 illustrates the five 
profiles in depth with the eighth and ninth layers added. 
5.4 Reconstruction Steps 
The margin was reconstructed by first removing the water layer in each of the profiles 
which is shown in Figure 5.9 parts A. After the water layer was removed Layer A (the 
Cenozoic sediments) were then removed from the profiles (Figure 5.9 parts B). Layer B 
(Upper Cretaceous sequences) were then removed as well (Figure 5.9 parts C). At this 
point the restored sections should resemble the end of rifting period and the beginning of 
drift. In all of these profiles, the amount of extension that occurs during this interval is 
very small, indicating that the margin has extended little since the end of rifting. 
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Figure 5.7. Interval velocity profile for each seismic line (82-05, A, B, SCREECH 3MCS, C and D) along the margin. Lines A, B, C and Dare based on nMn•;.,.,.., WestemGeco seismic data. 
Velocities were based on available well data. 
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The restoration of each layer makes the assumption that no erosion has occurred, which 
in reality is not the case. The Base Cenozoic Unconformity (base of Layer A) has eroded 
deeper layers on many of the profiles. as has the Avalon Uncoofonnity (top of Layer C). 
At the rift-drift transition (Figure 5.9 part Con all lines), similarities a11d differences are 
shown to exist between the profiles. The late stages of syn-rift deposition would have 
occurred in the Early Cretaceous, which is approximately equivalent to the upper most 
layer visible in the profiles in Figure 5.9 parts C. The Lower Cretaceous sediments are 
fa irly uuifonn in thickness on WestemGeco line A, while on line 82-05 they have been 
eroded by overlying unconformities. 
in the Bonnition Basin the four lines (WesternGeco lines 8, C, and D and SCREECH 
3MCS) appear to indicate a fairly s imilar pattern of sediment fill and fault activity. ln 
these profiles the Lower Cretaceous (Figure 5.9 parts C) sediment thickness is quite 
variable. On WesternGeco line B the Lower Cretaceous is eroded in most areas of the 
Bonnition Basin by the overlying Base Cenozoic Unconfonnity. SCREECH 3MCS 
shows that more Lower Cretaceous sediment is present towards the east dipping 
Bonnition Fault and eroded towards the basement high. On WesternGeco line C, the 
Lower Cretaceous is genera lly unifonn in thickness across the Bonnition Basin. 
WestemGeco lineD shows a thick Lower Cretaceous sediment sequence that thickens 
towards the east dipping Bonnition Fault. 
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ln the Salar Basin, the Lower Cretaceous sediments are generally unifonn in thickness on 
each profile, except in faulted areas where the sediment thickens toward the faults. 
Examination of the reconstructed profiles shows Lhat the Lower Cretaceous appears to 
increase in thickness toward the north of the study area. 
On all profi les, restoration of the post-rift layers through vertical s lip causes unnatural 
effects and geometries to be propagated through the underlying sediment and basement 
layers. These effects are most readily illustrated in the geometry of the large basement 
high on all profiles (Figure 5.9), especially on WesternGeco lines A and C. The base of 
the basement high bas an unnatural shape when the overlying layers are restored. The 
shape of the base of the basement is due to assuming that deformation occurred through 
vertical slip, meaning that all displacement will occur vertically and not be 
accommodated in various oblique directions as may be the case in reali ty. It was also 
assumed that the boundary between Layer F (basement) and the Lower Crust layer acts as 
"toothpaste". This assumption means that displacement is accommodated by the Lower 
Crust layer, thus allowing for irregularities in the shape of Layer F (basement layer) to 
fonn. The shape of the base of the basement high can also be attributed to the 
assumption that no erosion has occurred. The present shape of the basement high and 
other faults has been modified through erosion, meaning that reconstruction of the margin 
back to the pre-rift conditions will be a rough estimate since the original s ize and shape of 
some features has been destroyed. 
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5.4.1 Syn-rift Reconstruction 
After the post-rift phase was reconstructed, the syn-ri ft phase of the margin was 
reconstructed. This involved removing the Layers C. D, and E (Early Cretaceous, 
Jurassic and Triassic). Figure 5.10 illustrates the reconstruction of Lines 82-05 and 
WesternGcco A. both of which are in the Carson Basin, and Figure 5.11 shows the 
reconstruction of lines WesternGeco B, C and D and SCREECH 3MCS, all of which are 
in the Bonnition Basin. 
On line 82-05 Layer D in Figure 5. 1 OA (Late Jurassic) in the Carson Basin appears 
thicker towards the east-dipping western boundary antithetic fault, whereas on 
WestemGeco line A, Layer D appears thicker towards the west dipping Carson Fault. 
The Upper to Mid Jurassic sequences are influenced by movement of the Lower Jurassic 
salt layer on line 82-05. The movement of the salt into a diapir near the west-dipping 
Carson Fault appears to cause uplift in the sediment layers near the Carson Fault, creating 
a depocentre for sediment over near the east-dipping antithetic during Late Jurassic time. 
This uplift also causes erosion of the Upper Jurassic sequences (Layer D). 
Reconstruction of the Carson Basin to the Voyager layer (light grey layer, Mid Jurassic, 
Figure 5.10 parts B) shows that this layer was deposited fairly uniformly on line 82-05, 
and on WestemGeco line A it thickens toward the centre oflhe basin. Reconstruction to 
the Downing layer (grey layer, Mid Jurassic, Figure 5. 10 parts C) shows a thickening of 
the layer towards the west dipping Carson Fault on both lines 82-05 and WesternGeco A, 
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Figure W. Reconstruction of profiles 82-05 and WestemGcco A in the Carson Basin. These reconstructions represent the syn-rift period and the pre-rift state. 
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F 
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indicating that the fault was active during the Mid Jurassic. When the Whale layer is 
restored (dark grey layer, Figure 5.10 parts D) on both lines 82-05 and WesternGeco A, it 
also shows a thickening towards the Carson Fault, again indicating that the fauJl was 
active during this time period. Reconstruction of the Carson Basin to the top of the Early 
Jurassic salt (layer E, light blue layer) was not perfonncd on either line 82-05 or 
WesternGeco A since salt movement cannot be restored accurately and line 82-05 shows 
a large amount of salt movement. Final images of the restored profiles (82-05 and 
WestemGeco A) to the level of Layer F (basement) which represents the pre-rift 
geometry are illustrated in Figure 5.10 parts E. 
In the Bonnition Basin the profiles in Figure 5. 1 I parts A show the margin reconstructed 
to Layer 0 (M id to Late Jurassic). The Jurassic sediments on these profiles are not as 
extensive as the profiles in the Carson Bas in and are therefore only subdivided on 
SCREECJ I 3MCS where they show significant thickness. The deposition of the Jurassic 
sediments varies on each of the profi les shown in the Bonnition Basin. On WestemGeco 
line B, Layer 0 thickens towards the east dipping Bonnition Fault, but remains thickest 
near the centre of the basin. SCREECH 3MCS also shows that the sediments are thickest 
in the centre of the basin as shown in Figure 5. I I parts A, A I and A2. On WestemGeco 
line C, the thickest section of this layer is found in the centre of the basin and it thins as 
the basin margins are reached. WesternGeco line 0 shows that the layer is slightly 
thicker towards the Bonnition Fault and also indicates that at this time and in this area the 
Bonnition Basin and the Salar Basin may have been linked together. Reconstruction of 
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the profiles to layer E (Early Jurassic, light blue layer) is shown in Figure 5.1 I parts B. 
This layer is composed of carbonates, evaporites and Triass ic red beds and only shows 
minor amounts of salt movement, so reconstruction was attempted. On WesternGeco line 
B the layer appears to thicken toward the Bonnition Fault, but appears to remain unifonn 
on profi les SCREECH 3MCS and WesternGeco line C, thinning slightly towards the 
edges of the basin. WcstemGeco line D shows that the layer is fairly uniform in the basin 
and also shows that at this time the Bonnition and Salar basins may have once been 
linked together. Final images of the restored profiles are shown in Figure 5.11 parts C. 
All profiles in Figures 5. 10 and 5.11 show the Salar Basin and depict how it evolved 
during the syn-rift period. In the southern portion of the Salar Basin (Figure 5.1 0) no 
Middle to Upper Jurassic sediments (Layer D) are deposited. Layer E (Early Jurassic) is 
fairly uniformly deposited across the basin, thkkening slightly near fau lts. Areas of salt 
diapirism are present and are ignored during the reconstruction. In the northern portion 
of the Salar Basin (Figure 5.1 1) Layer 0 (Jurassic) and Layer E (Early Jurassic) thicken 
towards faults and also appear to thicken toward the north. The most northern profile 
(WestemGeco line D) shows that during the Jurassic and Late Triassic the Bonnition and 
Salar basins were most likely connected. 
After Layer F (basement) was restored, the underlying layers (Lower Crust and Mantle) 
were then added to the profi les to ilnage their approximate position and sttucture with the 
basement layer restored. Figure 5.12 illustrates the profiles with the additional layers 
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-T bl 5 I E fil a e xtenston amounts on pro 1 es. 
Profile Extended Unextended Actual Percentage Extended/ 
Length (km) Length (km) Extension (km) Stretched Unextended 
82-05 153.3 132.7 20.6 13.44% 1.16 
WesternGeco A 131 .6 118.2 13.4 10.18% 1.11 
WesternGeco B 130.1 109.8 20.3 15.60% 1.18 
3MCS* 157.4 136.7 20.7 13.15% 1.15 
WesternGeco C 136.5 115.2 21 .3 15.60% 1.18 
WesternGeco D 126.2 109.5 16.7 13.23% 1.15 
. . 
*Calculated from the western edge of the Bonmt1on Basm to the eastern edge oflhe pendot1te ndge. 
than in the Bonnition Basin, ranging from 1.11 to 1.16. The discrepancy in extension 
values between the profiles in the Carson Basin can most likely be attributed to their 
orientation. The two profiles cross the Carson Basin are at very different orientations. 
and it is to be expected that the amount of extension calculated would be different due to 
the difference in orientation. The extension values obtained for this portion of the margin 
arc similar to the values calculated by Keen, et al. ( 1987b) for the southern Jeanne d ' Arc 
(e- 1.17). In general, the amount of extension measured across all profiles is fairly 
similar, t11erefore it is interpreted that this portion ofthe margin under went a fairly 
uniform amount of extension. 
5.6 Crustal stretching values 
Stretching values based on crustal thicknesses can be determined across two profiles on 
the Newfoundland margin (SCREECH 2 and SCREECH 3). Where data was available, 
the unextended and extended crustal thicknesses were measured across the margin and 
used to calculate the p values. The unextended crustal thickness is taken on each profile 
as the thickness of crustal basement where it underlies unextended thin sediment (i.e. the 
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platfonn). Figure 5.13 illustrates schematic drawings ofthe SCREECH 2 and 3 profiles 
across the Newfoundland margin and average p values that arc calculated at different 
points along the profiles. Comparing p values between the two seismic lines shows a 
fairly good correspondence between the stretching values. Both profiles show small P 
values on the shelf ranging from 1 (no stretching) to around 1.3. The larger P values 
( 1.3) correspond to areas under basins. p values on both profiles are shown to increase 
rapidly in the area near the slope break. Both profiles show an abrupt change in crustal 
thickness near the continental shelfbreak. Under the continental slope and rise the P 
values increase to- 9 on both profiles indicating that the crust has undergone a large 
amount of stretching and thinning in this region. 
In Figure 5.13, extension values calculated by restoring faults along the margin are noted 
above major basins along SCREECH line 3 (Hall, pers. comm. 2005). These extension 
values (e) are compared to the p values on va1ious areas oftbe margin. The Jeanne d 'Arc 
Basin on the shelf shows extension values of 1.15, which corresponds well to the p value 
calculated under this basin ( 1.12). This shows that there is a fairly good agreement 
between both methods on the shelf area ofthe margin. Across the Bonnition Basin near 
the slope edge of the margin, extension values of 1.27 are calculated. This value is much 
lower than the p value that is calculated under the basin ( 1.8). At the base of the slope 
and moving to the continental rise, p values increase to 9 and the seaward limit of 
continental crust, while extension values range from 2.1 near the base of the slope to 1.4 
to than to 3.0 further seaward near the interpreted limit of continental crust. 
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Figure 5.13. Schematic representations of SCREECH 2 and SCREECH 3 profiles on the Newfoundland margin. p values 
based on changes in crustal thickness are calculated (based on Lau et al. 2005b in press and Shillington et at. 2004). These 
are compared to extension values (e) which were calculated by restoring faults along U1e margin (Hall, pers.com. 2005). 
Comparing U1e extension values (e) estimated from normal fault geometries to those 
estimated from crustal thinning of the whole crust or estimated from subsidence (p) 
shows that P tends to be significant ly higher than e. Many extensional basins show that 
the horizontal extension measured from faults (e) cannot fully account for the crustal 
thinning (p) measured on passive margins (Pinet et al. 1987). The small extension 
values, but large crustal thinning values indicate that the crust has thinned much more 
drastically than what is recorded by extensional fau lting. 
5.7 Comparison of extension and crustal stretching between Newfoundland and 
Iberia 
A schematic illustration ofprofiles crossing the Iberian margin is shown in Figure 5.14. 
This figure illustrates profiles Lusigal I 2 and lAM 9 from the Iberian margin. The 
Lusigal 12 profile is conjugate with the SCREECH 2 profile, whi le the LAM 9 profile is 
thought to be just slightly south of the SCREECII 2 profile. The SCREECI r 3 profile 
would then be located further to the south. These 2 profiles on the Iberian margin should 
offer a good comparison to the SCREECH 2 profile and to some extent to the SCREECH 
3 profile in the Newfoundland margin. Extension values (e) were calculated across major 
faults on both profiles on the Iberian margin. Both of the Iberian profiles show similar 
amounts of extension based on normal faults, with the Lusigal 12 profile showing slightly 
higher values on average. ln Figure 5.14 pan A on the Lusigal 12 profile, extension 
values range from 1.5 ncar the unextended portion of the margin to around 2.1 out near 
the edge of the thinned continental crust. Locally, extension values as high as 3.4 were 
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Figure 5. 14. Schematic representations of seismic lines Lusigal 12 (A) and JAM 9 
(B) on the fberian margin (based on Dean et al. 2000 and Beslier et al. 1993). p 
values based on crustal thickness arc calculated across the profiles. 
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calculated. ln Figure 5. 14 part B, the JAM 9 profile shows extension va lues ranging from 
1.4 near the unextended continental crust out to 2. 1 near the edge of the thinned crust, 
wiU1 a high of2.4 calculated. When these extension values are compared to the 
Newfoundland margin, it is evident that the Iberian margin tends to illustrate slightly 
higher extension values. 
~values were calculated based on crustal thickness of the continental crust for the two 
Iberian profiles and arc also listed on Figure 5.14. On the Lusigal 12 profile unextended 
crustal thickness is assumed to be 30 km, while on the lAM 9 profile it is assumed to be 
28 km. Both profiles show similar~ values along the Iberia margin, ranging to a 
maximum of around 4 to 6 near the edge of interpreted continental crust. These values 
are quite different from the values calculated on the Newfoundland margin, which show 
much larger~ values near the edge of continental crust, indicating that the continental 
crust on the Newfoundland margin has undergone greater thinning and stretching when 
compared to the fbcria margin. 
When the ~values on the Iberian margin are compared toe values, similar to the 
Newfoundland margin, £beria aLso shows much higher ~ values than e values. When 
extension values and crustal thinning values arc compared across the margin conjugates, 
they show that the lberian margin tends to have higher extension va lues (e) than the 
Newfoundland margin. but has Lower ~ values. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 illustrate a major 
difference that is noticeable between the margin conjugates. The Newfoundland margin 
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is shown to contain a large amount of extremely thin continental crust (thickness of 4 km 
or less) when compared to the Iberian margin, which shows very little. 
Four possible explanations for the discrepancy between e and ~ values will be outlined 
below. The first is the possibility that simple shear stretching is the dominant method of 
extension in the crust. Simple shear stretching would produce an asymmetric margin 
with the Newfoundland margin being the "upper plate" and the Iberian margin being the 
"lower-plate". With this configuration it's possible that continental crust from the 
Newfoundland margin has ended up on the Iberia margin, which could account for the 
large discrepancy between e and~· 
The second possibility is that the cn1st on the Newfoundland margin was already thin 
before the first major rifting phase initiated in the Late Triassic. This would mean that 
the crust near the present day slope was initially thinner than the assumed 35 km for 
unextended continental crust. 
A third possibility is the presence of many small extensional faults that are too small to 
be mapped seismically. If mapping of these faults was possible, it would serve to 
increase extension values calculated through normal fault geometries (e). 
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The fourth possibili ty would be that crustal extension and thinning was not recorded by 
the early sedimentary record. This would mean that crustal extension and thinning 
occurred, but little sediment was deposited to record it. 
Of these four hypotheses, only the first can be studied in greater detail. It is not possible 
to determine if the initial crustal thickness was thinner than the estimated 3 5 km, nor is it 
possible to map small extensional faults that are no1 imaged seismically. 1t would also be 
difficult to determine if, and how much crustal extension would have occurred without 
being recorded by the sedimentary record. It is possible to investigate whether simple 
shear stretching occurred and if the Iberian margin has an abundance of continental crust 
that cannot be easily explained. This hypothesis will be investigated further in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 Discussion 
6.1 Structure of the lberia margin 
Previous chapters have detailed the structure and stratigraphy of the Carson, Bonnition 
and Salar basins and have restored portions of the southeastern Newfoundland margin. 
These chapters have shown that the margin appears to be segmented along strike by 
transfer zones, and has a complex evolutionary history. A discrepancy between extension 
values calculated through normal fault restoration and those calculated through crustal 
thinning is also shown to exist. ln this chapter a brief outline of the Iberia margin will be 
given to allow for comparison to the Newfoundland margin. On the Iberia margin, the 
focus will be directed towards the crustal structure of the margin and the location of 
transfer zones. 
The Iberia margin is divided into 3 distinct sections: the Tagus Abyssal Plain in the south, 
the Iberia Abyssal Plain in the central area and Galicia Bank towards the north as shown 
in Figure 6.1. These three distinct sections are structurally different and exhibit many 
features that arc quite different when compared to the Newfoundland margin. 
6. 1./ Galicia Mmgin 
The Galicia margin, covered with a thin sedimentary layer, is characterized as a typical 
sediment-starved margin (Manatschal and Bernoulli, 1999). The margin is composed of 
3 major segments; the Interior and Porto basins, the Galicia Bank and the Deep Galicia 
Margin (Manatscbal and Bernoulli, 1999), illustrated in Figure 6. I. 
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VG=Vasco da Gamma Seamount. V=Vlgo Seamount. P=Porto Seamount. 
TS=Tore Seamount. ES=Estremadura Spur. GB=Gorringe Bank, 
J=J Anomaly, Trianges=Peridotite Ridge location. A,B.C.D.E=Seism1c lines, 
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Figure 6.1. Map of tl1e Iberia Margin showing the Vasco da Gamma Seamount 
(VG), Vigo Seamount (V), Porto Seamount (P), Tore Seamount (TS), Estremadura 
Spur (ES), Gorringe Bank (GB), J Magnetic Anomaly (J), peridotite ridges 
(triangles), Seismic Lines (A to E), and ODP drill sites. The grey shaded area 
represents the transi tional crust. Modified from: Manatschal eta/. (2001) and Ah•es 
et a/. 2003a. 
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Tbe eastern portion of the margin (Interior and Porto basins) is considered the northward 
extension of the Lusitanian Basin. The lntcrior and Porto basins trend north-south and 
create symmetric horst and graben structures, bounded by listric fau lts. with moderately 
tilted fault blocks. Northeast-southwest trending syn-rift transverse faults (Boillot et al. 
1995) that likely resulted from crusta) stretching (northeast-southwest direction) in the 
Early Cretaceous, segment these basins into two distinct sections. 
Galicia Bank is an elevated high which separates the Interior Basin from the deep Galicia 
margin. This high has been interpreted as a horst/r:idge that separates two areas of 
distinctly different tectonic evolution (Manatschal and Bernoulli, 1999). 
The Deep Galicia margin is dominated by numerous small fault blocks that tilt towards 
the continent, dipping west and are spaced about 15 km apart (Reston, 1996 and 
Whitmarsh et al. 1996) forming a series of half grabens. T he fault blocks decrease in size 
oceanward and appear to detach into the most prominent feature on the margin the "S" 
reflector. Many interpretations have been made of the ··s" renector (detai led in Reston et 
al. 1996), with the most common being that it IS a west-dipping low angle detachment 
surface that may mark the crust-mantle boundary (Hopper et at. 2004). This detachment 
fault appears to either tem1inate against or is cut by east dipping reflections associated 
with a peridotite ridge to the west (Reston et al. 1995). The prominent peridotite ridge is 
exposed at what is considered the ocean-continent transition (OCT) in Galicia, and 
separates oceanic crust to the west, from transitional crust to the east. The Galicia margin 
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has a narrow OCT at only - 30km in width. The transverse faults that segment the 
Interior and Porto basins also offset the peridotite ridge. The northern section of the 
peridotite ridge is shown to trend in a northeast-southwest manner, while the southern 
section trends in a north-south man11er (Boillot and Wintcrcr et al. 1988). Figure 6.2 parts 
A, B and C illustrate line drawings of seismic Jines and the major features across the 
Galicia Margin. Part of the peridotite ridge (R2) is illustrated in the far west of the figure 
and the extent of the stretched continental crust and transitional crust is noted. 
Drilling of ODP Leg I 03 (Boillot and Winterer, et al. 1987) on the deep Galicia Margin 
consisted of five sites (637-641 ). The drilling locations arc listed in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 
A. Sites 638, 639 and 641 all drilled through syn and possibly pre-rift strata. Site 637, 
the farthest to the west, recovered upper mantle serpentinized peridotite in an area near 
what is considered the ocean-continent boundary. The site that was drilled is part of a 
wide ( 10 km) and long (60 km) continuous ridge. The peridotite at this site is interpreted 
to represent sub-continental mantle, with the rocks being emplaced during late rifting of 
the margin (Boillot, Wintercr et al. 1987). Site 640 drilled the top of a ridge in an area 
composed of thin continental crust and recovered Lower Cretaceous syn-rifi sediments 
that arc tilted and slumped. In tbis area the seismic "S" reflector is present beneath the 
ridge. 
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Figure 6.2. Line drawings based on seismic lines over the fberia margin. A to C represent lines over Galicia Bank. Lines D 
and E represent lines over the rberia Abyssal Plain. ODP drill sites are illustrated as are boundaries between extended 
continental crust, transitional and oceanic crust. Modified from: Manatschal and Bernoulli (1999) , and Pickup eta/. (1996). 
6.1.2 Iberia Abyssal Plain 
The Iberia Abyssal Plain (lAP) is separated from Galicia Bank (Figure 6.1) by a change 
in basement depth that occurs south of the Vi go and Porto seamounts (Whitmarsh and 
Sawyer, 1996). The Iberia Abyssal Plain is characterized by tilled continental fault 
blocks overlying strong shal low dipping reflectors. The t ilted fault blocks are bound by 
strong, mainly seaward dipping listric fault reflectors (Manatschal et al. 2001). In 
contrast to the Galicia margin, no obvious reflection similar to "S" is present however the 
margin does exhibit strong intra-basement reflections. The intrabasement reflections (L, 
H, and M) from Whitmarsh et aJ. (2000) are shown to be both landward and seaward 
dipping (Figure 6.2 D, E). A much wider (130km) ocean-continent transition zone is 
found on the margin, though this varies signi fieantly along strike with the transition zone 
being widest in the south and narrowing (30 km) to the north towards Galicia Bank 
(Pickup et al. 1996). The ocean-continent transition zone is inferred to be a region of 
exposed mantle that has undergone a variable amount of serpentinization. Study ofthe 
transitional zone by Pickup et al. ( 1996) and Dean et al. (2000) shows that the upper 1.0 
to 2.5 km of exposed mantle is non-reflective on seismic images and has velocities 
ranging from 4.0 to 7.0 km/s. This thin layer is then underlain by a highly reflective zone 
(7.6 km/s) that then overlies unaltered mantle. Many landward dipping reflectors are 
present in the transitional crust, extending to depths of 10 to 19 km (Pickup et al. 1996). 
The peridotite ridge that is present on the Galicia margin is also found further south on 
the Iberia Abyssal Plain. In total the peridotite ridge appears to be segmented into four 
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sections (RI to R4 as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2) and the ridge appears to generally 
coincide with the eastern-most seafloor spreading anomaly (Dean et al. 2000). Unlike Rl 
and R2 on the Galicia Margin, R3 and R4 appear to overlap on the Iberia Abyssal Plain. 
Drilling ofODP Sites 897 to 901 during Leg 149, and si tes 1065 to L070 during Leg 173. 
revealed the presence of serpentinized peridotite at multiple outcrops and a surprising 
absence of basalt. The sites were drilled on basement highs, and sites 897 and 899 drilled 
serpentinized peridotite, while site 900 drilled metagabbro which through dating indicates 
it is continental crust. At Site 90 I, Upper Jurassic sediments were encountered, 
suggesting that thin continental crust lies below. Site I 070 is drilled over what is 
presumed to be early oceanic crust. This site encountered serpentinized peridotite 
intruded with gabbroic veins, however there was no evidence of upper oceanic crust. 
Sites 1065 to I 069 were drilled in the ocean-continent transition zone (OCT). Sites 1065 
and I 069 drilled through continental basement, while site I 067 drilled through mafic 
rocks, with mid-ocean ridge affinities. Site I 068 encountered breccias with clasts of 
mafic lithologies, then drilled through serpent inized peridotite, after encountering a shear 
zone. Examination of the drill results and comparison with the seismic data in the area 
suggests that the strong seismic reflector (H) shown in Figure 6.2 D (Lusigal 12 seismic 
line) represents the crust/mantle boundary, separating mafic rocks from the underlying 
ultramafic rocks. Figure 6.2 E shows the line drawing oflAM 9, south of Lusigal 12. 
Comparison of parts D and E shows bow the width of the transition zone varies from 
north to south. 
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6.1 .3 Tagus Abyssal Plain 
The Tagus Abyssal Plain is at a depth of approximately 5000m and is bounded to the 
north by the I 00 km wide Estrcmadura Spur and the Tore Seamount (Mauffret et al. 
1988). Jt is bounded to the cast by the continental margin of Portugal and to the west by 
the Madeira-Tore ri se (Pinheiro et al. 1992). The soutl1ern boundary is composed of the 
Eurasia/ Africa Plate boundary. The transitional crust in this area appears to be similar to 
the transitional crust found in the Iberia Abyssal Plain. The transitional zone is generally 
50 to 80 km wide (Dean et al. 2000) and the crust appears to be thin and overlies mantle 
with low velocities (7.6-7.9 km/s) (Pinheiro ct al. 1992). 
6.2 Conjugate Margin Comparisons 
6.2.1 Galicia Bank - Flemish Cap conjugate rnargin pair 
Comparisons between the southeast Flemish Cap margin and the Galicia margin show 
that the conjugate margins have some similarities and differences in tJ1eir structural 
characteristics. The southeast Flemish Cap margin has a narrow zone of extended 
continental crust and a steep continental slope (lloppcr et al. 2004), whereas the Galicia 
margin is shown to have a wider zone of extended continental crust that contains a series 
of titled fault blocks that gently deepen towards the west (Whitmarsh et al. 1996). The 
OCT on the Galicia margin is approximately 30km in width and marked by a peridotite 
ridge. On the Flemish Cap margin, the transi tion from continental to oceanic crust 
appears to be abrupt. Thinned continental crust abuts oceanic crust which contains 
domino-style rotated blocks bounded by seaward dipping normal faults, spaced about 
l .5km apart (Hopper ct al. 2004). The Flemish Cap margin shows no evidence of 
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horizontal detachment surfaces similar to the S reflector on the Gal icia Bank margin. 
Crustal thickness varies dramatically across the conjugate pair. Jn Galicia Bank, the 
continental crust thins from about 16 km to 3 km thick over a distance of about 100 km. 
On the Flemish Cap margin, the crust thins from 30 km thick to 5 km over a distance of 
70km (Hopper et al. 2004). The oceanic crust on the flemish Cap margin shows 
thicknesses of 3 to 4 km, that thin seaward to 1.3 km thick (Hopper ct al. 2004). Under 
thinned continenta l crust and oceanic crust a 3 to 5 km thick layer with velocities of 7.6-
7.9 km/s is present. This layer is interpreted as being serpentinized mantle (Shipboard 
Scientific Party. 2004a) 
6.2.2 Central Grand Banks- West Iberia conjugate margin pair 
Comparing profiles between the Central Grand Banks and West Iberia shows an overal1 
asymmetry between the two margins. This portion of the margin is a lso shown to be 
quite different from the Galicia Bank - Flemish Cap margin that was described in the 
previous section. The central Newfoundland margin, shows a zone of extended 
continental crust and a wide zone of transitional crust visible on both SCREECH lines 2 
and 3. The extended continental crust on seismic profile SCREECH 2 thins from 27 krn 
beneath the Flemish Pass to -6 km underneath the continental s lope over a distance of 40 
km. SCREECH line 3 shows continental crust thinning from 35 km lo approximately 3 
km in thickness over a distance of 1 10 km. Abrupt thinning of the crust occurs under the 
continental slope thinning from 35 krn to 7 km over a distance of 50 km (Lau et al. 2005b 
in press). Both these profiles on the Newfoundland margin show crustal thinning 
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occurring over a short distance. [n contrast, the Iberian margin shows continental crust 
with an original thickness of - 30 km thinning to 4 to 5 km over a distance ranging from 
150 km in the north to 60 km in the south (Dean et al. 2000 and Lau et al. 2005b in 
press). The width of the extended cmst zone on the conjugate margins is shown to vary 
on both sides of the Newfoundland-fberia rift. On the Newfoundland margin, the zone of 
extended continental crust is widest in the south and narrows to the north towards the 
Flemish Cap, while on the Iberia margin the extended crust is widest in the north and 
narrows to the south (Lau et al. 2005b in press). 
The nature of the transitional crust on the Newfoundland margin appears to vary along 
strike and is quite different when compared to the Iberian margin. On the SCREECH 2 
profile, the transition zone is -60 km long, the basement reflection is difficult to identify 
and intra-crustal reflections are sparse in this area (Shillington et al. 2004). The 
transitiona l crust thins from 6km to 2km, and underneath the transitional crust seismic 
velocities of 8 k:m/s and higher are found. The SCREECH 3 seismic line shows a 
transition zone that is - 80 km wide (Lau et al. 2005a in press), and the crust is highly 
faulted showing many rotated fault blocks. Serpentinized exhumed mantle is interpreted 
to be close to basement based on wide-angle refraction modelling velocities of - 7.5 km/s. 
These two distinctly different characteristics of the tTansirional crust on rhe 
Newfoundland margin are also seismically different from tbe transitional crust on the 
Iberian margin. On the Iberian margin a thin unreflective Jayer overlies a reflective zone 
showing landward dipping intracrustal reflections. The width of the transitional crust on 
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the Iberia margin is also quite variable ranging from 30 km in the north to 130 km 
towards the south (Dean el al. 2000). 
6.3 Rift reconstruction to MO time 
To compare major structures found on the Newfoundland margin to those found on the 
Tberian margin, the margins are restored back to MO time and major structural features 
arc superimposed. One ofthe problems relating to plate reconstruction of the 
Newfoundland - Iberia margin is restoring Flemish Cap against Galicia Bank. By 
restoring the margin in this manner. an area to the south hUJ1dreds of kilometers wide is 
left with unusually thin crust. Through modelling of rifting processes it is difficult to 
produce such a large region of thin crust (Whitmarsh and Sawyer, 1996). 
One interpretation of the Flemish Cap area is found in a recent plate reconstruction based 
on magnetic anomalies. Srivastava et al. (2000) and Sibuet et al. (2005) have proposed 
that the Flemish Cap area acts as a microplate during rifting. They interpret that the 
Flemish Cap remained attached to Galicia Bank until - M3 time (Hautcrivian-Barremain 
time) as seafloor spreading was progressing from south to north. Sea noor spreading in 
the south would have caused extension in the Flemish Cap area. This would result in the 
Flemish Cap appearing to rotate in a clockwise direction relative to Newfoundland. 
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Figure 6.3 represents a schematic of a recent reconstruction to MO time (from Louden 
and Lau, 2001, based on Srivastava et al. 2000) showing the conjugate margin positions. 
Major Mesozoic structural. features are superimposed on the figure indicating where 
major basins and transfer zones on both margins are located. 
Similar to the Newfoundland margin, basins on the Iberian margin are segmented along 
strike (Alves et al. 2003b and Alves et al. 2002). The Lusitanian Basin offshore Portugal 
is divided into 3 segments by major transfer zones that developed during Mesozoic 
rifting, mainly in the Jurassic. The A veiro, Nazare and Tagus transfer faults segment the 
Lusitanian Basin from north to south and are shown on Figure 6.3. Not only do these 
transfer faults segment the Lusitanian Basin, but they also segment basins that are under 
the continental slope. On the Newfoundland margin. transfer zones segment the shelf 
edge basins (Carson and Bonnition) and the slope basin (Salar). 
Figme 6.3 illustrates that the Nazare transfer fault on the Iberia margin may correspond 
to transfer zone 2 on the Newfoundland margin. These two transfer zones appear to line 
up close to one another indicating that they may be related, or closely related. The 
presence oftransfer zones on both margins indicates the need for accurate reconstructions 
based on magnetic data. Conjugate margin pairs need to be accurately reconstructed to 
ensure that they are being evaluated properly, and that features across major transfer 
zones are not mistakenly being compared. 
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Figure 6.3. Reconstruction back to MO time of the Newfoundland and Iberia conjugate margins. This 
figure shows the location of major transfer zones and basins on both margins. Modified from: Louden 
and Lau (2001). 
6.4 Analysis of extension between margin conjugates 
Both pure and simple shear stretching models have been proposed to characterize the 
evolution of continental stretching across the Newfoundland and Theria conjugate 
margins. As introduced in Chapter 1, pure shear models predict symmetric thinning and 
geometries between conjugate margin pairs (McKenzie, 1978). Fault geometries and 
crustal thickness should show strong similarities between margin conjugates if pure shear 
is the dominate extensional force. Simple shear models predict the formation of 
asymmetric features on conjugate margins. Extension in simple shear models occurs 
along detachment faults forming characteristic upper and lower plate margins. Upper 
plate margins would generally show abrupt thinning and be composed of few extensional 
features. The lower plate margin would be dominated by numerous rotated fault blocks 
and possibly expose lower crust and mantle material. 
In Chapter 5. one hypothesis for the discrepancy between extension values based on fault 
restoration (e) and crustal thinning(~) is that simple shear processes dominated during 
extension. Simple shear extension could cause one margin to end up with an abw1dance 
of crust (lower plate margin) while the other side is "missing" crust. It may also be able 
to account for differences found between e and~ values. SCREECH 2 and Lusigal 12 
are the 2 profiles that arc closest to being conjugate to one another, with lAM 9 and 
SCREECH 3 being located further to the south. Based on images of the crustal structure 
from each of the profiles (shown in Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 6.2), it does not appear that 
either of the margins has an abundance of continental crust. As well there is no ev-idence 
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for major detachment surfaces that would indicate simple shear stretching. Therefore 
simple shear extension does not appear to be dominant on the margin at this location. 
Both margins show significantly larger P values than e values, indicating that on both 
margins the crust has thinned more than what bas been recorded by extensional normal 
faults. 
AIU1ough both margins show differences between P and e values, the differences tend to 
be much larger on the Newfoundland margin, where a significant area of thinned 
continental crust (3 to 4 km thick) exists. 
As briefly mentioned in Chapter 5, it is possible that crust thinner than - 35 km was 
present before rifting initiated or syn-rift sediments were deposited and preserved. 
Thinner initial crust will produce much lower P values. which would more closely 
correspond with the measured extension values (e). Thinner initial crust would also 
alleviate the problem of"missing" crust on both the Newfoundland and Iberia margins, 
since the crust would need to be restored back to a much smaller initial thickness. Small 
scale extensional faults could also serve to increase the measured e value, however it is 
unlikely that they alone could account for such a large difference between the P and e 
values. It is possible that the sedimentary record did not fu lly record all the extension 
that the margin underwent. This l1owever would mean that a large amount of extension is 
not accounted for. Il seems likely that outcomes from all three hypotheses have 
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contributed to the evolution of the margins to some extent, however having a thinner 
crust initially is thought to best account for differences between e and p. 
The Newfoundland-Iberia margin appears to show features that are both symmetric and 
asymmetric in nature, making it difficult to classify the margin. Presently the favoured 
interpretation of the conjugate pair is that initial symmetric stretching occurred in a wide 
rift(> I OOkm) (Lau et al. 2005b in press). In wide rift zones break up generally occurs 
along on edge, wbicb forms a wide/narrow conjugate margin pair (Dunbar and Sawyer, 
1989, ). In this case, break up is interpreted to have occurred near the Iberia edge, 
leaving an asymmetric conjugate margin pair, with Newfoundland exhibiting the wide 
margin characteristics and lberia exhibit ing the narrow margin characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The objectives of this thesis were seven fold and focused on seismic data that were 
recorded by the SCREECJ l project. These deep seismic profiles were supplemented by 
seismic data from the CNLOPB and data donated by WestemGeco and GSI. These 
additional profiles along with gravity, magnetic and wide angle seismic data allowed for 
the slope area of the margin to be interpreted and the crustal structure of the 
Newfoundland margin to be investigated. This thesis looked at the varintion of the 
Newfoundland margin a long strike and compared the resu lts to the Iberian margin when 
possible. The structure and composition of a major ridge was investigated, as was the 
lower crust, the Carson, Bonnition and Salar basins, and the Moho. The Newfoundland 
margin was restored along five profiles. allowing the amount of extension that the margin 
underwent to be calculated. Comparisons with the Iberia margin were made to infer 
possible stretching models that could describe the evolution of rifting between the two 
margins. 
7.1 Processing of SCREECH seismic reflection data 
The SCREECH lines 401,402 and 403 were processed with the aim to image basins on 
the shelf and slope area of the margin, as well as the deep crustal structures. All seismic 
processing was done with the software package ProMAX by Landmark Graphics. The 
fmal processed seismic sections provide good qual ity images of the shelf and slope areas 
of the margin and itnage both basins and deeper crustal structures and the Moho. 
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7.2 Margin variation along strike 
The crustal structure of the southern and central Newfoundland margin exhibits 
segmentation along strike. Shelf and slope basins on the margin were found to be offset 
from one another by transfer zones, creating four zones that show different structural 
characteristics. The ft.rst zone to the north on the shelf is dominated by the nonhero 
portion of the Bonnition Basin which exhibits complex faulting showing both synthetic 
and antithetic faulting. In the slope area of the margin north-south trending grabens and 
half grabens of the Flemish Pass are dominant. T awards the south, the second section on 
the margin is mainly composed of the southern portion of the Bonnition Basin. The basin 
formed as a half-graben moving down to the east. Rotated normal fault blocks trending 
northeast-southwest are found in the slope area of the margin. The third zone further 
south is composed of a shelf edge basin (Carson Basin) which formed as a half-graben 
with movement down to the west. The change in polarity of the two shelf edge basins 
represents a major change in the structure of the margin. The area between the two half 
grabens represents an accommodation zone, and fonns a major transfer zone. The fourth 
zone segments the Carson Basin into two sections, offsetting the southern section to the 
south. The southern Carson Basin is shown to shallow to the south. 
7.3 Structure and composition of tbe inter-basin ridge 
The major ridge located under the continental slope of the Newfoundland margin was 
found to be composed of mainly continental material with some salt in localized areas 
based on gravity modeling. The ridge is a continuous feature running for approximately 
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170 km along and under the shelf break. The basement ridge is a rotated normal fault 
block associated with the formation of the Bonnition and Carson basins. The structure of 
the ridge changes along the strike of the margin appearing wider and higher in elevation 
in the north, and narrower and lower in elevation in the central area. The ridge is shown 
to be segmented along strike by transfer zones in at least three places. 
7.4 Nature and variation of the Lower Crust and Moho 
Unextended crust is found on the landward portion of SCREECH lines 3MCS, 401 , and 
403 under the continenta l shelf. Lower crustal reflections are shown to be relatively flat 
across most of the continental shelf. The Moho is well defined at the base of the 
horizontal lower crustal reflections. Some westward dipping reflections are present in the 
lower crust and many appear to cut through the Moho. These dipping reflections are 
interpreted to represent Neoproterozoic fab1ics in the crust. Lower crustal reflection 
packages are strongest on SCREECH line 403 and show a shallowing of the lower crust 
and Moho towards the shelf break. 
7.5 Extension and evolution ofNewfoundland margin 
The Newfoundland margin expetienced a complex multi-phase rift evolution. The 
margin was influenced by two major rifting events that caused extension with different 
orientations. The fLrst rifting event extended the crust in a NW -SE direction, initiating 
the formation of the major basins on the Grand Banks, while the second was orientated in 
an E-W direction. Extension values calculated through normal fault restoration are found 
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to be much lower than crustal stretching values calculated by crustal thinning on the 
Newfoundland margin. This is also observed on the fberia margin, indicating that the 
initial crustal thickness before extension may have been less than the estimated - 30 to 35 
km to account for the differences. To account for most of the features found on the 
Newfoundland Iberia conjugate margins, a wide rift model is favow·ed, with symmetJic 
thinning initially, then break up occurring at one of the ends of the rift. 
7.6 Comparison of major structures on other margins 
Features found on the Newfoundland margin are comparable to other non-volcanic 
margins around the world. The segmentation of the Newfoundland margin is a feature 
that appears to be common occurring on the Iberia, West Africa and the West Australia 
margins along with others. A change in half graben polarity is noticed between two shelf 
edge basins on the Newfoundland margin (Carson and Bonnition), and transfer faults are 
shown to dissect the Newfoundland margin into separate zones of different tectonic 
regimes. The Iberia margin is also shown to be segmented by transfer zones, and some of 
these may possibly line up with those on the Newfoundland margin, however this needs 
to be studied in more detail. 
7. 7 Petroleum Prospectivity 
The southeast Newfoundland margin is shown to have variable petroleum prospectivity 
in the basins that are present on the shelf and slope. A large portion of the Cretaceous 
and Upper Jurassic sediments are shown to be eroded in the shelf edge Carson Basin, 
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I imiting the amount of source and reservoir rock that is present. This reduces the 
prospec£ivity of the Carson Basin. The Bonnition Basin is more prospective with a wider 
extent of source and reservoir rock present. The Salar Basin is assumed to have widely 
distributed source and reservoir rock making this basin prospective, however drilling 
would have to occur in deeper water. 
7.8 Future Work 
The Car on. Bonnition and Salar basins are three lesser explored basins on the 
Newfoundland margin. The complexity of the basins and their variability in structure 
along strike makes these basins interesting and challenging to study. 
The seismic data available on the southeast Newfoundland margin consists of 20 seismic 
reflection profiles. Most of these seismic lines were acquired before 1984, with the 
exception of a few recent surveys. Some areas of the margin especially towards the 
southern Carson Basin have sparse seismic data coverage. ln order to image some of the 
complex faulting and structures in the basins, the acquisition of 3D seismic data could 
provide a much more detailed and clearer picture of the basin architecture. A 3D seismic 
data set may also give a clearer image of the Lope portion of the margin and provide a 
more accurate picture of the basement high which appears highly variable in structure 
along ~trike. 
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Processing of the SCREECH multi-channel seismic reflection data revealed areas where 
more detailed seismic processing may be beneficial, and provide added resolution. In 
this thesis, all seismic lines were poststack migrated. On some areas of the margin 
especially near the slope break, the seismic image may be enhanced by performing a 
pres tack migration. SCREECH lines 40 1 and 403 could benefit from reprocessing of the 
slope area and performing a prestack migration. As well , the basement high may also 
benefit from being prestack migrated. 
The basins on the southeast Newfoundland margin remain only moderately explored and 
studied, when compared to the Jeanne d ' Arc Basin. Future drilling in the Carson and 
Bonnition basins would serve to constrain and refme current interpretations, and would 
give greater insight into the petroleum systems in the basins. Drilling a well similar to 
the ODP Sites 1276 and 1277 either further north or south along the margin, would also 
provide invaluable infonnation on the along strike variation in structure along the margin. 
The implications of the differences between e and ~ values should also be studied in 
greater depth by investigating more transects across both the Newfoundland and Iberia 
margins and adding geodynamical modelling to define conditions in which cmstal 
thinning might occur without syn-rift deposition. It would also be beneficial to obtain 
more seismic data to allow for comparison between a greater number of conjugate 
sections. 
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Transfer zones are found on both the Newfoundland and Iberia margins and they segment 
the margins into discrete sections. Future work needs to be done to accurately define and 
map the positions of the transfer zones and to determine if the transfer zones between the 
two margins line up with each other. The signi ficance of these transfer zones on crustal 
stretching models also needs to be considered when studying rifting. 
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Appendix I 
Processing Flow for SCREECH Line 401 
FLOW - 1.0 SEGYread 
Output - line40 I 
SEG-Y Input 
FLOW - 2.0 Men:ingFiles LoadGeom 
Output - Line401 _Mcrged_Geom 
lnline Geom lleader Load 
Water velocity 
Primary header to match database 
Secondary header to match database 
Match by va lid trace number? 
Drop traces with NULL COP headers? 
Drop traces wtth NULL receiver headers? 
Verbose diagnostics? 
FLOW - 3.0 EditShotgathers 
Output - shotsmuted 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply prev10us mutes 
Mute time reference 
TY PE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Ta·ace Muting 
Re-apply prevtous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
l:.nding ramp 
~C.Ll:.CT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply prcv tous mutes 
Mute ttrnc reference 
TYPt. of mute 
Fndtng ramp 
Sl~LECT mute parameter fiJe 
1480. 
FFID 
None 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s I I 99 bottom 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1285 bottom 
No 
T imcO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1269 bottom 
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Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
No 
T imeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1223 bottom 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 11 86 bottom 
No 
Time 0 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1175 bottom 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1169 bottom 
- -
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1168 bottom 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1 164 bottom 
No 
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Mute t1mc reference 
TYPE of mute 
l:.nding ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute tune reference 
TYPE of mute 
l:.nding ramp 
SELECT mute para meter file 
FLOW- 4.0 FK analysis shot 
Output- 40l _ FK 
Tr·ace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Starting ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Bandpass Filter 
TYPE of filter 
Type of filter spec1 ficatlon 
PIIASE of filter 
Percent additive no1se factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-variant filter parameters 
I :7- 10-90- 1 I 0, 7-l 0-50-60, 5-8-40-50/ 
Get time gates from the OAT ABASE? 
SELECT Pnmary time gate header word 
SELECT Secondary time gate header 
SPLCIFY filter t1me gate parameters 
IF Shot 1-4860 
True Amplitude Recovery 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s I 154 bottom 
- -
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
s 1 129 bottom 
No 
Time 0 
Top 
30. 
bigmutc 
T ime and Space Variant 
Ormsby bandpass 
Minimum 
1. 
No 
No 
Source number 
No trace header 
I :0-1500, 3000-6000, 9000-16000 
Bas1s for spherical spreading l/(t ime*ve1**2) 
Should the veloci ty be treated as space variable? No 
Spcc1fy TAR vcloc1ty function 
0-1480.2000-2500,5000-4500,8000-4500,16000-3500 
APPLY function to data or REMOVE Apply 
Maximum apphcat1on TIME 0. 
END IF 
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IF Shot 4861 -5661 
True Amplitude Recovery 
Basts for sphencal spreading l '(time*Ye1**2) 
Should the veloctty be treated as space variable? No 
Spectfy TAR veloctty function 
0-1480,1000-2500,5000-3000, 8000-4500, 16000-4800 
APPLY function to data or REMOVE Apply 
Maxtmum application TIME 0. 
END IF 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter 
F-K Filter 
Type o f F-K filter 
Test the filter unpulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute parameter file 
Mode of 1--K filter operation 
FLOW- 5.0 NMO stacking 
Yes 
100. 
Prestack FK 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
Shot Accept 
ACCI:.PT 
Output- 40 I Shelf Stack -(only COPs 429546-466045) 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? Yes 
Trace blending mix overlap length I 00. 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter fil e Prestack Decon 
Predictive Deconvolution 
TYPE of deconvolution 
Decon operator length(s) 
Operator predictton distance(s) 
Apply predtctton filter correction? 
Operator 'whtte n01se' level(s) 
Time gate reference 
Get decon gates from the DATABASE? 
SL LLCT Pnmary decon gate header word 
SI.:.LLCT Secondary decon gate header 
SPLClrY decon gate parameters 
429546·480.0-5000 429546: l :5000-7500 
Output traces or filters 
Apply a bandpass filter after decon? 
Minimum phase predictive 
300 
90 
No 
0.] 
TimcO 
No 
COP bin number 
RecordtngChannel 
Normal dccon 
No 
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Normal Moveout Correction 
Dtrccrion for NMO application 
Stretch mute percentage 
Apply any remaimng staltc during NMO? 
Amsotropy correction parameter eta 
Get velocities from the database? 
SELECT Velocity parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TY PE of mute 
Starting ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
COP/Ensemble Stack 
FORWARD 
0. 
No 
0. 
Yes 
NMO VEL_ Repicked 
No 
T imeO 
Top 
30. 
Nmo stretchmute 
Sort order of input ensembles C'DP 
METI 100 for trace summing Mean 
Root power scalar for stack normalization 0.5 
Apply final datum statics after stack? No 
FLO\V- 6.0 NMO stackingslope 
Output- 40 I_Slope_Stack - (only COPs 466046-475305) 
Normal Moveout Correction 
Otrectlon for NMO applicat ion 
Stretch mute percentage 
Apply any remaining static during NMO? 
Anisotropy correction parameter eta 
Get ve locities from the database? 
SELECT Velocity parameter file 
IF COP 468546-475305 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blendmg mix overlap length 
SI:.L.E.CT windO\\ ing time gate parameter file 
Radon Filter 
Number of P values 
Mmimum P value (ms) 
Maximum P value (ms) 
Type of transfom1 to perform 
Pass modeled data or subtract from input 
FORWARD 
0. 
Yes 
0. 
Yes 
NMO VEL_ Repicked 
Yes 
100. 
s lope radon 
60 
- 100 
2000 
parabolic 
SUBTRACT 
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Type of Mute 
Get mute file from database 
ENDIF 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previOus mutes 
Mute tune reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Star1ing ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
COP/Ensemble Stack 
Sort order of mput ensembles 
METIIOO for trace summing 
Root power scalar for stack normalization 
Apply final datum statics after stack? 
FLOW -7.0 Shelf poststack 
Output- 40l_ Post_Shelf 
IF CDP 429546-466046 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
Sl:LECT windowing time gate parameter file 
F-K Filter 
Type of F-K filter 
Test the filter 1mpulsc response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute pararncter file 
Mode of f'-K Lilter operation 
Ei't DIF 
lnline Sort 
Select new PRIMARY sort key 
Select new SEC ON DAR Y sort key 
Top 
radon 2000 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
Slope_neartrace 
No 
TimeO 
Top 
30. 
Nmo stretchmute 
CDP 
Mean 
0.5 
Yes 
Yes 
100. 
40l_postshelf FK 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
SHELF COP 
ACCEPT 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
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Maximum traces per output ensemble 
Trace Header Math 
Select mode 
DEFINE trace header equation 
S P - FFID- 59 
\Vindowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mtx overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter 
Bandpass Filter 
TYPl:. of filter 
Type of filter specification 
PllASl: of filter 
Percent addtt1ve noise factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-variant filter parameters 
429546:7- I 0-70-90, 7- I 0-45-60, 5-8-30-45 
Get tnnc gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Primary time gate header word 
SELECT Secondary time gate header 
SPeCIFY filter time gate parameters 
429546:0-1500,3000-6000,9000-16000 
FLOW - 8.0 Slope poststack 
Output- 40 l_ Post_S lope 
Trace Header Math 
Select mode 
DEFINE trace header equation 
SP FFlD - 59 
Time-Variant Scaling 
Basis for scaling 
USLR TVS Gam Values 
466046:0.5, J .5, 1.3,6.0/ 
467546:0.5,1. 1, 1.0,6.0/ 
469546:0.5.1.4.0.4,4.0/ 
471546:0.5, 1.0,0. 1.1.5 
472546 0.5, 1.0.0.7,4.0/ 
473546:0.5,1.3.0.7,5.0/ 
Basis for application 
Fixed equation 
Yes 
100. 
Poststack B P 
Time and Space Variant 
Ormsby bandpass 
Mmimum 
I. 
No 
No 
C OP bin number 
No trace header 
Fixed equation 
USER-VALS 
CENTER 
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Type of output 
SI:.LhCT Time Gate Parameter File 
IF CDP 466046-469046 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending nux overlap length 
SELECT windowmg time gate parameter file 
F-K Filter 
Type of F-K filter 
Test the filter impulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute parameter file 
Mode of F-K fi lter operation 
END IF 
lnlinc Sort 
Select new PRIMARY sort key 
Select new SECONDARY sort key 
Maximum traces per output ensemble 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowmg for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter file 
F-K Filter 
Type of F-K filter 
Test the filter impulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute parameter file 
Mode of F-K filter operation 
\Vindowed Processing 
Apply trace wmdowmg for subsequent process? 
1 race blendmg mix overlap length 
SELECT windowmg time gate parameter file 
Bandpass Filter 
TYPI:. of filter 
Type of filter specification 
PI lASE of filter 
Percent additive notse factor 
TRACES 
Slope_Scaling 
Yes 
100. 
water mulltple 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
water_ mulliple 
ACCEPT 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
I 
Yes 
100. 
PostStack fk 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
Slope_CDP 
ACCEPT 
Yes 
100. 
Poststack_ BP 
Time and Space Variant 
Ormsby bandpass 
Mmimum 
I. 
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Apply a notch filter'? 
Space-vanant filter parameters 
466046·7-15-65-80. 7-10-40-50, 5-8-35-45 
470546·7-15-55-65. 7-l 0-40-50, 5-8-35-45 
Get umc gates. from the DATABASE? 
SLll:.CT Pnmary time gate header word 
SI:.LE:.CT Secondary time gate header word 
SPECIFY fi lter time gate parameters 
466046:0-1500,3000-6000,9000- 16000 
470546:0-3500,4000-7000,9000-16000 
lnlinc Sort 
Select new PRJ MARY sort key 
Select new SECONDARY sort key 
Ma'<imum traces per output ensemble 
FLOW - 9.1 CombineStack 
Output- 40 I AII_PostStack 
Automatic Gain Control 
Appltcatton mode 
Type of AGC scalar 
AGC operator length 
BASIS for scalar application 
Robust Scalmg? 
Time-Variant Scaling 
Basis for scaling 
USl:.R TVS Gain Values 
429546: 1.0,2.6, 1.4, J .7, l.0.1.2/ 
450546: I .0,2.6, 1.3, I. 7, 1. 1, J .2/ 
451546: 1.0,2.6, 1. 1 ' 1. 7, 1.1 ' 1.2/ 
454546: I .0,2.4.1. L, J. 7, 1.1, 1.2/ 
457046: 1.0,2.4, 1.3, 1.8, 1.1 ' 1.2/ 
466045:1.0,2.6, 1.9.1.8,1. 1 ,1.2/ 
466046·1 .3,3.2, 1.9, 1.9, 1.3, 1.3/ 
469046: 1.3.2.5.2.4.1 .9.1.3.).2/ 
470546.1.3, 1.9, 1.4.3.9,1.2, l.l t 
472546 13,2 9,1.4.3.9,1.2,1.1/ 
474046: I 3.2.9, 1.4,2.9, 1.2.1.1 / 
Basis for appltcatwn 
Type of output 
SELECT Time Gate Parameter File 
No 
No 
COP bm number 
No trace header 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
I 
APPLY 
MEAN 
4000. 
Centered 
No 
USER-VALS 
hDGL 
TRACl:.S 
Lmc Scaling 
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Predictive Deconvolution 
TYPI! of deconvolution 
Dccon operator Jength(s) 
Operator predictton dtstance(s) 
Apply prediction filter correction? 
Operator 'white noise' level(s) 
Time gate reference 
Get decon gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Primary decon gate header word 
SELECT Secondary decon gate header word 
SPEC I rY decon gate parameters 
429546:0-7000, 5000- 16000 
Output traces or filters 
Apply a bandpass filter after decon? 
FLOW- 10.0 Mil!ration 
Output Migration 
Kirchhoff Time Migration. 
Maximum frequency to mtgrate (in Hz) 
Migration aperture (feet or meters) 
Maxamum dap to migrate 
Avoid spatial aliasing? 
Get RMS velocities from database? 
Select RMS vs.time velocity file 
Re-apply trace mutes? 
FLOW - 18.0 Migration Display 
Output 40 I Final 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Endmg ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowmg for subsequent process? 
Trace blcndmg mix overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter file 
Mmimum phase predictive 
300,300 
90,90 
No 
0.1.0.1 
TtmeO 
No 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
N onna I de con 
No 
90. 
17000. 
45. 
No 
Yes 
Kirchhoff_M tgVel 
Yes 
No 
Tune 0 
Bottom 
30. 
Stacked seafloor 
Yes 
100. 
Poststack BP 
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Bandpass Filter 
TYPE offi lter 
Type of filter specifica tion 
PliASE of fi lte r 
Percent add it1ve noise factor 
Apply a notch fi lter? 
Onnsby Fi lter Frequency Values 
Automatic Gain Control 
Application Mode 
Type of AGC Scalar 
AGC operator length 
BASJS for scalar application 
Robust Scaling? 
F-K Filter 
Type of F-K filter 
Power to raise F-K space to: 
T r ace Mixing - 9 Trace Mix 
1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,2.0, 1.0 , 1.0,1.0, 1.0 
Time-Variant Scaling 
Bas1s for scaling 
USI::.R TVS Gain Values 
429546:2.3,1 .4 , 1.8, 1.6, 1.9,1.3, 1.1 , 1.5, 1.1 I 
440546:2.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.5, 1.9, 1.3,1.1 , 1.5, 1.1 I 
449046 :2 .3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.5, 1.9, 1.5,1 . 1, 1.5, 1.11 
451546:2.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 1.9, 1.6,1. 1 ' 1.5, 1.11 
452546:2.3, J .4 , 1.9, 1.3, 1.7, 1.5, 1. 7, 1.0, I . 1 I 
454545 :2.3, 1.4,1 .6 , 1.3, 1. 7, 1.3, 1.2, 1.0, 1.11 
458546:2.3, 1 .4 , I .8, l . 7 ,1.9, 1. 1,1.2.1 . 1, 1. 1 I 
466045:2.3, 1.4, 1.8, 1. 7, 1.9, 1.1 ,1.2,1.1, 1 . I I 
469546: 1. 9.2.4,2.0, 1.8, 1.0. 1.2, 1.1 , 1.1, 1. 1 I 
470046: 1.9.2.4,3 .9, 1.6, 1.0,1.8, 1.1 ' 1.1,1 .11 
4 71546:2.5_1. 9,3. 9,2.5, 1.0 , 1.5, l.l , 1. 1, I . I I 
472046:2.5, I . 9 ,2. 9 ,2. 1, 1.0,1 .5, 1. 1, 1.1 , 1.1 I 
4 72546:2.2, l . 9, 1.3,2.5,0.6, 1.8, 1. 1, 1. 1, 1.1 I 
475305 : l.8, 1.7 , 1.4,2.9,0.6, 1.9, 1. 1 , J .4 , 1.1/ 
Bas1s for application 
'J ypc of output 
~Lll:.CT Time Gate Parameter File 
Single Filter 
Om1sby bandpass 
M inimum 
I. 
No 
5-9-75-100 
APPLY 
MEAN 
2000 . 
Centered 
No 
Power Exponent 
1.2 
USER-VALS 
eDGE 
TRACES 
Migrated_ Scale 
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Processing Flow for SCREECH Line 403 
FLOW - Taperead 
Output - Line_ 403 _ tape 
SEG-Y Input 
FLO\V - Load Geom 
Output- Geom_2 
I nline Geom Header Load 
Water velocity 
Primary header to match database 
Secondary header to match database 
Match by valid trace number? 
Drop traces with NULL COP headers? 
Drop traces with NULL receiver headers? 
Verbose daagnostics? 
FLOW - Fk filter 
Output- Fk_Filtered data 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
Startjng ramp 
SELECT mute parameter fi le 
Bandpass Filter 
TYPE of filter 
Type of filter specification 
PHASE of filter 
Percent additive noise factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-variant filter parameters 
I :7-10-90-110, 7-10-50-60, 5-8-40-50 
Get time gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Primary time gate header word 
SELECT Secondary time gate header 
SPECIFY ftlter time gate parameters 
I :0- 1500, 3000-6000, 9000-J 6000 
True Amplitude Recovery 
Basas for spherical spreading 
1480. 
FFID 
None 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
TimeO 
Top 
30. 
403 top_mute 
Time and Space 
Onnsby bandpass 
Minimum 
1. 
No 
No 
Source number 
No trace header 
l/(tirne*vel**2) 
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Should the velocity be treated as space variable? No 
Specify TAR 'elocity function 
O-J480.2000-2200,4000-3200,8000-4500, 16000-4700 
APPLY function to data or REMOVE Apply 
Maxunum application TlME 0. 
\\'indowed Processing 
Apply trace wmdowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mtx overlap length 
SELECT wmdowing time gate parameter 
F-K Filter 
Type of F-K filter 
Test the filter impulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute parameter file 
Mode off-K filter operation 
FLO\V- NMO Stackin2 
Output - 403 _nmo stacked 
Trace Length 
New trace length 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute ttme reference 
TY PI::. of mute 
Starting ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
IF CDP = 479106-486006 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
M ure time reference 
1 YPE of mute 
l::.ndmg ramp 
SELhCT mute parameter file 
ENDIF 
IF COP= 486106-494089 
\\ indo wed Processing 
Yes 
100. 
Prestack FK 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
403 fk shot 
ACCEPT 
16000. 
No 
TimeO 
Top 
30. 
403_ top_mute 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
403 NcarTraccMutc 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? Yes 
1 race blending mix overlap length I 00. 
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SELECT windov. ing umc gate parameter file 
Spiking/Predictive Decon 
TYPE of deconvolution 
Dccon operator length(s) 
Operator prediction distance(s) 
Apply predictiOn filter correction? 
Operator 'white n01se' lcvel(s) 
rune gate reference 
Get dccon gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Primary decon gate header word 
SbLECT Secondary dccon gate header 
SPECIFY decon gate parameters 
4861 06:480:0-5000/486106:1:5000-8000/ 
Output traces or filters 
Apply a bandpass filter after decon? 
ENDIF 
Normal Moveout Correction 
Om!chon for NMO application 
Stretch mute percentage 
Apply any remaining static during NMO? 
Anisotropy correction parameter eta 
Get veloc1ties from the database? 
Sll ECT Velocity parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute tunc reference 
TYPE of mute 
Startmg ramp 
Sl·Ll::.CT mute parameter file 
COP/Ensemble Stack 
Sort order of input ensembles 
METJJOD for trace summing 
Root pO\\er scalar for stack nonnalization 
Apply final datum stat ics after stack? 
FLO\V - Post stack 
Output - 403 _poststack 
Tim~-Variant Scaling 
Bas1s for scaling 
Prcstack decon 2 
Minimum phase predictive 
300 
90 
No 
0.1 
Tune 0 
No 
COP bin number 
Recording channel 
Nonnal decon 
No 
FORWARD 
0. 
Yes 
0. 
Yes 
403 NMO VEL 2 
No 
TimeO 
Top 
30. 
403 stretchmute 
COP 
Mean 
0.5 
Yes 
USER-VALS 
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USeR TVS Gam Values 
479106: 1.9,2.3.3.0,5.0.5.0.4.0 
481 I 06: 1.6, 1.0.3.0,5.0,6.0,5.0 
482606.1 .6, 1.0.2.4,5.0,6.0,5.0 
484606: 1.9.1.0.1.5,3.0.4.0,4.0/ 
485806:2 9,1.4,1.2,2.0,3.0.6.0, 
4861 00:2.9,0.6,0.9,3.0,5.3,5.0/ 
486300:2.9,1.4, l .3,3.6A.5A.51 
487106:1.6,0.5, 1.5,4.9,8.0,8.0/ 
487606: 1.2,0.7,3.9,4.5,6.0,7.0/ 
489606: 1.4,3.3,8.0,8.0,8.0,8.0/ 
491606: 1.4,2. 7 ,4.0,4.0,8.0,8.0/ 
493606: 1.4,2.7,5.0,8.0,8.0,7 .0/ 
Basis for application 
Type of output 
SELECT Time gate parameter file 
\Vindowed Processing 
Apply trace wmdowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blendmg m1x overlap length 
SELI!CT wmdowmg time gate parameter file 
F-K Filter 
Type off-K filter 
Test the filter impulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute parameter file 
Mode ofF-K filter operation 
lnline Sort 
Select new PRIMARY sort key 
Select new SECONDARY sort key 
Maximum traces per output ensemble 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace wmdowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mtx overlap length 
SCLI!CT windO\\Jing time gate parameter 
Spiking/Predictive Decoo 
TYPI! of deconvolution 
Decon operator length(s) 
Opcraror pred1ctton distance(s) 
Apply prediction filter correction? 
CENTER 
TRACES 
403 Scalmg 
Yes 
100 
I _post FK 
Arbttrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
I post FK 
ACCEPT 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
I 
Yes 
100. 
poststack decon 
Mmimum phase predictive 
300,300 
90.90 
No 
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Operator 'white no1se' level(s) 
Tunc gate reference 
Get decon gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Pnmary decon gate header \vord 
SELECT Secondai) decon gate header 
SPI:.CJFY decon gate parameters 
4 79 106:6000- 12000, l 0000-16000/ 
4861 06: 1500-7000, 5000-16000/ 
Output traces or filters 
Apply a bandpass filter after decon? 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
SeLECT windowing time gate parameter file 
Bandpass Filter 
TYPE of filter 
Type of filter specification 
PII AS I- of filter 
Percent add1t1ve n01se factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-vanant filter parameters 
479106:8-10-60-80, 5-8-35-50/ 
485506:8-15-60-80, 5-8-35-50/ 
Get time gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Primary time gate header word 
SELECT Secondary time gate header 
SPEC I P Y fi Iter time gate parameters 
479106:6000-10000, 12000-16000/ 
485506:2000-8000, 10000-16000/ 
Time-Variant Scaling 
Bas1s for scaling 
USER TVS Gain Values 
479 I 06·1.9,2.5,3.0.3.0,3.0,4.0/ 
480606: 1.7.2.5,3.0,2.5,2.5,3.5/ 
48 I 606·1. 7 .2.5,6.5,6.5.4.0.4.0/ 
482606: I . 7. I .5.6.3,4.5,3 .0,4.0/ 
485 I 00.1.7, I .9,5.0,5.0,4.0,5.0/ 
485606: I . 7 ,1.5,1 0.9, 1 0.0,9.0,6.5/ 
485956: 1.3, 1.5.1 0.4, 12.0,8.0,5.5/ 
486 I 56: I .9, 1.9,7.5,2.0,6.0,8.0/ 
486506: 1.9, 1.5,6.0,8.0, 7.0,8.5/ 
0.1.0.1 
Tunc 0 
No 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
Nonnal decon 
No 
Yes 
100. 
Poststaek bp 
Tunc and Space 
Ormsby bandpass 
Mimmum 
I. 
No 
No 
COP bin number 
No trace header 
USER-VALS 
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486806: 1. 9.3.9.5.0,5.0.7.0.6.0/ 
Basis for appltcation 
Type of output 
SELECT Time gate parameter fi le 
Automatic Gain Control 
Application mode 
Type of AGC scalar 
AGC operator length 
BAS IS for scalar application 
Robust Sealing? 
FLOW - Mieration 
Kirchhoff T ime Mig. 
Maximum frequency to migrate (in Hz) 
Mtgration aperture (feet or meters) 
Maximum dip to mtgrate 
A void spatial altasing? 
Get RMS velocities from database? 
Select RMS vs.time velocity fi le 
Re-apply trace mutes? 
FLOW - Plot CGM 
Output- 403_nmo_mig_scaled 
Automatic Gain Control 
Application mode 
Type of AGC scalar 
AGC operator length 
BASIS for scalar appl ication 
Robust Scaling? 
\\ indowed Processing 
Apply trace wmdowmg for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mtx overlap length 
SELECT windowmg tunc gate parameter file 
Automatic G ain Control 
Application mode 
Type of AGC scalar 
AGC operator length 
BASIS for scalar application 
Robust Scaling? 
CENTER 
TRACES 
403_Scaling 
APPLY 
MEAN 
ROOO. 
Centered 
No 
80. 
17000. 
45. 
Yes 
Yes 
403 MIG VEL 
Yes 
APPLY 
MEAN 
4000. 
Centered 
No 
Yes 
100. 
403 AGCwindow 
APPLY 
MEAN 
500. 
Centered 
No 
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W indowed Processing 
Apply trace windowmg for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter 
Bandpass Filter 
Type of fi lter speclf1cataon 
PII ASI::. of filter 
Percent add itive noise factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Ormsby filter frequency va lues 
T ime-Variant Scaling 
Basis for scaling 
USER TVS Gain Values 
479106:1.4, 1.2.0.8, 1.4,1. 1 '1.2/ 
482106: 1.4,1.3.0.8,1.2,1.1/1.2/ 
484106: 1.4,1.3,0.8, 1.4.1.1/1.2/ 
486106: 1.3, 1.4, 1.0.1.4,1.1' 1.2/ 
487106: I .5,0.8, 1.3, 1.4 ,0. 9,1.2/ 
488106: 1.5,0.9, 1.2, l ,3,0.9, 1.2/ 
Yes 
100. 
Poststack bp 
Ormsby bandpass 
Minimum 
l. 
No 
5- I 0-70- J 00 
USER-VALS 
Basas for application CENTER 
SPECIFY TVS time gates 
4 791 06:0-7500,9000- 1 0000,9500-10000, I 0500- I I 000,1 1000- 12000,13000-16000 
4821 06:0-5500,6000-6500.6500-7500,8000- l 0000,1 0000- 12000, 13000-16000/ 
484 I 06:0-6000.6200-7500,7500-9000,8500- l 0000,10000- 12000, 12000-16000/ 
486106:0-5000,5000-6000,6500-8500,8500-9500,9500-10500, l 0000- 16000/ 
487106:0-2000,2200-5000,5500-7000,7500-9500, I 0000- 11 000, I 0000- 16000/ 
4881 06:0-2000,2200-3500,4000-75000,8000- l 0000, I 0200- 12000, 10000- 16000/ 
Type of output TRACES 
Trace Mixing - 1 l trace mix 
1.0, 1.0,1.0. 1.0, 1.0,2.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0,1.0, I .0 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
M utc time reference 
1 YPE of mute 
Startmg ramp 
SLLECT mute parameter file 
No 
T imeO 
Top 
30. 
403 stack mute 
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Processing Flow for SCREECH Line 402 
FLO\V- Taperead 
Output - 402 _ from tape 
SEG-Y Input 
FLOW - Load Geom 
Output - 402 Geom Load 
lnline Geom lleader Load 
Water velocity 
Primary header to match database 
Secondary header to match database 
Match by valid trace number? 
Drop traces with NULL COP headers? 
Drop traces with NULL receiver headers? 
Verbose diagnostics? 
FLOW - Filtering Shot 
Output- 402 FK Filtered 
Bandpass Filter 
Type of filter specification 
PliASE of filter 
Percent additive noise factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-variant filter parameters 
I :7- 10-80- 100, 7-10-40-60. 5-10-35-45/ 
Get time gates from the DATABASE? 
SELECT Primary time gate header word 
SELECT Secondary time gate header 
SPECIFY filter time gate parameters 
I :2000-3000, 5000-7000, 9000-16000/ 
True Amplitude Recovery 
1480 
FFID 
None 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Time and Space 
Ormsby bandpass 
Minimum 
I. 
No 
No 
Source number 
No trace header 
Basis for sphencal spreading l/(time*vel**2) 
Should the velocity be treated as space vanablc? No 
Specify TAR veloc1ty function 
0-1480,2000-1480,3000-1900,8000-2500, 12000-3000 
APPLY function to data or REMOVE Apply 
Maximum apphcatton TIME 0. 
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\Vindowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mtx overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter 
F-K Filter 
Type of F-K filter 
Test the filter impulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from 
Select mute parameter fi le 
Mode ofF-K filter operation 
FLOW- NMO stackine. 
IF SOURCE= 1-51 
Trace 1\1 uting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute ttme reference 
TYPE:. of mute 
Endmg ramp 
SeLECT mute parameter file 
END IF 
IF SOURCE= 51-91 
Trace Mu ting 
Re-apply previous mutes 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
hnding ramp 
SELECT mute parameter fi le 
ENDIF 
IF SOURCE= 501 -53 1 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply prevtous mutes 
Mute tune reference 
TYPE of mute 
Ending ramp 
SLLECT mute parameter ti le 
E:"JDIF 
Trace Kill 
Trace editing MODI::. 
Sl · LECT trace Kil l parameter fiJe 
Yes 
100. 
tk shot_gates 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
402 _Shot_ accept 
ACCEPT 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
402 shotbottom 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
402 shotmiddle 
No 
TtmeO 
Bottom 
30. 
402 shotmiddle2 
Kill 
402 Ki ll Noise 
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Trace KilJ 
Trace editing MODE 
SELECT trace Kill parameter file 
Trace Kill 
Trace editing MODE 
SFLECT trace Ktll parameter file 
Normal Moveout Correction 
Dtrection for NMO appl ication 
Stretch mute percentage 
Apply any remaining static during NMO? 
Anisotropy correction parameter eta 
Get ve locities from the database? 
SELECT Velocity parameter file 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply previous mute~ 
Mute time reference 
TYPE of mute 
ending ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
COP/Ensemble Stack 
Sort order of input ensembles 
METHOD for trace summing 
Root power scalar for stack normalization 
Apply final datum statics after stack? 
FLOW - PostStack 
Output - 402 Post Stack 
\\ indowed Processing 
Apply trace wmdowmg for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mtx overlap length 
SeLECT windowmg time gate parameter 
Oandpass FilteJ -TYPE 
Type of filter spcctficatton 
PI lASE of fi Iter 
Percent additive notse factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-vanant filter parameters 
474858:7-10-65-75. 7-10-35-45, 5-l 0-35-45 
Get time gates from the DATABASE? 
Kill 
kill shot l 
Ktll 
killshot2 
FORWARD 
30. 
Yes 
0. 
Yes 
NMO Vel 
No 
TimeO 
Bottom 
30. 
402 NearTraceMute 
COP 
Mean 
0.5 
Yes 
Yes 
100. 
Poststack BP 
Time and Space 
Onnsby bandpass 
Minimum 
I. 
No 
No 
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ScLl:.CT Pnmary time gate header word COP btn number 
SELL:.CT Secondary time gate header No trace header 
SPECIFY filter time gate parameters 
474858:3500-5000. 6000-9000, 10000-16000 
Trace Muting 
Re-apply prcvtOU5 mutes 
Mute ttme reference 
TYPe of mute 
Starting ramp 
SELECT mute parameter file 
Time-Variant Scaling 
Basis for scaling 
USbR TVS Gain Values 
Basis for application 
SPECIFY TVS time gates 
No 
TimeO 
Top 
30. 
402 stackmutc 
USER-VALS 
474858:3.9,0.3,2.3, 1.1 J .3/ 
CENTER 
474858 0-6 100,6200-7200,7500-8800,9000- 10000, 101 00- 16000 
Type of output TRACI:.S 
Automatic Gain Control 
Appltcatton mode 
Type of AG( scalar 
AGC operator length 
BASIS for scalar appl ication 
Robust Scal ing? 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing for subsequent process? 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
SELECT w indowing time gate parameter 
F-K Filter 
Type of 1·-K filter 
Test the filter tmpulse response? 
Get polygon mute file from the database? 
Select mute parameter file 
Mode of F-K filter operation 
FLOW- Migration 
Output - 402 M •grated 
Kirchhoff Time Mig. 
Maximum frequency to migrate (in Hz) 
APPLY 
MhAN 
1000. 
Centered 
No 
Yes 
100. 
fk poststack gate 
Arbitrary Polygon 
No 
Yes 
402 _posts tack 
ACCEPT 
90. 
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Mrgrauon aperture (feet or meters) 
Maximum drp to mrgrate 
A votd spatial a lias ing? 
Get RMS \Ciocttles from database? 
Select RMS vs.trme velocity file 
Re-apply trace mutes? 
FLOW- CGM Plot 
O utpuL - 402 Post_ Migrated 
Windowed Processing 
Apply trace windowing 
Trace blending mix overlap length 
SELECT windowing time gate parameter 
Bandpass Filter 
Type of fi lter specification 
PHASI::. of filter 
Percent addrtive noise factor 
Apply a notch filter? 
Space-variant filter parameter 
474858·7-10-65-75, 7-10-35-45.5- 10-40-50 
0. 
45. 
Yes 
Yes 
402 Mrg vel2 
Yes 
Yes 
100. 
Poststack 8 P 
1 ime and Space 
Onnsby bandpass 
Mtnnnum 
I 
No 
Get ttmc gates from the DATABASE? No 
SELECT Primary ttme gate header word CDP btn number 
SPECIFY fi lter time gate parameters 
474858:3500-5000,6000-9000, 10000-16000 
Time-Variant Scaling 
Basis for scaling USI::R-VALS 
USER TVS Gain Values 
474858:1.9, 1.7, l .O, 1.0/ 
Basis for application CENTER 
SPECIFY TVS time gates 
474858:2500-5000,6000-7000,8000- I I 000, 12500- 16000/ 
Type of output TRACtS 
Trace Mixing - 9 trace Mix 
I 0.1.0,1.0,1 .0,2.0.1.0,1.0,1.0.1.0 
F-K Fil ter 
Type of r-K filter 
Power to rarse F-K space to: 
Power l::.xponent 
1.18 
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line and figure Numbers 
1 = Figure 3.7a 
2 = Figure 3}b 
3 = figure 3.8 
4 = figure 3.9, Figure 4.11 
5 =Figure 3.10 
6 =figure 3.11 
7 = Figure 3.13 a, Figure 3.23 
~ figure 3.26, Figure 4.9 
i 8 =Figure 3.13 b 
9 =Figure 3.14 
10 =Figure 3.16 
11 = figure 3.17 
12 = figure 3.19 a 
13 = figure 3.19 b 
14 = figure 3.21 
15 = Figure 3.28 
16 = Figure 3.35 
17 = Figure 3.37 a 
18 = Figure 3.37 b 
~ 19 = Figure 3.39 a 
01 20 = Figure 3.39 b 
21 =Figure 3.41 a 
22 = Figure 3.41 b 
23 = Figure 3.43 
24 = figure 3.45 
25 = Figure 4.6 a 
26 = Figure 4.6 b 
27 = Figure 4,7 
28 = Figure 4.8 
29 = Figure 4.10 
30 = Figure 4.12 a 
I Paper Section Data t 31 = Figure 4.12b 32 = Figure 4.14 
33 = Figure 4. 15 
34 = Figure 4. 16 
t Wells 
+ 
I ODP Well Sites 
0 
+ z 
35 = Figure 4.17 
36 = Figure 4.19a 
37 =Figure 4.19 b 
38 = Figure 4.20 
Appendix 2. Location map of seismic lines displayed in figures. Seismic lines A to Hare proprietary data provided by WestemGeco. 
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Appendix 3 
Interval Velocity Values for Time-Depth Conversion 
File input into Landmark Graphics TDQ Program 
# 
#FIELDS - Function ID, X, Y. Time, Vint 
#FUNCTJON TYPE = TVint 
#LINEAR_ UNTTS = METERS 
#DATUM = 0.000000 
# 
Function I 642240.80 5 107426.00 0.0000 1856.8 186 
Function I 642240.80 5 107426.00 59.9031 1856.8 186 
Function I 642240.80 5 107426.00 387.9030 1930.3857 
Function I 642240.80 5107426.00 581.9031 2139. 1746 
Functionl 642240.80 5107426.00 805.9031 2584.8206 
Function I 642240.80 5107426.00 1467.9031 3027. 1907 
Function I 642240.80 5107426.00 1959.9025 2853.0830 
Function I 642240.80 5 107426.00 2077.903 1 35 10.9146 
# 
Function2 65014 1.00 5075688.00 0.0000 1877.5005 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 54.8475 1877.5005 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 234.8475 1991.9709 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 554.8475 2030. 1619 
Function2 65014 1.00 5075688.00 714.8475 2095.4998 
Funclion2 650141.00 5075688.00 834.8475 2794.0002 
Funclion2 65014 1.00 5075688.00 894.8475 4267.3359 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 980.8475 4465.5806 
Function2 65014 1.00 5075688.00 L054.8475 3707.0249 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 1154.8475 4267.1963 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 1280.8474 3870.4795 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 1384.8475 3399.6138 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 1454.8475 3657.7253 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 1594.8470 4354.2949 
Function2 650141.00 5075688.00 1662.8475 3801.1594 
# 
Function) 657352.40 5101 156.00 0.0000 1874.9998 
Function3 657352.40 5 10 11 56.00 60.5057 1874.9998 
Function3 657352.40 5 101156.00 572.5057 2010.0836 
Function3 657352.40 5101156.00 782.5056 2225.5364 
Function) 657352.40 510 11 56.00 1686.5057 2267.463 1 
Function3 657352.40 5101156.00 1802.5057 3045.4634 
Function) 657352.40 5101156.00 2032.5056 2772.9282 
# 
Function4 666657.00 5022894.00 0.0000 1823 .9998 
Function4 666657.00 5022894.00 60.7612 1823.9998 
Function4 666657.00 5022894.00 362.7612 1841.3516 
Function4 666657.00 5022894.00 460.7612 2027.7538 
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Function4 666657.00 S022894.00 862.76 12 2062.3381 
Function4 6666S7.00 S022894.00 960.7608 2282.86 18 
Function4 666657.00 S022894.00 1362.76 11 2746.2180 
Function4 666657.00 S022894.00 1460.76 11 3048. LS89 
FW'tction4 666657.00 S022894.00 1862.7601 3709. 1611 
Function4 666657.00 S022894.00 1960.76 11 3663.6S62 
FW'lction4 666657.00 S022894.00 2262.76 12 37S4.5007 
Function4 6666S7.00 S022894.00 2276.76 12 387S.7493 
# 
FunctionS 690192.SO S009810.SS 0.0000 1800.0001 
FunctionS 690192.50 S009810.SS 1808.0000 1800.0001 
FunctionS 690192.SO 5009810.55 2160.0000 2501.2S68 
FunctionS 690192.SO 50098 10.SS 2200.0000 5003.3618 
FunctionS 690 192.50 S0098 10.SS 2800.0000 2358.1562 
FunctionS 690 192.SO 50098 10.55 4S76.0000 2222.3037 
FunctionS 690192.50 S009810.55 5424.0000 2891.7246 
# 
Function6 703534.60 S068984.00 0.0000 1832.7780 
Fw1ction6 703534.60 5068984.00 113.9891 1832.7780 
Function6 703S34.60 S068984.00 472.9891 1704.4021 
Fw1ction6 703S34.60 S068984.00 713.9886 1864.4824 
Function6 703534.60 S068984.00 736.9887 2072.18S8 
Function6 703S34.60 5068984.00 953.989 1 2 l L 9. 1685 
Function6 703534.60 5068984.00 976.989 1 2 174.7727 
Function6 703534.60 5068984.00 1457.9891 2487.3594 
Function6 703S34.60 5068984.00 1480.9891 2936.5 127 
Function6 703534.60 5068984.00 2488.9890 3302. 1831 
Function6 703534.60 5068984.00 2958.9890 3359.2761 
Function6 703S34.60 5068984.00 2968.9890 3S72.0249 
Function6 703534.60 S068984.00 2974.9890 3776.7476 
# 
Function? 707707.90 S08 1682.00 0.0000 I 824.7466 
Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 203.3876 1824.7466 
Function? 707707.90 S08 1682.00 77 l.3876 1943.2091 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 835.3873 190S.Ol49 
Function? 707707.90 S081682.00 925.3876 2031.9926 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 IOOS.3876 2285.9988 
Funcrion7 707707.90 5081682.00 I 087.3876 2230.2419 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 1171.3876 2177.1445 
Function? 707707.90 S081682.00 1247.3876 208S.2637 
Function? 707707.90 S081682.00 12Sl.3876 6100. 1LS2 
Ftu1ction7 707707.90 S08 1682.00 1327.3876 2406.3 11 3 
Funclion7 707707.90 S08 1682.00 1391.3868 28S7.53l2 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 1451 .3876 3047.9668 
Function? 707707.90 S081682.00 1527.3876 2406.3 184 
Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 1591.3876 2857.SOS4 
Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 1651.3876 3047.9868 
Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 1717.3876 2770.91 16 
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Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 177 1.3876 3386.6677 
Fwlction7 707707.90 5081682.00 1847.3876 2406.3 184 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 1911.3876 2857.5 129 
Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 1971.3S72 304S.0029 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 2041.3875 2612.5659 
Function? 707707.90 508 1682.00 208 1.3S75 4572.00 15 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 2131.3875 3657.6 108 
Function? 707707.90 5081682.00 220 1.3875 26 12.5564 
function? 707707.90 50Sl682.00 230 1.3875 3657.60 11 
Function? 707707.90 508 16S2.00 236 1.3875 3048.00 10 
Function? 707707.90 50816S2.00 239 1.3867 6096.0S20 
Function? 707707.90 50S l682.00 2417.3S75 1875.7355 
# 
FunctionS 70S689.25 499450S.S7 0.0000 1800.0000 
FunctionS 70S6S9.25 4994508.S7 2928.0000 ISOO.OOOO 
FunctionS 7086S9.25 4994508.87 3695.999S 2097.1 194 
FunctionS 7086S9.25 4994508.S7 4672.0000 2200.080 1 
FunctionS 7086S9.25 4994508.S7 548S.OOOO 2533.9343 
FunctionS 70S689.25 4994508.87 6000.0000 3467.0215 
FunctionS 708689.25 499450S.S7 6432.0000 3 196.5693 
# 
Function9 735508.03 5033078.01 0.0000 1800.0001 
Function9 735508.03 503307S.01 2048.0000 1800.000 1 
Functl0n9 735508.03 5033078.01 2959.9990 2052.7002 
Function9 735508.03 5011078.01 4192.0000 20 15.8281 
Function9 735508.03 5033078.01 4384.0000 3976.2590 
Function9 735508.03 5033078.01 4900.0000 3 112.6958 
Function9 735508.03 5033078.01 5168.0000 2437.7029 
# 
FunctionlO 736766.25 5002756.03 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function tO 736766.25 5002756.03 3472.0000 ISOO.OOOO 
Function! 0 736766.25 5002756.03 4448.0000 2045.0828 
FunclionlO 736766.25 5002756.03 5584.0000 2065.7070 
Function I 0 736766.25 5002756.03 5936.0000 3714.2808 
Function l 0 736766.25 5002756.03 684S.OOOO 2471.26SJ 
Function 10 736766.25 5002756.03 7296.0000 3761.3594 
# 
Function] 1 740700.52 50614S9.21 0.0000 ISOO.OOO I 
Function II 740700.52 5061489.21 1456.0000 1800.0001 
Function! I 740700.52 5061489.2 1 IS56.0000 2 124.424 1 
Function II 740700.52 5061489.21 1984.0000 2484.5S64 
Function II 740700.52 50614S9.2 1 2032.0000 5701.5 151 
Function] I 740700.52 5061489.21 2 109.0000 4051.0339 
Function l I 740700.52 506 1489.2 1 2 156.0000 47 1S.3726 
# 
Function 12 74 1761. 10 502862 l .S4 0.0000 1800.0001 
Functionl2 741761. 10 502862 1.S4 2320.0000 1800.0001 
Fuoction l2 74 1761.10 502S62 1.84 3380.0000 2004. 1777 
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Functionl2 74176 1. 10 5028621.84 4600.0000 2004.3749 
Fuoctionl2 741761.10 5028621.84 4999.9971 3058.4258 
Function 12 741761.10 5028621.84 5300.0000 3323.2019 
Functionl2 74176 1. 10 5028621.84 6780.0000 2632.8184 
# 
Function13 7537 11.38 5050904.58 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function13 7537 11.38 5050904.58 2019.9999 1800.0000 
Function 13 753711.38 5050904.58 2800.0000 2042.0880 
Functionl3 7537 11.38 5050904.58 4060.0002 1982.5865 
Functionl3 7537 1 1.38 5050904.58 4420.0000 2901.0471 
Function13 7537 11.38 5050904.58 5540.0000 256L.7729 
Functionl3 753711.38 5050904.58 6580.0000 2672.2930 
# 
Functionl4 756210.67 4986636.18 0.0000 1800.0001 
Functionl4 7562 10.67 4986636.18 4288.0000 1800.0001 
Function 14 756210.67 4986636.18 5200.0000 2134.2893 
Function14 756210.67 4986636.18 6320.0000 211 7.4492 
Functionl4 756210.67 4986636.18 6832.0000 3540.3838 
Functionl4 756210.67 4986636.18 7615.9980 2 160.6562 
Function14 756210.67 4986636.18 8768.0000 2299.3252 
# 
Functionl5 758764.82 4953028.72 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function15 758764.82 4953028.72 4672.0000 1800.0000 
Function15 758764.82 4953028.72 5632.0000 23 17.5852 
Function IS 758764.82 4953028.72 6832.0000 1989.7594 
Function 15 758764.82 4953028.72 7328.0000 2630.99 17 
Function15 758764.82 4953028.72 7904.0000 2438.4185 
Fuoctionl5 758764.82 4953028.72 8143.9995 3254.8738 
# 
Functionl6 761823.25 5044226.23 0.0000 1800.9999 
Function 16 761823.25 5044226.23 2400.0000 1800.9999 
Functionl6 761823.25 5044226.23 3291.9988 2131.1553 
Function 16 761823.25 5044226.23 4512.0000 2080.6052 
Function 16 761823.25 5044226.23 4600.0000 4864.5298 
Function l6 761823.25 5044226.23 5504.0000 2646.7031 
Function 16 761823.25 5044226.23 6399.9976 2308.6545 
# 
Function) 7 76265 1.34 5074771.80 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function 17 76265 1.34 5074771.80 1888.0000 1800.0000 
Functionl7 762651.34 5074771.80 2448.0000 2060.1355 
Function 17 76265 1.34 5074771.80 3439.9985 20 14.2505 
Function 17 762651.34 5074771.80 3652.0000 2203.6777 
Functionl7 762651.34 5074771.80 3751.9993 4204.2529 
Functionl7 762651.34 5074771.80 3952.0000 2598.6765 
# 
Function IS 770809.98 5007726.04 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function18 770809.98 5007726.04 4120.0000 j 800.0000 
Function 18 770809.98 5007726.04 5340.0000 2065.7258 
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Function l 8 770809.98 5007726.04 5980.0000 2852.10 11 
Function J 8 770809.98 5007726.04 6660.0000 2136.60 16 
Functionl8 770809.98 5007726.04 6899.9961 2887.7969 
# 
Function 19 777126.03 5048351.96 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function 19 777126.03 504835 1.96 2680.0000 1800.0000 
Function 19 777126.03 5048351.96 3740.0000 2300.4722 
Function! 9 777126.03 5048351.96 4959.9990 2167.8835 
Function19 777 126.03 5048351.96 5300.0000 2219.6992 
Functionl9 777126.03 5048351.96 5580.0000 3115.3367 
# 
Function20 783592.60 5057507.61 0.0000 1800.9998 
Function20 783592.60 5057507.61 2768.0000 1800.9998 
Function20 783592.60 5057507.61 4080.0002 1935.8575 
Function20 783592.60 5057507.6 1 5024.0000 2497.7976 
Functioo20 783592.60 5057507.6 1 5344.0000 2281.5203 
Function20 783592.60 5057507.6 1 6287.9985 2359.9387 
Function20 783592.60 5057507.61 7348.0000 2204.4265 
# 
Function21 784535.25 4997841.58 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function2 1 784535.25 499784 1.58 4432.0000 1800.0000 
Function21 784535.25 4997841.58 5744.0000 2066.7224 
Function21 784535.25 4997841.58 6480.0000 2547.8130 
Function21 784535.25 499784 1.58 7040.0000 22 10.3362 
Function2 1 784535.25 4997841.58 7503.9985 25 10.0842 
Function2 1 784535.25 4997841.58 8384.0000 236 1.2395 
# 
Function22 786528.41 5023670.25 0.0000 1800.0001 
Function22 786528.4 1 5023670.25 3840.0000 1800.0001 
Function22 786528.41 5023670.25 5120.0000 2076.9641 
Function22 786528.41 5023670.25 5776.0000 2497.2468 
Function22 786528.4 1 5023670.25 6272.0000 2770.5542 
Ftmction22 786528.41 5023670.25 7391.9995 2153.2849 
Function22 786528.41 5023670.25 7871.9990 3379.4670 
# 
Function23 803112.61 50 10371.30 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function23 803112.61 50 1037 1.30 4 192.0000 1800.0000 
Function23 8031 12.61 50 10371.30 5456.0000 2005.4446 
Function23 803112.6 1 50 1037 1.30 6224.0000 2239.3655 
Function23 803112.6 1 50 1037 1.30 6848.0000 2913.8665 
Function23 803112.61 50 1037 1.30 8160.0005 2381.4231 
Function23 803112.61 50 1037 1.30 8640.0000 2511.8472 
# 
Function24 822549.88 4970437.25 0.0000 1800.0000 
Function24 822549.88 4970437.25 4880.0000 1800.0000 
Function24 822549.88 4970437.25 6224.0000 1907.3351 
Function24 822549.88 4970437.25 6736.0000 3 151.2388 
Fw1CL10n24 822549.88 4970437.25 7247.9976 2835.7488 
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Functl0n24 822549.88 4970437.25 7856.0000 2537.5481 
Funcllon24 822549.88 4970437.25 8128.0000 3317.62 18 
# 
Functton25 822676.30 5025073.15 0.0000 1800 0004 
Functton25 822676.30 5025073.15 4177.9980 1800.0004 
Function25 822676.30 5025073. 15 5296.0000 20 18.5054 
function25 822676.30 5025073.15 6048.0000 2776-4197 
Functton25 822676.30 5025073.15 6528 0000 2444.0774 
Function25 822676.30 5025073.15 7968 0000 2397.0276 
Function25 822676.30 5025073. 15 8096.0000 4483 9844 
# 
Function26 908040.43 5094380.99 0.0000 1501 .3530 
Function26 908040.43 5094380.99 6045.4800 150 1.3530 
Function26 908040.43 5094380.99 6949.4800 1911.2823 
Function26 908040.43 509~380.99 7024.4800 2293.3391 
Functton26 908040.43 5094380.99 7149.4800 2400.0000 
Function26 908040.43 5094380.99 7199.4800 1999.9924 
Function26 908040.43 5094380.99 7349.4785 2333.3550 
Functton26 908040.43 5094380.99 7519.4800 2685.6724 
Funcllon26 908040.43 5094380.99 7585.4800 6700.8184 
# 
Functton27 986 152.71 5046901 .99 0.0000 1501 3530 
Funcllon27 986152.71 5046901.99 6045.4800 1501 3530 
Funcllon27 986 152.7 1 5046901.99 6949.4800 1911.2823 
Function27 986 152.7 1 504690 1.99 7024.4800 2293.339 1 
FunctJon27 986152.71 504690 1.99 7149 4800 2400.0000 
Function27 986152.7 1 5046901.99 7199.4800 1999.9924 
Function27 986 152.7 1 5046901.99 7349.4785 2333.3550 
Function27 986152.7 1 5046901.99 7519.4800 2685.6724 
Functton27 986152.71 5046901 .99 7585.4800 6700.8184 
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